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1. INTRODUCTORY: THE MOROCCAN TRIBE

ORIENTATION
This book is an anthropological account of the mode

of life, social structure, and polïtical and religieus
insdtutions of a Muslim and Berber-speaking tribal
society, the Aith Waryaghar, located in the Central
Rif mountains of Northern Morocco.' The tribe will
be referred to as stated, and not by their Arabized
name of Bni Waryaghal (spelled 'LBeni Uriaguei" in
Spanishorthographyand k 'BeniOuriaghel"in French),
by which they are more usually known in the literature.
We do this for two reasons: first, to pay them the
compliment of calling them by the name which, in
their own language, they call themselves; and second,
to avoid any possible confusion with a much smaller
Arabic-speaking tribe named Bni Waryagü ( i lBeni
Ouriaguel") who are located in a neighboring region,
the Southern Jbala, to the southwest of our people.
(The Aith Waryaghar themselves explicitly reject any
notions of kinship with their almost-namesakes, and
the resemblance is quite fortuitous.) The Rifian tribes
bordering and neighboring the Aith Waryaghar will
also be referred to by their Berber names, where these
show differences from the Arabized names given them
in the literature.2

In this book, the word "Rifians" will be understood
to refer only to the Rifian Berber-speaking inhabitants
of the eastern half of the stretch of territory (at most,
some 200 km. long by some 100 km. wide), running
west to east from Tangier to Melilla (Rifian Mritsh),
and, from north to south, from al-Husaima and the
Mediterranean to just below Aknul.

A point that will be stressed repeatedly in one way
or another throughout this book is that the notion

1 For a summary account, see David M. Hart, "An Ethnographic
Survey of the Rifian Tribe of Aith Wuryaghil," Tamuda, Revista
de Iwestigaciones Marroqities, II, I, 1954, pp. 51-86. I have since
that time changed my own views on the orthography of the tribal
name. For supplementary information. see my "EmiJio Blanco Izaga
and the Berbers óf the Central Rif." Tamuda, VI, 2. 1958, pp.
171-237.

2The criterion of relevante is the difference in spelling in the
two names, and in the pronunciation gh and g. A perusal of E.
Lévi-Provencal, Textes Arabes de l'Ouergha (Maroc Septentrional),
Publications de l 'Institut des Hautes Etudes Marocaines, IX. Paris:
Ernest Leroux, 1922, pp. 12-13. indicates no place hor lineage
names held in common between the two tribes, even though there
was fierce fighting between 'Abd al-Krim and the French in the
Bni Waryagil in 1925.

of "tribe" in Muslim North Africa and the Middle
East is a relative one. A few words should be said
here about the Rifian tribes as groups, in order to
mark them off, in some ways, from their neighbors.
The six central Rifian tribes, which inhabit the back
country behind the present port of^Al-Husaima,3 are
the Aith Waryaghar, the Ibuqquyen, the Aith 'Am-
marth, the Igzinnayen, the Axt Tuzin, and the Thimsa-
rnan.4 With the exception of the northern clans of
the Aith Waryaghar in and around the alluvial plain
of Al-Husaima, they all live in rocky and mountainous
terrain. The Eastern Rifian tribes, on the other hand,
from Midar to Melilla, all inhabit relatively flat, open
and rolling country. Since the Kart River passes
through the territories of most of the Eastern Rifian
tribes, they will be henceforthcollectively labeled Kart
tribes, to avoid confusion with the six Central Rifian
tribes. These Kart tribes (the Thafarsith, Aith Wuri-
shik, Aith Sa'id, Ibdharsen, Aith Bu Yihyi, Ikibdhan-
en, and the five tribes of the Iqar'ayen: Aith Bu Ifrur,
Aith Sidar, Aith Shikar,Imazujen, and Aith BuGafar)5

all tacitly view the nuclear six as being "more Rifian"
than they themselves are.

To the west, there are three clusters of Rifian-
speaking neighbors, all of which have collective names.
Scatterings of a fourth group include several small
tribes that have either cornpletely or almost completely
lost Rifian speech to Arabic (Targist; Aith Yittuft ,
which is still half and half; Bni Bu Frah; and Mtiwa
dyal Bhar), tribes that have lost their Sinhaja Srir
speech to Arabic (e.g., Bni Gmil) and tribes that show
a mixture of Rifian and Sinhaja Srir speech (e.g. Aith

'Spanish Alhücernas, French El-Hoceima,, this town was called
Villa Sanjurjo during the Spanish protectorate period. In 196Ü it
had a population of 11,262. The name itself is locally said to derive
from Arabic cd-Khuzama, "lavender," a plant extensively found
in the region. The port of the old Muslim city of Nakur was.called

. al-Mii/.imma, andTTïis" name still sürvives i n the name of an irrigation
dïtcK'Dharga nj-Bzimma, near Ajdir; and 19th Century French
"Albouzeme" derives from the same source.

4Today, the Aith Waryaghar, Ibuqquyen and Aith •Amrnarth
depend administratively on the Province of al-Husaima, the Igzin-
nayen on that of Taza, and The Axt Tuzin and Thimsaman on
that of Nadhur (Nador).

5In Arabic: Tafarsit, Bni Wulishik. Bni Sa'id, 1-Mtalsa, Bni
Bu Yahyi, Kibdana, and the five tribes of QaPaya: Bni Bu Ifrur,
Bni Sidal. Bni Shikar, Mazuja. Bni Bu Gafar—again. badly transli t-
erated versions of the Arabic forms constitute the "official" tribal
rmmps on the official maps.
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Break-up of deliberation over land dispute in the Aith 'Abdallah, with Qaid Muh Abarqash on mule at far left (1953)

Men and boys of Ignan, Aith Turirth (1955)
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Author (at right) and notables of Ignan, Aith Turirth (1955). Photograph by J. R. Erofa

Mazdui). Of the three major clusters, two are small
and one large. Going from east to west, the first is
the Sinhaja Srir or "Gunstock Sinhaja,"6 a confeder-
ation of eight smal! tribes (the Aith Siddat, Aith
Khannus, Aith Bu Nsar, Zarqat, Ktama, Aith Bshir,
Taghzut and Bni Bu Shibt),7 in most of which there
are some clans that speak Arabic and others that speak
thei rownformof Berber, which is largely unintelligible
to Rifians. One tribe (Bni Bu Shibt) is now entirely
Arabic-speaking, and the men of all these tribes are
ful ly bilingual in their own Berber and in Arabic—
whereas most Rifians are not. The second cluster is
the Ghmara, a confederation of nine small tribes (Bni
Mansur, Bni Silman, Bni Khalid, Bni Zjil, Bni Ziyyat,
Bni Büzra, Bni Grir^ Bni Smih, and Bni Rzin), which
may or may not have been descended from a common
ancestor,8 and among which there are clans in two

fiSo called because one of their tribes, Taghzut, famous for
leather working and wood-carving, used to make flintlock guns
as well.

7Again, in Arabic, these are: Targist, Bni Yittuft, Bni Bu Frah,
Bni Gmil, Bni Mazdui, Bni Siddat, Bni Khamnus, Bni Bu Nsar,
Zarqat, Ktama, Bni Bshir, Bni Bu Shibt, and Taghzut. For details
on speech distribution for each tribe see F. S. Vidal, "Ensayo
Sobre Lingüistica en el Rif Occidental" Africa, nos. 46-7, Madrid,
Oct-Nov. 1945, pp. 32-7. and R. P. Esteban Ibanez, O. F. M.,
Diccionario Espanoi-Senhciyi, Madrid: Instituto de Estudios Afri-
canos, 1959, Introduction.

tribes (Bni Mansur and Bni Bu Zra) who still speak
their own variety of Berber (Shilha Buzratiya),9 dif-
ferent from both Rifian and^from the Sïnhaja Srir
languages. Third is the Jbala,'the Arabic term for
"mountaineers," an ethnic catch-all for all the Arabic
speaking tribes (some thirty or forty in all) that inhabit
the extreme western part of the chain as well as its
southwestern spurs. The subject of the languages
spoken in the Rif will be discussed further in Chapter
13.

Although there are strong cultural and structural
similarities between the Aith Waryaghar and their
neighbors—the Ibuqquyen, the Aith 'Ammarth, the
Igzinnayen, the Axt Tuzin, and the Thimsaman, to
name only those other Central Rifian tribes to which
frequent reference will be made—the Aith Waryaghar

. have always been the ntimerically and politically
predominant group in the region, with a population
in 1960 of 75,895. Even though their predominance
is of a primus 'mier pares type, it was for these reasons
that they were selected for field study.

BJulioCaro Baroja, "Una EncuestainGomara." in same author,
Estudios Mogrebies, Madrid: Instituto de Estudios Africanos, 1957,
pp. 123-151.

9G. S. Colin, "Le Parier Berbère des Gmara" Hesperis, IX,
1929, pp. 43-58.
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Rabat
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Swir

Map I: Linguistic Map of Morocco Showing Geographical Position of Aith Waryaghar (Shaded in-
Code: 1a—True Rifian

1b—Aït Warayin
1c—Ait Saghrushshan
2—Tamazight

3a—Tashrlhit
3b—Sinhaja Srir and Ghmara
4—Mountain Arabic Jbala
5—Bedowin Arabic

The Rif is a harsh land. and the Rifians are harsh
j and hard-headed people—none of them more so than
i^the Aith Waryaghar. The central problem of the region,

economically and demographically, is extreme poverty
of terrain coupled, with overpopulation (which is today
particularly acute); this problem Rifians themselves
have attempted to resolve either through heavy indul-
gence in bloodfeuding, or, later in time but still
coexistent with the feud, through labor migration, or
both. One can without exaggeration make the state-
ment: "Poverty and/or overpopulation results in
bloodfeuding and/or labor migration." This, in a
nutshell, expresses the dynamics of Rifian society.
And if to this we add the factors of agriculture,
tribalism, and Islam, we have, in effect, a sociological
sum total of Rifian culture, behavior, and values.
Although labor migration has today completely re-
placed the bloodfeud, this book will consist largely

of modulating variations upon these themes.
Much of this book will be devöted to an ethno-

graphic description and analysis of the Aith Waryaghar
as they existed bef ore effective European (i.e., Span-
ish) control was imposed in 1926; and therefore,
although our orientatkm is primarily structural, not
a small part of the methodology used in research and
in presentation of the material has been that of
historical reconstruction. A number of the institutions
and activities to be described I have not myself
witnessed,asthey nolongerexist, and have not existed
since 1926 or a few years earlier. While in the field,
l therefore had to spend much time querying old men
(the ambiguities of whose replies ï mistakenly attribut-
ed to senility, in the early stages of my research).
These men invariably preface any attempt they rnake
to describe sociopolitical conditions in the Rif with
the phrase dhi r-waqt n-ar-Rïpublik, "in the time of
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the Ripublik," the last being a European-borrowed
term that refers to a period embracing virtually all
of known Rifian history prior to the advent of 'Abd
al-Krim, the Reforrner of Customary Law, in 1921.
Paradoxically, however, 'Abd al-Krim's self-styled
Dawla Jumhuriya Rifiya, or " L Rif ian Republican
State," has most emphatically nothing to do with the
retrospective Ripublik. What Rifians term Ripublik
is referred to in the two other main Berber-speaking
areas of Morocco,10 and among Bedouins of the
Western Sahara, as $j'fra,literally, inArabic, "anarchy,
abandon;" this notion, which revolves around that
of marginal or dissident tribalism and the particular
applications of this concept to relations between tribes
and central governments, will be discussed in detail
presently. But no matter which term is used, Ripublik
or siba, the word represents in the eyes of old
informants a real nostalgia for the "good old days"—
or "bad old days"—when they were young. And in
those days, it should be added, the Rif, which is
bordered on the north by the Mediterranean, one of
the world's busiest traffic circles, was far less known
either to social science or to the world at large than
other, far more remote parts of the African continent.

DEFINITION OF "TRIBE"
It is useful to take as a point of departure the

definition of a tribe as given in that unfortunately
always outmoded work, Notes and Queries in Anthro-
pology: "A tribe may be defined as a politically or
socially coherent and autonomous group occupying
or claiming a particular territory."" It is also useful
to compare this with Evans-Pritchard's classic defini-
tion, to the effect that " . . . a tribe has been defined
by (1) a common and distinct name; (2) a common
sentiment; (3) a common and distinct territory; (4)
a moral obligation to unite in war; and (5) a moral
obligation to settle feuds and other disputes by arbitra-
tion. To these five points can be added four further
characteristics: (6) a tribe is a segmented structure
andthere isopposition bet ween its segments;(7) within
each tribe there is a'dominant clan, and the relation
between the lineage structure of this clan and the
territory system of the tribe is of great structural
ïmportance; (8) a tribe is a unit in a system of tribes;
and (9) age-sets are organized tribally." 12

L 0 ( l ) The Sus Valley and the Western High Alias and Anti-Atlas
mountains; and (2) the Middle Atlas. Central High Atlas, and Eastern
High Atlas, the domains respectively of tasusit (or tashithit) and
tamazight speech, both of which are only partially intelligible to
Rifians.

U6th Edition, London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1954, p.
66.

12 E. E. Evans-Pritchard, The Nuer, op. cit., p. 122. This is
the original statement about segmentary systems, and I find it of

The Notes and Queries definition is fine, as far
as it goes; but it does not go nearly far enough. It
raises more questions than it answers, namely, how
coherent and how autonomous; and it says nothing
whatsoever about the crucial issues of the relations
of the group with other groups of the same order,
or of its relations with a wider society of which it
may be part, or of its relations with a (presumably)
higher power, such as a central government. As for
Evans-Pritchard's definition, we can only agree, and
most emphatically, with points (1), (2), and (3); with
(4) and (5) we agree also, but with a very serious
reservation in the case of (5) that will be discussed
later; the key phrase in both instances is that of "moral
obligation/' which involves the often extremely great
discrepancy between ideal and actual behavior.
Evans-Pritchard states that these points were all re-
cognized by anthropologists prior to his own work;
and his own principal contribution, the focal point
of his categorization, lies in point (6), which has been
the centerpiece of all subsequent segmentary theory.
We contest the notion in (7) that a dominant clan
must of necessity exist within the tribe, but the second
half of this point is indeed true, so far as the lineage
structure of all the clans and the territorial system
of the tribe is concerned. Point (8) we certainly agree
with, since to our way of thinking, no tribe is a
completely self-contained unit, nor has it ever been;
but we would submit that Evans-Pritchard has not
placed enough emphasis on this cardinal point and
that hè has, in fact, left unsaid a major inference
to be drawn from it. Point (9) simply does not apply
here, for age-sets are quite foreign to Muslim lands
and Muslim thought.

The two sources above by no means exhaust the
definitions by social anthropologists of the term
''tribe." Though Evans-Pritchard's definition is of
course a far more workable one (in our context at
least) than that given in Notes and Queries, both have
a major defect: there is about each a curious finality,
much as if to say that a tribe is the highest political
grouping that can exist, and that it exists apart from,
divorced from, and isolated from other such political
groupings. No doubt this defect was, in each instance,
unintentional, but it is nonetheless there, at least
implicitly. It sterns from the long-nurtured preoccupa-
tion of social anthropologists with the "narrow ap-
proach," with intense concentration on small-scale
societies, a preoccupation that has somethnes blinded
them to wider issues, to the roles of their small-scale

extreme significance in terms of my own argument in this book
that in point (6) only "opposition" is mentioned and not "balance."
The one does not necessarily imply the other.
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societies in the context of wider societies of which
almost all of them now form part, and to the continua,
the links, between the various parts of the whole.

It is worth mentioning here that the great majority
of English or English-trained social anthropologists
have based their definitions of tribe and tribalism on
fieldwork in black Africa. Thus, taking up Evans-
Pritchard's definition in reverse order, age-sets, for
instance, are of crucial importance in the social struc-
tures of certain East African pastoralist tribes, but
they are most un-MusIim. It may seem a truism to
say that among Muslims, whether tribesmen, villagers,
or townsmen, the stamp of Islam is unmistakable and
all-pervasive; but the point cannot be stressed enough.
Therefore, exit Evans-Pritchard's criterion (9). Speak-
ing from personal experience regarding (7), I have
found "dominant" clans among Bedouin tribes of
northern Saudi Arabia (these are always clans that
traditionally provide the top shaikh of the tribe in
question), and indeed they may exist among other
Near Eastern Arab tribes (whether Muslim or Chris-
tian) as well. But I would state categorically they
are not to be found among any tribes in Northwest
Africa of which I have personal knowledge. Among
North African tribes all clans are, in theory, equal
and egalitarian. And Evans-Pritchard's point (5),
implying as it does that a tribe is the biggest unit
within which it is deemed proper to mediate in the
event of feud or other conflict, is in a sense the most
inapplicable of the lot, from the point of view adopted
here: for as Gellner13 has cogently argued, one can
assume that the whole of Muslim North Africa and
the Near and Middie East, the warp and woof of
Islam, is virtually one tribe;6 and naturally enough,
the Muslim conceptual dichotomy between the Dar
al-lslam or "House of Peace," the House of Islam,
and the Dar al-Harb, "the House of War," by which
is meant the whole outside world, fully supports and
buttresses this point of view.

But lines have to be drawn somewhere; and although
certain "tribes" of black Africa show certain very
important structural features in common with certain
other "tribes" of Muslim North Africa and the Middie
East, they exhibit other features (such as Evans-
Pritchard's age-sets) that are completely lacking else-
where, and still others (such as Evans-Pritchard's
"dominant" clans) that may exist in some of the
regions of tribal Islam (e.g., among Saudi Arabian
Bedouins) but not in others (e.g-, among North African
Berbers and Saharan Bedouins—I have in mind the

Rgibat of the Western Sahara in particular).'4 One
might refer to the system of dominant clans as a
"weighted" segmentary system, and to that in which
all clans are theoretically egalitarian as an "unweight-
ed" system.15

We now focus on these and yet other arguments
for and on the tribal situation in Morocco. One reads
(especially in the publications of political scientists
and high-Ievel journalists) statements to the effect that
Morocco is a transitional country. In general terms,
nobody could be in more agreement with this assertion
thanl, for it implies that, in certain spheres, the country
is struggling not only to break with its past and to
"modernize" itself, but, equally and conversely, to
retain, selectively, certain social institutions that have
been central to the maintenance of its Islamic tradition
throughout its history. But, with all due apologies
to the political scientists and journalists, few if any
of them have provided adequate descriptions of the
"base Ie vel" of traditional Muslim society and culture
in Morocco; and not one of them has asked himself
the question, as Berque has done in a brilliant article,
"What is a North African Tribe?"16 I shall attempt
now to answer this question, for Morocco at least,
first from a historical and then from a structural point
of view.

The Bases of Moroccan Political
Sociology

Eor our purposes, the years before establishment
of the French and Spanish protectorates in 1912 will
be regarded as the "base Ievel" period of traditional
Moroccan culture (this period, it should be noted,
lasted longer in the Rif and the Central Atlas, because
these areas were not finally pacified until 1926 and
I933,respectively). Although the situation has changed
considerably since then, it is a central fact of Moroccan
history and political sociology that prior to the protec-
torates the country was unified, theoretically, under
a sultan, and divided up, in actuality, according to
three basic axes: an "Arab-Berber" axis, an "urban-
tribal" axis, and a makhzan-sïba or "government-
dissidence" axis.

The first axis, Arab-Berber, is essentially linguistic.
Arabic is the natjpnal^anguag^_ojl^k)rpccoJL and it

'-'Ernest Gellner, "Saints of the Atlas," in Juliari Pitt-Rivers,
Ed., Mediterranean Countrymen, The Hague, Mouton, 1963, pp.
145-157.

14Cf. David M. Hart, "The Socia] Structure of the Rgibal
Bedouins of the Eastern Sahara," Middie East Journal, Vol. 16,
no. 4, 1962, pp. 515-527.

15I am very grateful to Dr. Erich Alport of Oxford for this
comment; Ernest Gellner, elsewhere, refers to "pure" (of Berber
lype) and "impure" (of Saudi Bedouin type) segmentary systems.

'6Jacques Berque "Qu'est-ce que c'est une Tribu Nord-afri-
caine?" in Hommages a Lucien Fèbvrë, Enetaildel'Histoire Vivante,
Paris: Armand Colin, 1953, Vol. I, pp. 261-271.
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was officjally declared^as such in the constitution
promulgated by King al-Hasan II in 1962; but it is
only spoken by three-fifths, at most, of a total popula-
tion tabulated in 1960 at 11.6 million and estimated
today (1967) at more than 13 million. Berber is another
language, or rather, another set of languages, entirely;
it is spoken mainly, but not exclusively, by three
different kinds of tribal "minority groups," all of
which live in difficult mountainous terrain. These three
groups are (1) the sedentarj/, agricultural djiama-
zig/Uh-speaking tnbêT^tnTR^; (2) the transhumant '7 ,
fama^i'ghf-speaking Berber tribes of the Middle, Cen- '
tral High, and Ëastern High Atlas (geographical termi-
nology in Morocco can be clumsy) and of the Jbil
Saghru; and (3) the sedentary (though partly transhu-
mant), agricultural fashiJ/iit-speaking tribes of the
Western High Atlas, the "Anti-Atlas, and the Sus
Valley. "Berber" and "tribal" are by no means
completely equivalent terms, since "tribalism" em~
braces virtually the whole of the rural population,
nearly 85 percent of that of all Morocco; but the two
terms have nevertheless tended to become fused in
the minds of most modern Moroccans, who regard
Berber tribes today as the skeleton in the national
closet. Berbers represent, in this sense, both the
autochthonous and (with certain exceptions) the most
change-resistant elements of the population.

The second axis, urban-tribal—and this term rather
than urban-rural is used intentionally, because "rural"
and "tribal" were completely coterminous in Morocco
before 1912—is a socioeconomic one. All the cities
were Arabic-speaking, while the tribes were divided
roughly in half, with Arabic-speaking tribes tending
to be geographically nearer to the urban centers (of
which there was a fairly substantial network) and
Berber-speakïng ones tending to be further removed
from urban influences. But these groups were not
mutually exclusive—far from it. The "continuous
tissue," as Berque18 calls it, of Maghribi (i.e., North
African in general, but Moroccan in particular) society
was expressed, on all levels, through an intimat^
linkage between town and tribe, both of which were
always extremely conscious of belonging, immedi-
ately, to a wider Moroccan society under a sultan,
and of belonging, f inally—without stretching the point
too far—to the wmma, the total Islamic community,
of which that Sultan, as a (regional) Commander of

'7Transhumance, in Lts classic farm, involves two main moves
a year; up into the mountains in spring to pasture the sneep and
live in tents, and back down into the valley in the fait to cultivate
and live in permanent houses. For confirmation, cf. Harry W.
Basehart, "Transhumance," in Julius Gould and Willïam J. Kolb,
Eds., A Dictionary of the Social Sciences, London: Tavistock.
1964, p. 724.

'8Berque, op. cit., 1953, p. 264.

the (Western) Faithful, was one of the most revered
and honored members.

The third axis, makhzan-siba ("government-dissi-
dence"), was political. These terms need some con-
textual explanation. The principal underlying thread
throughout all of Morocco was religious in character;
it was, and is, orthodox or Sunni Islam of the Maliki
rite (aside from a small, mainly urban Jewish minority).
On the local. and especially the tribal, level, however,
religious needs were and are catered to by a great
army of local saints (given the questionable appellation
of marabouts in French and morabos in Spanish),
who, alive or dead, "personalized" Islam to the
illiterate tribesrnen. The saint cults spread Hke lightning
through the Moroccan countryside when the first Sufi
mystics, eastern or homegrown, arrived or developed
in the 12_ih_century A.D.; and the literate and urban
Religitm of the Book, to use Gellner's terms,19 has
waged a perpetual polemic against the illiterate and
tribal Religion of the Shrine, which, more or less
unmindfui of the citified attacks against it, has contiri-
ued on its own path through the centuries. (It should,
however, be noted that on more than one occasion
in Moroccan history, puritanistic movements have
swept the countryside.) In this situation we have the
socioeconomic axis of "urban-tribal" transferred to
a religious plane.

Orthodoxy, in theory at least, is dominant; and
political power was dynastie and centered in the person
of the Sultan, a direct descendant of the Prophet
Muhammad and the holiest (again in theory) of all
the saints. The Sultan was thus the spiritual and
temporal head of the whole Moroccan Muslim com-
munity. He had all the appanages one would expect
for a figure of his extreme personal charisma (ex-
treme, at least, for Morocco, a nation of doubting
Thomases, who have always been very reluctant to
attribute charismatic power to any save a very few
individuals). These included a large court with nu-
merous ministers, among which a strong division of
labor (with perhaps more accent on the division than
on the labor) and a high degree of protocol were
emphasized, and a standing army that also served
as a tax-collecting force.

Because the Sultan, in order to keep the peace
in his domain, had to be on the move continuously,
crossing tribal territories to get from one urban center
to another, the court and the army moved with him.
All the urban centers, and the tribal lands surrounding
them, were entirely under government control, and
were therefore known as blad l-makhzan, or govern-
ment land; and the inhabitants of the blad l-makhzan

'"Gellner, op. cit., 1963, p. 147.
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did not fail to pay their taxes to the Sultan when
called upon to do so.

In fact, the blad l-makhzan covered only the Gharb,
the Atlantic coastal region, and the adjacent plains
of western Morocco, considerably less than half the
total area of the country. Most of the rest of Morocco
is either mountains or desert or combinations of both,
and virtually all of this was blad s-siba, or Land of
Disorder and Dissidence2"—as seen, of course, from
the point of view of the makhzan, the Land of
Government and hence the Land of Order. From that
of its members and practitioners it was, rather, a
permanent institutionalization of the "doubting
Thomas" syndrome mentioned above, one that crys-
tallized into a system of what will here be called
''organized acephaly," to be discussed below. This
land was entirely tribal land, and rnost of it was Berber
in speech. In it, the Sultan was acknowledged only
as spiritual head of the country, and in it taxes were
seldom if ever paid, despite numerous punitive
expeditions undertaken by the army, often on an
annual basis when the Sultan was a strong and energetic
one. Even strong Sultans had to extract taxes by force.

In other words, the difference between the condi-
tions evoked by the terms makhzan and siba was
in essence one of payment or nonpayment of taxes
(although the nonpayers would no doubt have pre-
ferred tothink of itas "withholding"). The dichotomy
between makhzanand siba is in my opinion the central
fact of the total Moroccan political system in the years
preceding our hypothetical "base level;" it has, in
a post-Independence work by a modern Moroccan
scholar,21 been reevaluated as a kind of optional or
"social contract" situation a la Rousseau—one could
opt to be within the pale or beyond it. This view
is both challenging and challengeable. It is challenging
because of its implication of the existence of an
"intermediate zone" between the two areas where
the tribes (exemplified by those of the Jbala and by
some of those of the northern Middle Atlas) were
characterized by a continual shift, behaviorally as well
as geographically, from "orderly" to "disorderly"
conduct and back again. That such a zone did indeed
exist was pointed out by Capdequi for the Jbala as
early as 1923.22 This view is challengeable, however,

2(1Not "Insolence," as Coon, Caravan, The Story of the Middle
East, New York: Holt. 1958, Chap. 16, would have it, though
this is an attractive notion!

21 Mohammed Lahbabi, Le Gouvernement Marocain a l'Aube
du XXe Siècle, Rabat: Editions Techniques Nord-Africaines, 1958.
pp. 43-45. Cf. also the review of this book by Ernest Gellner,
Middle East Journal XV, l, 1961, pp. 70-90.

-Mauricio Capdequi y Brieu, Yebala: Apuntes sobre la Zona
Occidental del Protectorado Marroqui Espanol, Madrid 1923, pp.
37 sq.

because it faiJs to account for the very real entrench-
ment in one or the other system of those individuals
and/or groups who lived far from the fluctuating
peripheries. The theory has, nonetheless, a refreshing
conceptual elasticity, most unlike the rigid position
taken by many French writers on the subject.23

General Observations on Moroccan
Tribal Structures (1): Segmentation

A glance at the 1958 or 1962 versions of the Carte
des Tribus, or at almost any introductory chapter of
a genera! work on Morocco, will indicate that the
country has upwards of 600 more or less discrete
units that can be considered "tribes," each with its
own name, its own territory and boundaries, etc. The
meaning of the term "tribe," however, depends on
the context in any given case. The Arabic word most
frequently used to denote units of this kind is qabila
(Moroccan Arabic qbila, with its Berber equivalent
laqbilt, and Rifian dhaqbitsh); but the qabita concept
not only differs from one end of the Arab and Muslim
world to the other, it even shows some very sensible
differences from one region of Morocco to another.
It may or may not be an ultimate sociopolïtical unit
in its particular regional context, and it also may or
may not be socially homogeneous in that same context.
It may consist of less than a thousand members or
more than two hundred thousand, although really large
tribes in the latter range very seldom, if ever, act
corporately, unless threatened by an equal or superior
external force. The data from the Aith Waryaghar
provide interesting and ample documentation on this
score.

There are, however, other contexts invotved, aside
from the regional one, which essentially involves a

23Cf. Henri Terrasse, Histoire du Maroc, 2 vols., Casablanca:
Editions Atlantides. 1949-50, vol. II, pp. 356-358. The author of
this work perpetually grinds the makhian-siba axe in order to show
that it was France who pacified the country and that (at the time
of writing) Moroccans were not yet ready for self-government.
A much more recent collective endeavor, J. Brignon, A. Amine,
B. Boutaleb, G. Martinet, B. Rosenberger, and M. Terrasse, Histoire
du Maroc, Paris: Hatier and Casablanca: Librairie Nationale, 1967.
p. 313, takes with fu]] justification, a totally opposite point of
view, one which is both timely and refreshing. But at the same
time the notion of makhzan-siba opposition is dismissed as being
of no account, and the fact that the Sultan was recognized every-
where as the supreme leader of the national community, even by
those segments of that community which refused to pay him taxes,
is presenled as though it were an original idea—which it is not.
The "dissidence" factor, too. is attributed entirely to colonialist
intrigue on the eve of the establishment of the Protectorate, a
natural reaction to the doctrinaire positivism of Terrasse's earlier
work. But the view it represents is equally one-sided, on the other
side, for the whole idea now enters the arena of ideology, or rather,
that of conflicting ideologies. as opposed to that of scholarship.
That the condition referred to by the synonymous terms Ripublik
and siba was most certainly a fact, however, has been unanimously
attested by all my informants.
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number of other groups or units more or less of the
same general order as that of the group under consid-
eration. There is a wider and quite different context,
based on the fact that social relationships may very
often extend not only beyond the borders of the group
or tribe in question and beyond those of other like
groups or tribes, but into the towns and cities as well;
for in this wider context, tribe and town (the latter
subsuming the presence of the central government),
while often antagonistic if not actively hostile, form
an unbroken continuüm, already implied in the makh-
-an-siba dichotomy discussed above. This continuüm,
taken to its logical conclusion, extends throughout
the whole of Muslim society in the Maghrib and the
Middle East, and is in fact that total society's dominant
underlying characteristic. This characteristic caused
Coon to label the region at large, in a most apt phrase,
"amosaic of peoples."24 And as in a fine Fez mosaic,
it is the interconnections between, and regular occur-
rences of, particular patterns (such as that of the partial
opting out discussed above) that give the whole its
organic unïty and continuity; for taken isolated and
out of context, such patterns are quite meaningless.

Muslim tribes are all characterized by an anti-isola^
tionism in this sense; their members are f ully cognizarit
of the fact that they are parts (whether large or small)
of much wider and unhomogeneous political entitïes
tl hesitate to use the word "nation" for the total
traditional framework, although it does of course apply
in the Moroccan case). On the other hand, they are
isolationist to the extent that they have preferred to
maintain their own separate identities as tribes. This
ktentity is generally one that causes central govern-
ments to react to it as "the tribal problem."

We have seen that in Morocco some of these tribes
are Arabic in speech and some are Berber; but what,
despite their linguistic differences, do they possess
in common? The answer is, a very great deal. There
are differences in nomenclature; that is, an Arabic-
speaking tribe may be referred to as Ulad X or Bni
.V. "chüdren" or -isons of X," whereas a Berber-
speaking one may be referred to as Ait (and in the
Rif. Aith, Axt or Asht} X, "people of X;" but these
are in fact small differences—and the ultimate result
is clearly the same. We should perhaps refine the
matter more by saying that, strictly speaking, Arabic
ulad and bni mean "children" or "sons" and ulad
is a cognate of tamazight Berber araw and of Rifian
dhar\vat 4isons" or "children," and that Arabic ahl
is a cognate of Berber ait, "people"—all, of course,
always followed by a proper name and implying

"people of Someone or Something or Someplace."
here designated by X (the terms in both sets of
languages for "people" in general, in the aggregate,
are quite different and do not in any case fit into
the present framework of ideas).

What must be stressed here is the importance of
the ultimate referent, X, which is usually either one
of two types of name: (1) the name of a given locality,
usually a tribal point of origin; or (2) the name of
a common agnatic or patrilineal ancestor, whether real
or putative, and whether or not hè is actually traceable
genealogically through the male line. The question
of traceability in this sense has great structural rele-
vance, for if X is so traceable, we have then the
makings of a lineage system; and if not, we get the
makings of a clan system, although in Morocco it
is in fact the rule, as we s hal l see, for both systems
to exist side by side, or rather, for the former system
to be encapsulated within the latter.

These two types cover most tribal names in Moroc-
co, but not all of them; one may also occasionally
find a name, X, that was an illustrious one in the
medieval Maghrib and that has "reappeared," as
Berque puts it,25 here and there, as a "bud" or an
"onomasticemblem" on the North African landscape.
(Examples are Masmuda, Sinhaja, and Zanata, the
favorites of Ibn Khaldun, which were, very much
later, grossly overworked conceptually by at least three
generations of historically oriented French North
Africanist scholars. The real significance in the re-
emergence of such names lies in the absence of their
significance; for the French scholars invoked them
to explain "origins," whereas in reality they explain
nothing, nor are they intended to by those groups
that bear them other than as the vaguest possible
connection with a semi-mythical past.) Another possi-
bility: if we find only a name, X, unprefixed by bni,
ulad, ahl, or ait, the X in this particular case may
be in some way descriptive of the group in question,
or a nickname (referring either directly to them, or,
more likely, to a character trait or physical peculiarity
of Iheir founder-ancestor; and if it should be a nick-
name given them by a neighboring group, it is also
invariably uncomplimentary); or, as sometimes
happens, it may be a name that none of its bearers
can account for, either etymologically or traditionally.

Descent, as in most tribal areas of the world, is
unilineal, reckoned through the line of one parent only,
and in this case, it is agnatic or patrilineal, traced
through the male line only. (This is true for all Muslim
Middle Eastern cases, save for some of the Saharan

:4Coon, Caravan, The Story of the Middle East, New York:
Holt. 2nd Ed., 1958, passim.

"Berque, 1953, op. cit., pp, 262-4. His word for "bud" is
bouton.
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Twareg, who also not only speak a Berber language
but have the only Berber alphabet extant, tifinagh,
and who still contain one northern subgroup, Kei
Ahaggar, which claims matrilineal descent patterns.26)
In no other society in the World, perhaps, is the
dichotomy between the sexes, and hence sex segrega-
tion, so sharply emphasized as in Islam; women may
and often do have very considerable importance "be-
hind the scènes" and in certain particular cultural
domains (such as sorcery), but their structural impor-
tance, in most Muslim groups, is close to zero. This
severely agnatic orientation of Muslim social structure
has its territoria! and morphological reflection in
virilocal or patrilocal residence, for after marriage a
wife goes to live with her husband and his kin group,
almost never the other way around.

Most Muslim tribes thus far studied undergo a
process of subdivision, concretely expressed through
time and space, known to anthropologists as seg-
mentation (a process shared by a great many black
African tribes as well). Allusion has already been made
to segmentation and to segmentary theory, and we
now define the process. lts first principle is that each
tribe, whether it bears the name of a putative common
ancestor, that of a putative point of (common) origin,
or one of the other types of name, is segmented or
subdivided into a number of clans (in Morocco, seldom
more than five, with no exceptions in the Rif);27 each
clan is segmented into subclans; each of these is
segmented into a number of large lineages, which again
themselves segment into smaller lineages—and again,
and again, right down to the level of the nuclear family
of father, mother, and unmarried children. The major
point about Moroccan tribal segmentary systems is
that they contain all of these units, each one being
encapsulated within the one immediately above it. The
bigger the unit, the less easy it becomes to tracé
descent, until a point is reached where the descent
factor either becomes inapplicable or is paid only lip
service.

We have commented above on the notion of the
ability, or lack thereof, of members of a given kind

2SJohannes Nicolaisen, Ecology and Culture of the Pastoral
Tuareg, Nationalmuseets Skrifter, Etnografisk Roekke, IX,
Copenhagen: Danish National Museum, 1963, pp. 476-77. One
doubts whether the views of Briggs (suggested by those of Gordon
Gibson for the South African Herero) on doublé descent among
the Twareg, neat though they are, should be taken too seriously:
cf. Lloyd Cabot Briggs, Tribes of the Sahara, Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press. 1960, pp. 134-5, as well as same author.
The Living Races of the Sahara Desert, Peabody Museum Papers,
XXVIII, 2, Cambridge. Mass.: Peabody Museum, 1958. pp. 87-8.

271 allude here to the khams khmas or "five 'fifths' " notion
of tribal structure, widespread in Morocco, which wil! be discussed
in detail for the Aith Waryaghar in Chapter 11. Cf. also my article
"Segmentary Systems and the Role of 'Five Fifths' in Tribal
Morocco," Revue de l'Occident Musulman et de la Mediterrannee,
III, l, 1967. pp. 65-95.

of social unit to tracé their ancestry step by step
(genealogically) to a "grandfather" common to them
all; and it is this notion of traceability or nontraceability
that social anthropologists regard as a determïning
factor in the definition of the social unit in question.

The members of a clan think of themselves as all
being unilineally descended from a common ancestor
X; but they also admit that they are quite unable
to tracé all, or even most of, the genealogical steps
between themselves and X.2K The notion of subclan
is an extension of the same idea: the clan itself is
segmented into two or more subclans, and their
members, likewise, are unable to tracé, genealogically,
the exact steps involved back to their own ancestor,
to their own particular point of fission, so to speak,
from the clan under consideration. The ancestors of
subclans are often conceived of as being the "sons"
of the ancestors of the clan in question; but since
this is not genealogically verifiable, there always
remains an element of doubt.

But with a lineage, all such steps are, by definition,
traceable, and thus the largest-level lineage (or, to
follow Evans-Pritchard, "maximal" lineage) em-
braces the largest unilineal group within the system
that is able to tracé such descent. The smaller, lower-
level lineages within this group fission off (or scission
off; both phenomena wïll be discussed in Chapter
X) at lower or more recent points in time on the
total genealogy.

In Morocco the smallest unit, the nuclear family,
is only seldom in itself a residential unit.-The residential
unit is far more apt to consist of an extended family
of either (1) a father, his wife or wives (in cases
of plural marriage, one gets polygynous families
and/or households), and his married sons and their
wives and children (daughters marry out); or (2) a
variable number of brothers and their wives and
children, in fraternal joint families and/or households,
which may or may not (generally the latter) continue
to hold their property in common after their father's
death. A married daughter theoretically counts as a
member of her husband's lineage group, and she should
(again. theoretically) even assist him in feuds or
quarrels against her own brothers.

Often a stranger (as locally conceived) has moved
in, with the consent of the group, and tied himself
in to the main lineage group affinally (i.e., through
marriage) or through clientage (i.e., by working for
a mernber of the occupying and protecting lineage).
The resulting "stranger" lineages form part of the
total segmentary system of the clan or tribe in question,

28In Muslim societies, the notion of "clan" does not necessarily
imply exogamy, which it generally does elsewhere.
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ahbough. because of the agnatic descent criterion,
ibey still remain "strangers" vis-a-vis the "inner
CBTcfe" of the group, no matter how long they have
been among them. (At least this is or was the ideal,
o which the Aith Waryaghar attest certain exceptions
• fact.)

In the segmentary system of any tribal group, certain
segmentary levels are more important, both structur-
aüy and functionally, than others, and there are many

levels of segmentation than there are terms for
in Arabic or Berber. In this fact alone we may

perceive the essential looseness and fluidity of the
kstem, as well as the capacity for growth of each

coup (ecological, mortality, and other factors being
cqual). A particular segment is always named (Bni

. Air V. etc.), and the names of segments, despite
the growth process, always remain the same, illogical
as this obviously seems when considered in a time
peispective. But designatory terms in Arabic and
Berber, such as those for tribe, clan, and Imeage,
cao and do ^pply to two or more given levels of
segmentation at the same time. Each bni produces

•oiber bni or an ulad, and each ait produces another
ir or a dhanva, over time, and the names involved

nerally if not invariably those of ancestors who
•ave left the most male progeny; other, lesser ances-

,. particularly those who left only daughters or
vho died without issue, are genealogically unimpor-

. :;j .-.re either telescoped or simply forgotlen.
We now come to the second basic principle of

segmentary systems: that of opposition between seg-
aients. Bohannan likens this, aptly, to the "balance

x>wer" concept of political science, and puts the
•aner thus:

. The principle, in agnatic groups, is an extreme-
b simple one. It is a projection of the idea that

^rother and I are öïritagonistic to each other
only so long as there is no person more distantly
related to us who is antagonistic to both of us.

join my brother against my half-brothers. My
half-brothers join me and my full brothers against
the group of our father's brothers' sons. They join
us. against our father's father's brother's sons.

Thus. Bohannan goes on to say, "in a group of
is sort, which is carefully structured internally, the

wne principle separates the subgroups at one level
lï.e.. a lower one) as joins them at another level (i.e.,
k higher one) of the structure."29 Again, this is the
ideal: but as we shall see, there are other factors

-scutting this ideal that sometimes render it unat-
tainable in practice.

Bohannan, Sociul Anthropology, New York: Holt, Rine-
aar; & Winston. 1963, pp. 137-38.

Following Evans-Pritchard, many anthropologists
have insisted on diagraming the principle. For pureh
theoretical purposes this is not really necessary (al-
though it might be in concrete cases), simply because
the notion has an easily perceptible internal logic.
Although the descendants of two brothers, Xand Y
(and we may call these descendants Ait X and Ait
Y}, may fight against each other, they join forces
if attacked by the descendants of the brothers1 patrila-
teral cousin Z (i.e., Ait Z) because, although X, Y,
and Z all go back ultimately to the same common
ancestor (and thus, presumably, to the same point
of fission), Ait X and Ait Y are more closely related
to each other than either one of them is to Ait Z.

General Observations on Moroccan
Tribal Structures (2): Tribal Economie

and Political Systems
Each tribe has a given name and a given territory,

and each clan within the tribe has its corresponding
subterritory. Thus the overall system of tribal land
ownership is in effect nothing but the segmentary
system, which is conceived in terms of genealogical
time, projected spatially upon the ground. This princi-
ple is extremely important for an understanding of
the complexities of Aith Waryaghar social and territo-
rial structure; for the subclan within the clan and the
lineage within the subclan each have their corre-
sponding territory within the clan territory.

The linguistic axis of Arab-Berber cuts across
certain features of the overall tribal system: many
Arabic-speaking tribes, for instance, conceive of
themselves as descended, each one, from a common
ancestor, but other tribes (particularly in the Jbala,
in the northwestern part of the Rifian chain) were
built up more on the toponymy principle, with hetero-
geneous clans merely coming in and occupying territo-
ry that eventually became that of the tribe in question.
The same is true of Berber-speaking tribes: those in
the Rif and those in the Western Atlas-Sus-Anti-Atlas
region, as well as, apparently, those transhumant tribes
in the Middle Atlas, tend to be organized along this
heterogeneous clan principle; and those in the Central
High and Eastern High Atlas and the Jbil Saghru region
tend to be organized on the principle of common
ancestorship.

In general terms, an economie correlation can also
be made here: the bulk of the tribes structured on
the heterogeneous clan principle, whether Arabic- or
Berber-speaking, are sedentary agriculturists who live
the year round in fixed houses, while the bulk of
those structured on the common ancestor principle
are either transhumants or nomads (although the
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transhumant tribes of the Middle Atlas appear to be
an exception and to be composed of heterogeneous
clans). Their transhumance involves two well-defined
moves per year: up into the mountains to pasture
their sheep and to live in goat-hair tents in spring,
and back down into the lower valleys, where their
permanent houses are located, in the autumn. Nomad-
ism, on the other hand, involves clock-round contin-
uous movements, always in search of pasture and
water, and particularly with camels; in this case the
only dweiling is a tent which is of the same type,
essentially, as that of the transhumant, and there are
no houses.

Another feature common to most, though not all,
Moroccan tribes is the existence of resident holy men
(most of them not only claiming descent from the
Prophet Muhammad, but possessing genealogical evi-
dence, either in written Arabic or in their heads, to
back up their claims) who form lineages or even "whole
clans apart (or, ideally, somewhat apart) from the
rest of the tribal community. They may reside within
a community or on its frontiers with other such
communities, and their job is the arbitration of con-
flicts, both inside and outside the tribe. Such conflicts,
in tribal Morocco before the protectorate, were very
much the order of the day. It can be, and has been,
argued that feuds and wars, f ar from promoting the
disintegration of the tribal system, provided in fact
the main force that kept it going. This state of affairs
led French and Spanish investigators of a generation
ago to categorize the tribal systerns as "organized
anarchy'1-1"—not, perhaps, quite the right label, for
"anarchy" implies a total lack of government; but
they were nonetheless on the right track. Given the
existence, especially in Berber regions, of a system
of representative councils superimposed at the major
levels of segmentation, a system in which the power
of any one councillor at any given level was effectively
checked by his peers, we prefer to call Berber politica!
systems in the. mountainous areas of siba, where a
virtually complete egalitarianism prevailed, "systems
of organized acephaly." This was particularly true
in the "dog-eat-dog" political context of the Central
Rif.

Another generalization can now be made: nomad
and transhumant tribes tended to engage in intertribal
warfare, while sedentary tribes generally engaged in
intratribal feuds. In the Rif, as we shall see, each

J"Robert Montagne, La Vie Sociale et Politiqut' des Berbères,
Paris: Editions du Comité de I'Afrique Francaise, 1931, p. 74; and
Eniilio BJanco Izaga, Derecho Consuetudinario Rifeiïo, MSS-, 1935.
Blanco Izaga discusses this concept more cogently for the Aith
Waryaghar in the Rif than Montagne does for the tribes of the
Western Atlas.

tribe was literally split in half, and when the two
halves were not fighting against each other, feuding
continued just as intensively on a lower level, amongst
the lineages of a single clan. In some cases, including
that of the Aith Waryaghar, the overall system of
alliances, called //ƒƒ, actually crosscut the overall
segmentary system (as expressed in the Waryaghar
case by the crucial notion of khams khmas or "five
"fifths1 "); and this is precisely what is meant when
we say, echoing to some extent a view recently put
forth by Peters,31 that a simple segmentary model is
simply not geared to explain everything. It is a useful
conceptual (or even analytical) tooi but it is only a
means to an end and in no sense an end in itself.
In the Rif, agaïn, only the holier of the holy men
abstained from fighting; the rank-and-file holy men
fought among themselves, although not, as a rule,
against outsiders (i.e., lay tribesmen). And the holier
holy men, wearing their white robes and emanating
baraka (the God-given ability to work miracles), lived
up to the prestigious role and status assigned them
by the community by seeing to it that wars were
interrupted by seasonal truces for harvesting, etc. At
the same time they received helpful "perks" through
annual offerings from their constituents, as well as
a cut off the top when fines for murder were imposed
by the council.

For murder, under certain controllable circum-
stances, was indeed punished. Another feature of the
tribal system all through Morocco is the existence,
in almost every tribe, of a weekly market, called suq
of so-and-so, the word suq being followed by the
name of the day of the week it is held and then by
the name of the tribe. Market day is not only a day
of economie exchange, but one of social intercourse,
where people see their friends and exchange news;
and above all, it is a day of peace. The tribal council
met in or just off the market precisely to see that
this peace was not violated, as well as to deliberate
on other issues that had come up during the course
of the week. In the Rif, any rnan who murdered another
on any of the paths leading to the market, on market
day, had to pay not only bloodwealth to his victim's
agnates (which the latter generally did not accept,
preferring to take vengeance either on the person of
the murderer or on that of one of his patrilineal
kinsmen), but, in addition, a prohibitively heavy fine
to the council. If the murder was committed in the
market itself, furthermore, this fine was doubled
because the peace of the rnarket had been "broken,"

31 E. L. Peters, "Some Structural Aspects of the Feud Among
theCamei-HerdingBedouinof Cyrenaica," Africa(London), XXX-
VII, 3, pp. 261-282.
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as Berbers say. If the murderer could not pay, the
councilmembers descended upon him in a body,
burned his house, cut down his trees, and confiscated
his livestock. And the murderer himself had to flee
to another tribe in order to escape the wrath of his
victim's kin.

Woundings, too, were fined accordingly, as were
thefts of larger livestock. In the Rif, however, theft
of animals was as uncornmon as murder was common;
it is far more current in the Central Atlas, for instance,
where the mode of proof through trial by collective
oath also reached its greatest development and intri-
cacy. The council among Rifian and Western Atlas
Berbers was the body politie, and before the advent
of 'Abd al-Krim in the former area and of the "Big
Qaids"32 in the latter, decision-making never rested
in the hands of a single individual. Political power
tended in all the sedentary tribal regions to be diffused
and decentralized, and generally speaking, it was only
among rural Arabic-speakers that a qaid could "eat"
a whole tribe. Among the Berber transhumants of
the Central Atlas and the Jbil Saghru, a totally different
system obtained, but one that in the end had the same
result: chiefs were elected annually, and the clan whose
turn it was to provide the chief would be removed
physically from the other clans, whose members did
the electing (Gellner discovered the system and has
labeled it "rotation and cross-election.'1)33 But here
too the chief was a mere rotating cipher who could
be impeached by the council before his year was up
if his luck (Berber aduku, lit. "slipper") was bad.
Conversely, should hè prove himself able, especially
in war, hè might stay on in office for two or three
years before another election took place. The symbol-
ism of the outgoing chiefs putting a blade of grass
into the turban of the incoming one in order to ensure
afertile year was the crucial feature of the installation
ritual; for if the year were not fertile, that slender
blade of grass was the figurative axe that hung over
his head—and out hè went,

We have already begun to note certain institutional
differences between Arabic and Berber speakers, for
contradictions and ambiguities are, as we shall see,
a key feature of the social organization of the region
at large. Let us look at a few more such differences.
In cases of suspected murder or suspected theft, an
Arabic-speaking tribesman had to go to the mosque
and take oath on the Qur'an in front of the fqih,
the Qur'anic schoolmaster. A Berber from the Rif

also took (and takes) oath in the mosque on the Qur'an
in the same way; but prior to 'Abd al-Krim (who
was responsible for changïng a very great deal of
Rifian custom), hè did so with five of his close agnatic
kinsmen (making sixinall, including himself) for minor
matters, and with eleven close agnates (making twelve
in all) in a murder case. If the homicide involved
men of different tribes, the party under suspicion had
to produce fifty cojurors. A Berber from the Central
Atlas had to produce ten cojurors (himself and nine
agnates) in a case of theft, and in a case of murder,
forty (himself and thirty-nine agnates, a good many
of whom, as in the Rifian case of fifty, were fellow
clansmen, that is, classificatory agnates rather' than
real ones or proper lineagemates); but in this region
oaths were always taken at saints' tombs in front
of a lay oath administrator, and never on the Qur'an.
Oath-takings were a highly public affair, by their very
nature, and onlookers of ten heckled the cojurors to
trip them up. If the defendant or any of his agnates
failed to say or pronounce the oath correctly, the
oath became as "broken" as the markets mentioned
above, and hè had to pay. Some Central Atlas tribes
(the Ait 'Atta are the outstanding example) even had
Supreme Courts of Appeal, and there were two further
refinements of the system: (1) accusing as well as
denying oaths could be taken, and (2) a man who
became angry at his own lineagemates could change
over to another cojuring group by sacrificing a sheep,
and without losing his property rights in his original
lineage.

The Moroccan world of tribal politics was and is
very definitely a man's world, in which women took
and take little or no active part—although the division
of labor by sex is very unequal: women generally
work far harder and longer than rnen do. In structural
terms, women, handed around in marriage from one
lineage to the next within a given clan,34 or, more
rarely, to another clan or even to another tribe,
provided links of alliance in which they themselves,
being passive instruments of policy, had little or no
voice. These same alliance links are, of course, con-
tinually reinforced through subsequent marriages of
other lineage members, and expanded through the
taking of an occasional wife from yet a new group.

-'-See Robert Montagne, Les Berbères e! Ie Makhzen dans Ie
Sud du Maroc, Paris: Felix Alcan, 1930.

"Gellner, op. cit., 1963. I personaüy prefer the term "rotation
and complementarity" which Gellner has of ten used on conversation
and corre sponde nee.

34Gellner, op. cit., 1963. p. 149; says that among the saintly
Ihansalenof the Central Atlas, father's brother's daughter marriage
is the rule. Although the Ait 'Atta of Usikis told me the same
thing, their genealogies do not bear this out; and in the Rif, parallel
cousin marriage, though it does happen, is very rare, and, according
to Rifians, is apt to terminale ïn divorce, The rnajor reason for
its preservation in the case of the saintly lineages is obviously
to keep the genes pure. An excellent paper on some of the problems
here is Jean Cuisenier, "Endogamie et Exogamie dans Ie Manage
Arabe." L'Homme, II, 2, 1962, pp. 80-105.
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Qur'anic law stipulates that daughters inherit half what
sons do, and it absolutely forbids a wife to divorce
her husband, though hè can divorce her with ease.
But divorce, though indeed frequent, is not in fact
as common as might be expected; and neither are
polygynous marriages, for the great bulk of Moroccan
tribesmen are monogamous, largely for economie
reasons if for no other, even though they are permitted
as many as four wives at any given time. But Berbers
in the Central Atlas show two variants here, which
in the long run actually balance each other out: wives
in some tribes may divorce their husbands (although
the latter may forbid them to remarry certain men
with whom they suspect their wives of having carried
on), but the balance occurs in inheritance, as daughters
get nothing at all. In fact, if there are no sons, the
brothers of the deceased take over his daughters.

MOROCCAN TRIBES DURING THE
PROTECTORATE AND AFTER

INDEPENDENCE
Such in general was the fabric of tribal society

in Morocco prior to 1912. In the north, 'Abd al-Krim
(who was later to become a nationalist hero) had
already introduced very considerable changes among
the Rifians, and the Spaniards, after his surrender
in 1926, merely took over where hè left off. The
French, however, magnified the differences between
Arabs and Berbers in their much larger southern zone
to the point where, by 1930 and the promulgation
of the Dahir Berbere, or Berber Decree, divide-and-
rule became official policy. Thispolicy said, in effect,
"Berbers are noble savages"35 whose customary law
(which shows some very significant divergences from
the Qur'anic legal norms) has to be underwritten, and,
conversely, "Arabs are no-goods" who have to be
watched. The Berber Decree and all it stood for
triggered off Arab nationalism in Morocco.

Over the next twenty years, this nationalism became
more and more articulate in the cities, while French
Army captains in the Atlas Mountains carefully saw
to it that Berber custom was kept in the deepfreeze
of the "Berber Park" for posterity,36and that Berbers
themselves were kept in isolation, through their qa 'ids
(who were at the top of the tribal politica! ladder,
while the captains, both French and Spanish, who
were their opposite nurnbers, were at the bottoms

-™Cf. Jacques Berque's notion of "Ie pare berbere," in his Le
Maghreb Entre Deux Guerres, Paris: Editions du Seuïl, 1962, pp.
227-301.

36 An interesting exposé of this policy is found in Vincent Monteil,
Maroc, Collection "Petite Planète," No. 31, Paris: Editions du
Seuil, 1963, pp. 129-51.

of their o wn administrative ladders whose tops reached
back to Rabat and Tetuan).

The storm broke in the cities in the early 1950s;
the re volt was led by the Istiqlal Party, with the support
of a large detribalized urban proletariat. It did not
spread to the countryside until mid-1955; right up until
the very end, the French firmly believed in the myth
that the Berbers, whorn they all assumed to be under
the dictatorial command of the Glawi, would remain
loyal to thern. Yet it was Rifian Berbers, from the
tribe of the Igzinnayen, who simultaneously attacked
three French outposts in the Rif and two others in
the Middle Atlas. Not long afterward, the Glawi
himself about-faced and declared his loyalty to King
Muhammad V, newly returned from exile in Madaga-
scar—and this was the Glawi's last act before his
death.

With Independence in 1956, one of the first things
that happened was the rescindingof the Berber Decree.
The title of qa'idwas still retained in the tribal areas,
but the young man who took the position was a
Moroccan government employee of the Ministry of
Interior in Rabat; as a rule, hè was not local to the
tribe itself, and hè took over the job of tribal admin-
istrator from the French or Spanish army captain or
civil controller who had held it before him. Therefore,
the highest purely local official in this new um'fied
chain of command was only the shaikh. This was
an important administrative change (as was the posting
of young French-speaking Moroccan officials to the
previously Spanish zone). Another development that
was to have even more important repercussions was
that everybody enthusiastically joined the Istiqlal
("independence") Party, which has been so instru-
mental in gaining independence for Morocco.

But the Istiqlal, the senior party, was not to retain
an uncontested dominance. For various reasons, most
of them centering around maladministration and in-
sufficient representatïon at court, a disenchantment
with the Istiqlal, particularly strong in Berber-speaking
areas, was widespread by 1958; and by the following
year two other major parties had emerged: the National
Union of Popular Forces (UNFP) and the Popular
Movement (MP). Both of these gained adherents
among Berbers, particularly the latter party, avowedly
a "Berber Party." In 1963, the Popular Movement
merged with one or two lesser parties to form a
right-wing coalition baeking the monarchy and the
Constitution of 1962, both of which were then under
attack from both the Istiqlal and the National Union
of Popular Forces. But 1964 saw the breakup of this
coalition into its constituent elements once more, as
well as the emergence of yet another political party;
and 1965 saw the dissolution of the recently created
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Parliament. In the tribal areas, this pluralistic party
structure and the cleavages resulting from it are still
very often an index of older, preexisting cleavages
of a more traditional order. Article 3 of the Constitution
specifically provides for a pluralistic party system,
and this clause recognizes these traditional patterns
in Moroccan society and the existence of the loosely
joined and fluid, but nonetheless integral, segments
that make up the Moroccan nation.

The post-Independence period has also seen the
setting up of "rural communes" all over Morocco;
the object of these communes, a creation of a former
Minister of Interior, is to substitute the commune for
the tribe as a focus of local loyalty, and, as such,
to undermine the whole tribal system. The scheme
has thus far met with only moderate success at best,
greatest perhaps in the Atlantic coastal plains and
least in the Rif and in the Central Atlas, where Berber
speech, Berber tribalism, and Berber values still ob-
tain, even though customary law and collective oaths
are out. It is' ironie indeed that two new government
schemes with direct application to the Aith Waryaghar,
a large sugarcane plantation in the Plain of al-Husaima
and a pine reforestation program in the Jbil Hmam,
will doubtless contribute much more to arapid detribal-
ïzation and to the growth of a rural proletariat than
the commune system has done. Under the French,
army captains studied Berber in Rabat as many hours
a week as they did Arabic; while in post-Independence
Rabat, "Berber" quickly became a dirty word, al-
though this no longer seemed to be the case in 1967.

Finally, the post-Independence period, at least in
ïts earlier years, was characterized by a series of tribal
revolts, all in areas of Berber speech: in the Tafilalt
in 1956-57, in the Rif (the most serious one, with
the Aith Waryaghar at the center of the stage) in
1958-59, and in the Central Atlas in 1960. As Gellner
has remarked in another context,37 these revolts seem
in some ways to be inexplicable, particularly since
at least one of them—the last—was proclairned in
favor of an individual who happened at the very tirne
to be prime minister. They are not "nativistic" or
"cargo-cult" movements as in New Guinea; and
although they have occurred in just those areas where
siba and nonpayment of taxes to the central govern-
ment were the normal state of affairs before 1912,
the pattern they present, owing to the very unification
by the French during the protectorate, is of a somewhat
different character. They are indeed an assertion of
tribal personality, but within a new, national frame-

work. Through the parties, generally, most of the tribal
leaders concerned have had pipelines into the capital:
and as the real political struggle on the national level
has not yet come (again indicating the transitional
character of modern Morocco), these rebellions have
assumed the character of local dress rehearsals! When
it does come, whoever wins will sweep the board.38

Thus tribalism has its uses even today to the central
government. This is particularly true of Berber tribal-
ism, for although official Rabat, in a natural reaction
against protectorate policy, still tends to soft-pedal
any Arab-Berber distinctions, Berbers in general, as
shown above, have reemerged in a pugnaciously indi-
vidualistic manner quite characteristic of them. Even
though young and Westernized Moroccans may
dismiss the tribes as backward and over-traditionalis-
tic, many of these same young men are themselves
of tribal rather than urban origins—for the security
of the protectorate period brought a great influx of
tribal peoples into the cities, at the same time that
it fostered patterns of labor migration that are now
very well developed. And therefore the problem of
tribalism in Morocco is not only a skeleton in the
national closet (and one which occasionally still rat-
tles), but it has become one in many accufturated,
urbanized individual closets as well.

TRIBE, NATION AND ISLAM
Our main subject, the Aith Waryaghar, has scarcely

been mentioned so far, but it has been essential to
consider first the regional context, because of the
nature of Muslim society in North Africa and the
Middle East: the whole area has been referred to by
both Coon39 and Patai40 as a single culture area (Patai
calls it a "culture continent"), composed of tribes,
villages, and towns, all of which interact with each
other to form part of the total Muslim community,
the umma (which is Coon's "mosaic"), and upon
which the modern European concept of nation and
nationalism has only recently been imposed. It is in
this sense that a Muslim tribe is never a final political
unit unto itself, but initially a unit in a system of
tribes of the same order and of towns of a very different
order; for it is in the tribal-urban continuüm that the
basis of the wider society lies, in the world of Islam.

37Ernest Gellner, "Patterns of Rural Rebellion in Morocco:
Tribes as Minorities," Archives Européennes de Sociologie, III,
2. 1962, pp. 297-311.

-18After a particularly bloody attempted coup by certain disaf-
fected army offïcers in Rabat in July 1971, for which reprisal was
equally swift, the monarchy- (loyalist) army combine seems again
firmly anchored at the helm of power- for the time being, at any
rate.

39Coon, op. cit., 1958 (first edition, 1951).
40Raphae! Patai, Golden River to Golden Rond, Philadelphia:

University of Pennsylvania Press, 1962.
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It is only when this vital fact is thoroughly understood
that any individual tribal group, Ait X of Bni Y, can
be described or discussed properly; and the problem
is thus one of context. As we shall see in subsequent
chapters, the Aith Waryaghar and their Rifian neigh-
bors show striking cultural and even structural diver-
genees from, for instance, their western neighbors
of Ghmara and Jbala, in the same way that transhumant
Berber tribes in the Central Atlas show equally striking
cultural and structural divergences from sedentary
Berber tribes in the Sus and the Anti-Atlas; and the
Bedouin nomads of the Western Sahara, agaïn, show
divergences from all of them.4i But common to all
is the notion, first, that they are organized into tribes
and have a tribal social system; second, that they

are Moroccans, both in the newer national sense, and
in pre-protectorate times through acknowledging the
Sultan as their spiritual leader; and finally, above and
beyond these, that they are Muslims.

In Muslim countries, Islam continues to be both
the least and the most important cultural common
denominator; and for the Circum-Mediterranean world
in general, to which many Muslim societies indeed
also belong, Pitt-Rivers42 has, as his central theme
in an introductory essay to a symposium on the social
anthropology of the Mediterranean, emphasized that
in any Mediterranean culture the social structure of
a local comrnunity or group can only be studied
relevantly if considered in the context of the wider
society of which it forms but a part.

4' cf. David M. Hart, "The Socia! Structore of the Rgibat
Bedouins of the Western Sahara," op. cit., Middle East Journal,
XVI, 4, 1962, pp. 515-527.

42Julian Pitt-Rivers. Ed., Mediterranean Counttymen, Paris &
The Hague: Mouton, 1963, Introduction, p. 17.
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DEMOGRAPHY
The total population of the Rtfian chain is about

1.2 million; of these, slightly more than five hundred
thousand are Rifians who speak dhamazighth, or Rifian
Berber. Within this overall demographic framework
(the total Rifian-speaking area comprises some 9,000
km.2), we may now look briefly at population statistics
for five of the six Central Rifian tribes for the years
1929, 1938 and 1945; for one of them, the Igzinnayen,
for 1939; and for all six for the year 1960. In this
\vay we will obtain an adequate idea of the demographic
position of the Aith Waryaghar in relation to their
neighbors.

The first three censuses were conducted by the
Spaniards, and the figures they yield must be treated
with extreme caution (particularly those of 1929 and
1938);' but they are presented for what they are worth,
ü they indicate a considerable rate of population
growth in the Central Rif over a thirty-year period,
and a virtual explosion of population in the Aith

Waryaghar by the time of the 1960 census of indepen-
dent Morocco. The French census figures of 19392

for the Igzinnayen are probably subject to the same
cautions as the Spanish figures, but they are given
for the same reasons. The 1960 census-1 was the first
one to be carried out by the Bureau des Statistiques
of the Ministry of National Economy of the Kingdom
of Morocco; it was also the first to employ European
census techniques, such as sampling. Hence the re-
sults, some of which are stil! in process of publication
at the date of writing, appear more reliable. However,
it has been necessary to "juggle" and recombine them
a bit, as they are expressed in the modern Moroccan
idiom of "rural communes" rather than in the tradi-
tional one of tribes. Excluded are Rifians who live
in the municipalities of al-Husaima (1960 total popula-
tion 11,262, including 9,139 Moroccans and 2,123
foreigners, the latter mostly Spaniards), and Nadar
(1960 total population 17,583, with 14,779 Moroccans
and 2,804 foreigners, again mostly Spaniards).

Tribe

Ibuqquyen
Aith "Ammarth
Aith Waryaghar
Igzinnayen
Axt Tuzin
Thimsaman

Igzinnayen

A )

B)

C)

Spanish Census
1929

Spanish Census
1938

7,079 10,995
7,885 8,012

39,537 47,629
No figures available

21,204 30,443
24,729 25,568

French Census
1939

35,722

Spanish Census
1945

The 1929 figures are taken from Santiago S. Otero, En el
wn del Rif. Tangier 1930, pp. 209-213; the 1938 figures. from

laed Domenech Lafuente, Apuntes sobre Geografia de ia Zona
:= üt'l Protectorado de Espana en Mamiecos. Madrid 1942.
ï&-60: and the 1945 figures, from José Cabello Alcaraz, Apuntes

fc Gfografia de Mamiecos. Tetuan: Instituto General Franco,
150-1951. pp. 119-121.

2This figure comes from: Protectprat de la Républic Francaise
au Maroc, Sécrétariat General du Protectorat, Service du Travail
et des Questions Sociales, Répertoire Alphabétique des Canfédéra-
tions de Tribus, des Fractions de Tribus et des Agglomératioris
de ia Zone Francaise de l'Empire Chérifien au Ier Novembre 1939,
Casablanca: Imprimeries Reunies (Vigie Marocaine et Petit Maro-
cain), 1939, p. 34.

'See Recensement Démographique (Juin 1960): Population
Legale du Maroc. Rabat: Service Central des Statistiques, Juin
1961, pp. 50, 60 and 74.

[17]
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Tribe Muslims Jews Spaniards
Areo in

Km2

Population
Density
in Km2

Ibuqquyen 11,105 30 281.32 39.6
Aith 'Ammarth 11,283 11 42 250.86 47.3
Aith Waryaghar4 65,982 35 160 1,028.58 64.3
Igzinnayen: No figures available, but we have calculated a rough population

estimate for this tribe at this time of about 40.000; with a total
surface area in km- of about 1500, thus giving a low (for the
Rif) population density of 27.

Axt Tuzin 29,979 7 109 606.30 49.7
Thimsaman 30,355 25 27 420.25 72.4

Totals here are meaningless without exact figures for Igzinnayen.

li

2)

3)

Moroccan Census of 1960:
Province of al-Husaima:

Tribe

Ibuqquyen (Buqquya):
Commune of Had Rwadhi
Commune of Izimmuren

Population
Density

Total Moroccans Foreigners in Km2 5

6,702
5,498

6,702
5,488 10

39
56

Total Ibuqquyen 12,200 12,190 10 48

Aith 'Ammarth
(Bni 'Ammart) 13,246 13,246 59

Aith Waryaghar
(Bni Waryaghal):
Commune of Aith Yusif

w-'Ari
Commune of Imzuren

and r-Khmis Imrabdhen
Commune of Aith 'Abdallah

(Bni 'Abdallah)
Commune of Aith Bu

'Ayyash (Bni Bu
LAyyash)

Commune of Aith Hadhifa
(Bni Hadifa)

Commune of Arba' Tawrirt
(r-Arba n-Turirth)
(Jbil)

15,754 15,705

8,812 8,772

12,710 12,710

19,825 19,825

8,442 8,438

10,445 10,445

49

40

166

71

58

120

56

38

Total Aith Waryaghar 75,988 75,895 93

4)

Province of Taza:

Tribe

Igzinnayen
(Gzinnaya):
Commune of Aknul
Commune of Buridh

Population
Density

Total Moroccans Foreigners in Km2

12,113
14,996

12,102
14,996

13 22
42

4This figure does not quite dovetail with a later Spanish census,
taken in 1952, which gives the population on the spot as 58,291,
the total (including those in absentia) as 58,476, the numbcr of
buildings as 7,316, and the number of houscs as 6,801. Because
the total population figure represents a retrogression from that
of 1945, we are inclined to be skeptical of it; but the breakdown

in it of Aith Waryaghar clans is as follows: Aith Yusif w-'Ari,
12,791; Aith 'Abdallah, 9,549; Aith Bu 'Ayyash, 14,850; Aith
Hadhifa, 6,362; Imrabdhen, 7,108; and the three sub-clans of the
Jbil Hmam, 7,631. Total Aith Waryaghar, 58,291.

•sCf. D. Noin, Atlas du Maroc: Notices Explicatives, Population
1960. Rabat 1963. pp. 39, 40, 46, 48.
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Tribe

Commune of Thizi Usri
(Tizi Usli)

Population
Density

Total Moroccans Foreigners in Km2

14,564 14,555

Total Igzinnayen 41,675 41,653 22

26

30

Province of Nadhur (Nador):

5) Axt Tuzin
(Bni Tuzin}:
Commune of lyar Umarwas
Commune of Midhar
Commune of Dhratha Uzraf

(Tlata Azlaf)

Total Axt Tuzin

6) Thimsaman (Timsaman):
Commune of Truguth
Commune of Bu Dhinar
Commune of r-Khmis

n-Tmsaman

Total Thimsaman

Grand Total of Six
Central Rifian Tribes:

14,211
14,966

10,692

39,969

9,809
12,827

14,962

37,598

220,576

14,211
14,936

10,692

39,839

9,809
12,810

14,962

37,581

220,404

—30

—
30

—
17

—

17

172

73
84

34

67

75
70

157

101

65

What is deducible from these figures, if they are
correct, is that the Aith Waryaghar, Ibuqquyen, Axt
Tuzin, and Aith 'Ammarth all virtually doubled their
populations and the Thimsaman became half again
±eir size between 1929 and 1960. Since 1939, the
Igzinnayen have shown only a slight increase, of 6,000,
and the same is true of the Ibuqquyen and Aith
"Ammarth since 1945, with increases of 1,000 and
Ï.OOO respectively. Since 1945, however, the Aith
Waryaghar have increased by an additional 10,000,
s have the Axt Tuzin, while the Thimsaman have

•ncreased by 7,000. Even more revealingare the results
rfa 1960 map of population density in rural Morocco.6

For our area, they are as follows: Ibuqquyen, 50-59
people per sq. km.; Aith 'Ammarth and Igzinnayen,

-39 people per sq. km.; Axt Tuzin and Thimsaman,
-79 people per sq. km.; but northern Aith

.ighar, more than 120 people per sq. km.
~omparing these figures with the population density

given in the 1945 census, we find that the Ibuqquyen
and the Axt Tuzin have sensibly increased and the

- 'Ammarth have sensibly decreased, while the

"Prepared by the Comité' National de Geographie du Maroc,
lifas du Maroc Planche No..31 a: Repartition de la Population

Ktil. D. Noin (op. cit.. p. 18) lists the population density for
1460 of Aith Yusif w-'Ari commune (Aith Waryaghar) as 166 people
pe" sq. km., and that for Khmis Thimsaman as 157 people per

K. km. Noin is quite right in saying (p. 20) that the significance
K ihis very heavy population density in the Rif largely escaped
Ac previews Spanish authorities; or at least they devoted scant

to it in their publications.

Aith Waryaghar have nearly doubled in density. The
total Aith Waryaghar population is quite high for a
single tribal group, and the highest in northern Moroc-
co, but the density figure is astounding. It is now
not only the highest of any in rural Morocco,7 but
outside of Kabylia, in Algeria, it is the highest in
rural North Africa.

The Aith Waryaghar have always been the dominant
tribal group in the Rifian polity, and have always been
numerically superior to the rest; but why the explo-
sion? They themselves are keenly aware of their

7It is however, quite uneven, from 38 people per sq. km., in
Arba' Tawrirt (n-Turirth) and the sputheastern Jbil Hmam to 120
in Aith Bu 'Ayyash, and 166 in Aith Yusif w-'Ari and the Plain
of al-Husaiina. It is precisely in the rnountain areas of lower
population density, also, that the lineage structure of the tribe
is most clearly discernible, and best maintained, thus supporting
Caro Baroja's notion that density of lineage systems stands in
inverse ratio to population density. Cf. Julio Caro Baroja, "Una
Encuesta en Gomara: Historia y Tradicion," in same author,
Estudios Mogrebies, Madrid; Instituto de Estudios Africanos, 1957,
p. 146. Pau] Bohannan (personal communication) says that this
does not, however, hold good for the Tiv of Central Nigeria, who
number 800,000 and yet preserve a perfect lineage; but I submit
that it does hold for the total complex of lineage and tribal systems,
and the wider cultural continuüm, in Muslim North Africa and the
Near and Middle East.

On the basis of the 1960 Census too, it is worth adding that,
by my computations, 47.7% of the total population of the Aith
Waryaghar was under 15 years of age in that year (52.4% male,
45.9% female); 57% of the total population was under 20 years
of age (59.3% ma!e, 54.9%female); while only l .9% of the population
was over 65 years old (2.7% male, 1,8% female). Cf. Resultats
du Recensement de 1960, vol. I, Natwnalité, Sexe, Age; Royaume
de Maroc. Cabinet Royal: Delegation Générale a la Promotion
Nationale et du Plan: Service Centra! des Statistiques, Juillet 1964,
p. 115.
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popuïation increase over the Jast thirty years and they
ruefully say (as when condemning their unproductive
land, which they do perpetually) that previously there
was enough land for everybody, but now there are
many more people, very little land, and grinding
poverty everywhere.

Many Aith Waryaghar were killed in 'Abd al-Krim's
war in the 1920's; and before that time it seems
legitimate to assume not only that mortality rates from
disease and infant deaths were higher, but that the
chronic bloodfeuding practiced by the Aith Waryaghar
took a not inconsiderable toll as well. With the advent
of the Spaniards, feuds had to stop, and doctors came
in for the first time even though each individual post
only had one. These changes, together with the un-
abated desire of all Muslims to have as rnany sons
as possible, help to explain the popuïation explosion;
and the ever-continuing erosion of a land that has
always been far from rich in any case also contributes
to the total picture.

GEOGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY
The Rifian chain is a single unit, unlike the very

much larger and higher Atlas mountain complex to
the south; it is totally separated from the Atlas by
the Taza Gap and is geologically far more recent—
Tertiary in time. It has a total west-east length of
350-400 km, and a total north-south width of 80-100
km. The dividing line between the western and eastern
parts of the chain lies at the upland plain of Targist,
while the summit of the chain, Adhrar n-Tidighin (2,456
m.), lies south of Ktama and west of Targist, in the
Sinhaja Srir. West of Targist the chain is densely
wooded, with magnificent cedar stands in the Sinhaja
Srir and heavy stands of cork-oak trees in the Ghmara
(which also contains Morocco's only stands of fir);
in contrast, to the east of Targist, in the Rif Proper,
the topographical keynote is erosion. The western half
also tends to receive considerably more annual rainfall
(over 1,000 mm.) than the eastern (400-800 mm.)- The
mountainous portion of the eastern half that lies west
of the relatively open and rolling country between
Midhar and Melilla is the Rif of this book—the region
encompassed between Targist to the west, Midar to
the east, al-Husaima and the Mediterranean to the
north, and Aknul to the south.8

NThere are a number of good sources on Rifian geography,
Lipon which most of my own resumé is based; A. Domenech
Lafuente, op. cit., 1942; J. Cabello Alcaraz, op. cit., 1950-51:
Horst Mensching, Marokko: Die Landschaften im Maghreb. Heidel-
berg: Keyser'sche Verlagsbuchandlung, 1957; "Fascicule Spécial
consacré a la Region Rifaine" (with articles by J. Marcais, G.
Suter.J. Agard. J. Ruizde laTorre, J. Karst, A. André,G. Couvreur,
P. Joly, J. LeCoz, G. Maurer and R. Raynal), Notes Marocaines,

The central Rif, while east of the apex of the chain,
is nonetheless (except for the wide alluvial plain of
al-Husaima) very mountainous, eroded, and denuded,
and its slopes are steep and craggy. It is dominated
by twomountains: thepeakof the Azru Aqshar O'Bald
Rock") at 2,011 m. in the Igzinnayen; and the culmi-
nating point of the Jbil Hmam Massif, Adhrar n-Sidi
Bu Khiyar,9 at 1,944 m. (where the most famous of
the tribal saints is buried). From both of the mountains,
on a clear day, one can see 60-80 km. down to the
Mediterranean. The central Rif is also dominated by
tworivers, the Aghzar n-Ghis'°("Muddy River") and
the Aghzar n-Nkur, the first running through the
western sector of Waryagharland and the second
bounding it on the east.

The Jbil Hmam massif," the real core of the Aith
Waryaghar territory—referred to henceforth, follow-
inganthropological usage, as Waryagharland—is north
of the line of the Atlantic-Mediterranean watershed
rather than directly upon it. This line, running due
east of the Tidighin peak and the Sinhaja Srir, cuts
through the middle of the Aith 'Ammarth over Adhrar
n-Tirmathin n-Sunduq (1738 m.), along the Thizi Ifri
pass, and across the northern boundary of the Igzin-
nayen, where it descends very slightly southeast to
Adhrar n-Xuwin (1883 m.), and then northeast again
to Azru Aqshar and Thizi Usri. East of the Igzinnayen,
however, the crest dwindles down to the Gart Steppe
of the Ibdharsen and Aith Bu Yihyi tribes; north of
these tribes it crops up again in modified form (Thizi
Qajqaj in the Axt Tuzin is 1628 m.) to separate the
drainages of the Kart and Mulwiya rivers, the latter
of which may be said to be the easternmost boundary
of the Kart tribes of the Eastern Rif.

nos. 9-10. Rabat. 1957; Gérard Maurer, "Les Pays Rifains et
Prérifains," L'Information Geogrciphique.no. 23, 1959, pp. 164-171;
and Marvin W. Mikesell, Northern Morocco: A Cultural Geography,
University of California Publications in Geography, vol. 14, Berke-
ley & Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1961. Juan
Ruiz de la Torre, La Vegetación Natura! del Norte de Mamiecas
\a Elección de Espedes para su Repoblación Forestal, Larche:
Servicio de Montes 1956, is a first rate study of the botany (and
indeed ethnobotany) of the Rifian chain; but Mikesell's work, in
particular, is of interest to anthropologists and I have profited
a great deal from personal correspondence with its author. as weli
as from conversations with Gérard Maurer of Rabat. A recent
expression of the French geographcrs' viewpoint is contained in
J. Martin, H. J over, J. LeCoz, G. Maurer. and D. Noin, Geographic
du Maroc, Paris, Hatier. and Casablanca: Librairie Nationale n.d.
(but Ca. 1964) pp. 84 ff.

"Rifian adhrar. pi. idhurar, "mountain;" dlta'ntrth, pi. dhi'urar,
"hm."

"'Rifian aghzar, pi. ighzran "river." Small rivers are dhrath,
pi. dhithui'ü;lhen 5uni.pl. isitra,;andfinally smallstreams, thasiddja,
pi. thisiddjiwin. The Rifian vocabulary for rivers, rivulets, streams,
etc., is considerable, because all are sources of a commodity which
is often scarce—aman, "water."

"Why the Jbil Hmam should be given an Arabic name rather
than the Rifian equivalent Adhrarn-Idhbiren, "Mountainof Doves,'1
is a puzzle to which no one seems to have the answer.
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View down toward Bulma and across to the Aith 'Arus from Ignan, Aith Turirth (1955)

Landscape and house distribution in the median mountains of the Aith 'Abdallah (1954)
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In the central Rif, the highest crest lies in the
northern Igzinnayen, where peaks of 1600 m. and over
are common and snow falls regularly in winter, as
it does in most of Aith 'Ammarth and much of the
Jbil Hmam massif to the north. In winter both the
Igzinnayen and the Aith 'Ammarth have snow and
some freezing weather, while most of Waryagharland,
except for the highest parts of the Jbil Hmam, is
considerably less cold. In the mid-Igzinnayen, also,
the range ceases to be the Atlantic-Mediterranean
watershed, and the ridge running from Marar and
Adhrar n-Xuwin south to Azru Aqshar divides the
drainages of the Wargha River (rising in the Sinhaja
Srir and flowing southwest) and the Mulwiya (which
is not only the boundary of the Eastern Rif, but is
also Northern Morocco's only exotic river, rising in
the Eastern High Atlas and flowing northeast into
the Mediterranean).

The other rivers and streams of the Central Rif
are all local, rising in the mountains, and they all
change from mere trickles or sometimes virtually dry
beds in summer to rain-swollen, raging torrents in
-;- inter, hearing vast quantities of mud toward the sea.
There are perhaps twenty rivers or streams of this
type from one end of the Rifian chain to the other,
with eight of these located in the Rif proper. The

Ghis and the Nkur are the longest rivers in the region.
each being 70-odd km. The Ghis rises in the territory
of the Sinhajan tribe of the Aith Siddat and passes
east through Targist to enter Waryagharland, cutting
deep gorges for over half its total length; it then
descends to form the western border of the alluvial
plain of al-Husaima and empties into the bay of the
same name. The Nkur has its source near Ajdir in
the Igzinnayen (where it is called by another name,
Aghzar n-Bayyu); it flows due north, cutting a canyon
through to the Igzinnayen-Waryaghar tribal border (at
which point it assumes the name Nkur), then takes
a northeasterly course down to Arba' Tawrirt. Here
it turns due north once more, opening out into an
alluvial meander at Tazurakhth and separating
Waryagharland on the west from the Axt Tuzin (Tu-
zinland) on the east. Another 20 km. further north
it is joined by the waters of the Thanda Hawa lagoon
and becomes the frontier between Waryagharland and
Thimsamanland. It finally empties into the Bay of
al-Husaima, near the eastern end of the alluvial plain
that is bounded on the west by the Ghis, and thus
the Ghis and Nkur Rivers might almost be considered
the boundaries of Waryagharland.

The Nkur has nine tributaries (see Map III), the
Ghis only two; in each case the tributaries join the

View of Waryagharland from the Axt Tuzin, across the Nkur River Bridge at the Aith Bu 'Ayyash
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main rivers in their upper courses only. The irrigable
zone of the Nkur River amounted in Spanish times
to over 4,000 hectares; it is doubtless very considerably
more today. That of the Ghis is only one-fourth of
this, approximately l ,000 hectares, and for both rivers
these zones are very largely confined to the plain
of al-Husaima, which is studded with fig, pomegranate,
pear, and other fruit trees, and crisscrossed by a very
complicated network of irrigation ditches, the most
important of which emanate from the Ghis; all of
these were reinforced with concrete by the Spanish

adminislration.12 The plain of al-Husaima has great
agricultural potential, and in fertility is unique in the
Rif. Irrigation is carried out along the upper courses
of both rivers in the areas of the tributaries, but it

'-The most impressive cthnographic work ever published by
any Spaniard on the Rif is Emilio Blanco's incomparably excellent
discussion of irrigation in the Plain of al-FJusaima, written before
the cement beds were put in the ditches. Cf. Emilio Blanco Izaga,
Ei Rif (2a Parte: La Ley Rifeila), II. Los Canones Rifeilos Comenta-
tlos. Ceuta: Imprenta Imperio, 1939. pp. 99-136. as well as my
own commentary on Blanco's ethnographic output: David M. Hart,
"Emilio Blanco Izaga and the Berbers of the Centra] Rif," Taimtda
VI, 2, 1958, pp. 171-237.
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is not nearly so intensive, extensive, or complex as
in the plain to the north.

It may be seen from this brief consideration of
hydrography and orography that the Rif is geograph-
ically oriented toward the Mediterranean. into which
almost all of its rivers flow. The climate of the Central
Rif is a mixture of Mediterranean and Continental,
kith the former predominant. In the higher mountains,
lowever, the climate becomes a bit more Continental,

and temperature changes from day to night are more
de, sometimes as great as twenty-five degrees.

Jihough this characteristic is attentuated on the
finoral. it nevertheless supports Marshal Lyautey's

us definition of Morocco as "a cold country in
toch the sun burns." In the Kart regio n temperatures
»ve 40 degrees have been registered, while in parts
' the Sinhaja Srir, 10 degrees below zero is not

•common in winter.
Humidity can be high on the coast, both in summer,

because of dense rnists that suddenly obscure the sun,
d in winter, because of relatively abundant drizzly

üns. Temperature contrasts are greater in the interior,
«bere drizzles are scarcer and real rain more frequent.

is frequent in the Igzinnayen, the Aith 'Am-
h. and parts of the Jbil Hmam; but although it

y be more than a meter deep, it rarely lasts over
t of this area for more than two months, and
is even faster in the Jbil Hmam.13

Prevailing winds are westerlies and easterlies, and
may come in both summer and winter. Dust

s are uncommon, but I experienced a bad one
the upper Nkur valley on December 10, 1959. Rain

5 in winter, from mid-October to April (and snow
the mountains bet ween December and February);

all peak periods are usually between mid-October
December; and then again in March. During the
s. hailstorms also occur with some frequency; I

l remember one at Imzuren, in November 1953,
which the hailstones seemed almost the size of

'alls and came down with corresponding force.
The above remarks apply to ' Vet'' years; in ' 'dry''

there is a drastic drop in rainfall. The worst
in recorded history was the winter of 1944-45,

ch brought what Rifians still shudderingly refer
; the "year of hunger." In the summer of 1945,

drought devastated the population, killing hundreds
forcing thousands more to walk to the nearest
n centers to look for work—which most of them,

?The winter of 1964-65 was an exception: snow feil in the
of al-Husaima; it was a meter thick along the upper Nkur

;y and two meters thick in Ihe Jbil Hmam and in Igzinnayen.
told ihat never in living memory had so much snow fallen
Rif.

of course, did not find. In Tangier (and in Tetuan
as well), for example, a "new" Rifian population
sprang up overnight, as distinguished from the "old"
Rifian population, descended from the Rifian garrison
which the Moroccan Sultan Mulay Isma'il installed
in Tangier in 1684 in order to re-stock the city af ter
hè forced the British evacuation of it (the British having
occupied Tangier since 1661).'4

Iron is extensively mined in the Iqar'ayen, in the
Melilla-Nador area of the Eastern Rif, and in Spanish
times it provided 63% of all the mineral resources
of northern Morocco. In the Central Rif, minerals
of value seem to be very sparse. The burnished slate
and shale of the Jbil Hmam glitter deceptively in the
sun against the dark reddish schistose background of
the massif—which, viewed from the Thara Mghashth
Pass, on top of the precipitous "toboggan run" begin-
ning on the east bank of the Nkur, also contrasts
vividly with the whitish marl of the mountains of
Tuzinland and Igzinnayen. 'Abd al-Krim, at the height
of his power in the early I920s, made quite a to-do
about the possïble existence of precious metals in
the Jbil Hmam merely because of this reflection of
the slate, which can be seen from a great distance
on a sunny day. It has also been the source of a
good deal of speculation by amateur mineralogists,
most of it pure fantasy. Domenech States that the
Jbil Hmam is worthless as far as mineral resources
are concerned15 and the prevailing opinion among
geologists and geographers would seem to endorse
his view.

FLORA AND FAUNA
*

The northern slope of the Rif has a greater degree
and variety of forest and plant coverage than the
southern, and this contrast tends to be true of the
northern and southern slopes of ïndividual mountains
as well. However,anyonetravelingthroughthe Central
Rif by car will note, particularly after having passed
through the Sinhaja Srir cedar belt, that large trees
are conspicuously absent. The great bulk of the vege-
tation in the Rif proper consists of two kinds of tough,
weather-resistant plants, lentisk (Pïstacia lentiscus)
and thuya (Collitris art/c«Jata);individual bushes may
grow to twice the height of a man, but rarely more
than this. There are any number of other shrub-like
plants, such as the camel-thorn (Ziziphus lotus), the
dwarf palm (Chamaerops humilis) in the Ibuqquyen,

I4D. M. Hart, "Notes on the Rifian Cornmunity of Tangier,"
Miüdle East Journal vol XI, No. 2, 1957. pp. 153-162.

1 SA. Domenech Lafuente. op, cit., 1942, pp. 23-31.
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Environment of l-'Ass, Aith Turirth (1955)

and an allied tussock esparto grass (Stipa tenacissima)
in the east. The fibres of the last two are used by
Rifians to make sandals.16 In the higher mountains
(Igzinnayen, Aith 'Ammarth, and the Jbil Hmam), the
holly oak (Quercus ƒ/ex) abounds; it is said that the
Aith 'Ammarth and the neighboring Waryaghar sub-
clan of the Tirnarzga enjoy eating the acorn, although
nobody else does. Aieppo pines are abundant in the
Igzinnayen, and at Thizi Ifri, and slightly less so in
the eastern Jbil Hmam. Other trees include the oleaster
or wild olive (Olea europea), the fruit of which is
not eaten, and the carob (Ceratonia siliqua), the nuts
of which are used as fodder for animals; these two
trees have a virtually identical social function, to be
discussed in Chapter 10. There are also juniper
(Juniperus oxycedrus), arbute (Arbutus unedo) and
lining the main road in the lowlands, that import from
Australia, eucalyptus. Poplar (Populus alba), alder
(Alnus glutinosa), tamarisk (Tamarix africana), reed
(Arundo donax), extensively used in basket- and

l f t l am greatly indebted to both Marvin Mikeseli and to Gérard
Maurer, ihe former in particular. for much-needed help on questions
of Rifian botany. Mikesell, op. cit., 1961, Chap. II (P. 12-31)
gives an excellent summary of the plant covering of northern
Morocco, and in Chap. VIII of the same work (p. 95-116) hè
discusses the profound changes on the landscape (especially de-
forestation) which have been wrought by man.

wicker-work, and oleander (Nerum oleander, the juice
of which is used by women to concoct certain poisons)
are all found along the banks of the upper Nkur River.
Common sights in the plain of al-Husaima are the
aloe plant, with its long, yellow flowered shoots, and
up to a thousand meters, the virtually impenetrable
hedge of prickly pear cactus (Opuntia ficus indica)
surrounding every Rifian house. The cactus evidently
diffused to Morocco from Spain, through Andalusian
Muslim emigres, after the conquistadores brought it
back from Mexico and the American Southwest, and
Rifians consider its fruit a delicacy.

One herb, at least, should be mentioned: the mar-
joram (Qriganum elongatum),17 which grows in great
profusion on the Jbil Hmam, attracts bees in swarms,
and thus contributes to producing what is without
question the finest honey in North Africa—and indeed
the best J have eaten anywhere. It is said that during
the Spanish protectorate, General Franco had two
liters of marjoram honey from the Jibil Hmam flown
to Madrid for the Pardo Palace every week. The honey
from the Axt Tuzin, Igzinnayen, and Aith 'Ammarth
is not as good as that of the Jbil Hmam, as it is
derived from pennyroyal rather than from marjoram.

'7Kind!y identified for me by Dr. Marvin Mikesell.



Clump of Aleppo pines seen from Ignan, Aith Turirth (1955)

Landscape at Asrafil, Timarzga (1954)
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The fauna of the region can be quickly catalogued,
and a most noteworthy feature is that large animals,
like large trees, are absent. It has been attested that
lions, very persistent in Berber folklore, once lived
in the higher mountains; but there are none anywhere
in North Africa today, and the last one was supposed
to have been shot at Thizi Ifri in 'Ammarthland in
the mid-nineteenth century.18 Panthers also once in-
habited the Rif, as the name of a community in the
Igzinnayen, Taghirasth ("female panther"), attests;
but they are now found in parts of the Central Atlas
only. Informants have said that there are still some
wildcats in the Rif, and striped hyenas as well (in
Adhrar n-Xuwin of the Igzinnayen), but I have never
seen either. Hyenas are commoner in the Gart Steppe
than in the Central Rif, in any case, and an informant
once told me that hè ran over one with a truck at
Zayu. Boar may still sometimes be seen roaming the
higher peaks, but onJy in areas where scrub is abun-
dant; tneir flesh is of course taboo to Rifians because
of the Islamic injunction against pork. Barbary apes
and mountain sheep (mouflon), common in parts of
the Central Atlas, are not found in the Central Rif,
although there are still many monkeys in the Ghmara
region between Shawen and the coast. All animals
prefer scrub, or better, forest cover in which to live,
and as this is scarce in the Rif, large animals are
scarce as well.

Jackals, however are found throughout the Rif, and
in 'Ammarthland especially, two of them howling away
on a summer nïght sound like a hundred; the same
holds for foxes. Smaller animals are commoner still:
hedgehogs, which fïgure in a plethora of Berber
folktales and fables (there is a whole group of Jackal-
and-Hedgehog stories—see Chapter 6); porcupines,
supposedly (again, commoner in the Atlas); rats and
mice; and hares and rabbits. The last-mentioned alone
are hunted for their flesh, and ferrets are employed
in the hunt. A Rifian rule of thumb is that all animals
or birds whose flesh is taboo as food have medicina!
properties in other ways. In any event, man's denuda-
tion of the landscape has severely diminished the
anirnal life of the Central Rif.

Among birds of prey, there are several types of
eagles or large hawks, two types of vultures, and
owls (whose hooting is an omen of death). Crows,
jackdaws, and cuckoos are very common, but storks,
so often seen as birds of passage on the Atlantic Coast
of Morocco, are rare or nonexistent. Edible wild birds

18 Cf. Andrés Sanchez Pérez, "Datos Historicos sobre Ciudades
Rifenas" Selecdón de Conferencias y Trubüjos realizados durante
el Curso de Inierventows 1951-52, Tetuan: Alta Comisaria de Espana
en Marruecos 1952, pp. 29-47.

include the Barbary partridge and the dove, both
extremely common in the Jbil Hmam; of these the
first are particularly delicious eating. All of them are
regularly hunted, as are hares and rabbits, by groups
of men carrying throwing sticks. Young boys snare
small birds such as thrushes, redbreasts, dishwashers,
larks, and blackbirds, but there is a food taboo on
swallows.

The commonest reptiles in the Rif are frogs, which
can be heard incessantly croaking wherever there is
water, and toads and turtles, which lie across the
main paths; small gecko lizards (considered holy
because one of them is said to have saved the Prophet
Muhammad's life), as well as somewhat larger ones
(accursed because one of them pointed out the Proph-
et's hiding place to his enemies), scurry across the
countryside, which they match in color; and chame-
leons abound as well. Snakes are generally treated
as poïsonous whether or not they are, even though
the only poisonous snake in the area is the common
European viper.

Like snakes, scorpions are invariably killed where
found; but other insects, too numerous to mention,
are not. The onJy ones of direct service to man are
bees, for in the higher mountains many individuals
keep hives. Yellow jackets, flies, and mosquitoes are
merely an ever-present annoyance to the investigator,
whose hands are too full when taking notes or photo-
graphs even to swat at them.

With the scrub or maquis-type Mediterranean vege-
tation (or lack of it) described above, the Central Rif
from the air, and even in rnany places from the ground,
resembles nothing so much as a crumpled piece of
brown paper (Gellner's apt simile), on which animals
as well as humans have a hard time getting a living.
The crumplings and crisscrossing lines on the paper
are the marks of a tremendous erosion responsible
for deep canyons and gorges; their river beds are
more often than not dry in summer, but they send
torrents of muddy water into the main rivers, the
Ghis and the Nkur, to be hurtled down to the sea
with breakneck force and speed every time a storm
comes up either during the rainy season or out of
it (in three different years I have seen the Nkur flooded
during the month of June). The upper Nkur may,
under such conditions, be completely unfordable for
as long as a month at a time. Although the point
is debatable, it is hard not to speculate that the
environmental factors responsible for the relative
inaccessibility of these mountain tribesmen have also
left their stamp on the people themselves and have
fostered their particularistic and often turbulent way
of life.
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A GENERAL OVERVIEW OF
AGRICULTURE

Agriculture, both with and without irrigation, is
the economie basis of Rifian life. It is supplemented
and supported by animal husbandry, which, however,
is always secondary. Aith Waryaghar and all Central
Rifians are at once tribesmen and sedentary farmers
who live the year round in fixed habitations; and it
is this sedentary farming (or peasant) aspect of their
existence that will be discussed. Transhumance and
pastoralism are completely unknown.19

If one flies over the "crumpled piece of brown
paper" that is most of Waryaghar l and, one sees that
it is studded with tiny white squares, representing
one-storied white-washed houses of mud and stone.
These houses are widely dispersed, "like stars in the
sky," as Aith Waryaghar themselves say;2<) each one
is generally not less than 300 meters distant from the
next, and often the ch'stance is considerably greater.
This distance between dwellings has aptly been de-
scribed by Sanchez Pérez as the "minimal radius of
vital space which a Rifian of good family must have
in order to breathe freely,"21 although this is in fact
a somewhat one-sided interpretation.

As Emilio Blanco makes clear,22 the configuration
of the landscape and the availability of water very
naturally play a major role in the selection of house
sites; but the basic reason for this extreme dispersion
of houses, one not mentioned by Blanco, is social
rather than economie. Rifians in general and Aith
Waryaghar in particular keep their women on a tighter
rein, probably, than any other Circum-Mediterranean
peoples, even the Kabyles. The structural implications
of this fact are of extreme importance and relate

'yAn individual who possesses two houses in different places
is called a'azzab, and his second house—the one in which hè does
nol generally live—is called r-'aztb. In the Jbil Hmam, I know
of only one instanceof this; for "true" i'azzoben, as found amongst
the Eastern Rifian rribes of Ibdharsen (M.A. l-Mtalsa) and Aith
Bu Yihyi, are in fact transhurnants. The exisience of 'azibs is
to be distinguished from the far more common and important
phcnomenon of "split residence," in which pan of a given lineage
resides in one local community and another part in another.

:"Cited by Valentin Beneitez Cantcro, Sociologia Mairoquï,
Ceuta: Imprenta Olimpia, 19.52, pp. 38-39. The Rifian rendering
of the quotation is am ithran g-ugjinna. Another vaiuable Spanish.
sourcebook of information on various aspects of Rifian {and North
Zone) economics is Fernando Valderrama Martinez, Mamtela del
Maestro Expanol en la Escuela Mairoqui, Tetuan: Editora Marroqui,
1952.

-'Andrés Sanchez Pérez, "Datos Historicos sobre Ciudades
Rifenas," Seleccion de Conferenties y Trahajos Realizad.es Dumnte
elCursodelnterventares 1951-52, Tetuan: AJtaComisariade Espafia
en Marruecos, 1952, pp. 29-47 ref. p. 32, and eited also by Mikesell,
op. cit.. 1961. p. 71. Note 2.

"Emilio Blanco Izaga, La Vïvienda Rifena, Ceuta: Imprenta
Imperio. 1930 passim, a work superbly illustrated with line drawings
by the author.

directly to Waryaghar notions of what constitute hono:
and shame. The minimum distance between individuaj
dwellings is constant throughout the area, and the
stars-in-the-sky analogy is the first fact about Rifian
morphology that strikes the observer. It is as true
for the lowlands as it is for the highlands, for all
of the Aith Waryaghar and their neighbors save the
Targist, who are not properly Rifians in any case.
The houses are located here, there, on top of this
hill, on the side of that slope, or near the bottom
of that ravine. Each one is surrounded by a clump
of green, contrasting again with the brownness of the
landscape: this is the wall of prickly pear cactus which
at any altitude up to one thousand meters (above which
it will not grow) surrounds every house to insure
privacy for those within. The fruit of the cactus feeds
the family and provides them with a minor source
of water and nourishment in summer;23 and the privacy
reinforced by the cactus hedge is also underscored
by the snarling and yapping curs of the owner of
the house, whose open hospitality and invitations to
visitors to drink mint tea and to eat tasty meat on
skewers are a most pleasant relief after the hostility
of his incessantly barking dogs.

Along the mountain slopes, beside or near each
dweiling, lie the grain fields—green or yellow or
stubbly brown patches, according to the season and
the state of the harvest. Barley is the major erop
and is grown everywhere, without exception; wheat
is the secondary erop, except in the Jbil Hmam, where
it is replaced by rye.

Rifian property and land terminology, as befits
sedentary agriculturists, is both intensive and exten-
sive. The generic Rifian word for "land" is dhamurth,
and the initial distïnction that Aith Waryaghar make
about land is whether it is privately or collectively
owned: r-mishra', lit. "ford," or dhamurth-nj—
/ma'f/i, "community-land'"—the "ford" is so called
because it usually lies on the higher mountain slopes
along the boundary between one local community and
another and acts as a passage or ford between them.
(The subject of land tenure will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 4.) Each kind of plot of land has its own
name, those nearest the houses being called igran,
and those further away, up the slopes, called ifuras.
In the Jbil Hmam sub-clan of Aith Turirth, in the
extreme southeastern part of the tribal territory where
the bulk of the fieldwork was conducted, igran pre-

23Coon, op. cit., 1931, p. 47, is mistaken about cactus fruit
being only a famine food; all Rifians eat and enjoy it. when it
is ripe.



Panorama of Plain of AI-Husaima (1955)

View down toward Bulma from Ignan, Aith Turirth (1955)
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dominate over ifuras in all local communities except
in l-'Ass, the community that I studied in greatest
depth and detail, on the border of the tribal territory
of Igzinnayen. Near the igran fields and never more
than 200 meters from the house, is generally located
the threshing floor, a level circular area surrounded
by stones. Here, after threshing, the straw is gathered
into a circular stack or silo with a pointed top, and
it is weighted down with stones hung from cords lied
to a stone at its peak, in order to keep it in shape.
(This type of straw stack is peculiar to the Central
Rif and has been noted with approval in recent years
by French geographers as an elegant and economical
hallmark of the ecology of the region). Any plot of
land that is being worked is called murk, whereas
any plot that happens at the moment to be lying fallow
is(to its owner) dhamarth-inu, "my land." D-Dimnith
is land that is apt to be manured, but is otherwise
the same as igar.

His house is the center of gravity of his murk,
his property, for any dhu-Waryaghar (sing. of Aith
Waryaghar) of the mountains: within this property
hè also has, lower down, his garden orchards which
are irrigated land, dhamurth w-aman ("land of
water"), as opposed to his grainfields, which are
dhamurth nj-bur, or dry-farmed. The point here is
merely that the characteristic extensiveness in termi-

nology for natural features (all of which, without
exception, are given names in Rifian) becomes inten-
sive when dealing with those features that have been
converted by human agency into a source of food
supply.

All vegetables and all fruit and nut trees are grown
on irrigated land, and the Rifian farmer is a very
careful irrigator. Irrigation ditches are channeled out
from the main streams in the mountains in order to
water the major plots. Land belonging to the mosque
of the community is generally in a category of its
own, and it will also be discussed in detail in Chapter
4.

A dichotomy between dhafiddjahth, cereals (lit.
"agriculture"), which are sown and plowed, and
khudharth, all vegetable crops including trees, is often
made. Certain trees such as figs (the commonest in
the region and after barley, the second staple), olives,
and even grapevines (the latter two mainly in the Jbil
Hmam) may grow both in irrigated and dry-farmed
land, but do better in the former.
, The number and variety of crops that are grown
is misleadingly impressive. Barley and figs are the
staples throughout the Central Rif; the former is
supplemented by wheat in the lowlands and rye in
the highlands, while the latter are supplemented by
a considerable range of other fruits. These include

Fig trees and irrigation ditch, Plain of AI-Husaima (1953)



Looking down on the orchard-garden of r-'Attaf, Aith Turirth (1954)

House and irrigated gardens in middie Nkur Valley, Aith Bu 'Ayyash (1953)
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pears, peaches, pomegranates, apricots, quinces, and
plums in the plain of Al-Husaima and grapes in the
Jbil Hmam massif, in the Aith 'Arus and Timarzga
subclan areas. Grapevines are also common in Igzin-
nayen, Aith 'Ammarth, and in the mountains of
Thimsaman rising up east of the Waryaghar plain.
Oranges are found in small quantities along the upper
Nkur River valley. Almonds are found everywhere
in Waryagharland, especially on the median slopes
(where their blossoms literally light up the countryside
when in season). Walnut trees, always grown under
irrigation, are common in the higher parts of the Jbil
Hmam, particularly Timarzga and Zawith n-Sidi 'Abd
r-Qadar; they are found all over Aith 'Ammarth and
the Sinhaja Srir as well. Apple trees are also frequent
in the latter two areas but not in Waryagharland. Olive
trees, though they grow, and in abundance, at a lower
altitude then walnuts, are again primarily a diagnostic
of the Waryaghar highlands, and each local community
in the Jbil Hmam has its own olive grinder and oil
press.

To round out this enumeration of crops, we only
need consider the vegetables; maize, broad beans,
green beans, lentils, tomatoes, onions, garlic, squash,
eggplant, carrots, turnips, and peppers, as well as
ground fruits such as meions and watermelons. Vetch
is grown also as cattle fodder. Though all of these
grow elsewhere, under irrigation, they are particularly
prevalent in the plain of AI-Husaima.

This list is impressive, perhaps, because of the
variety of crops grown and the care taken in growing
them; but k is misleading too: the land itself may
be capable of producing these crops, but it does so
only in minute quantities, and it is poor—poor in that
it is almost denuded of trees, incredibly eroded, low
in rainfall, constantly overworked, and (today espe-
cially )heavily overpopulated. And the Aith Waryaghar
themselves are fully conscious of all these factors
and, even more, of their own personal poverty. As
among farmers everywhere, the rainfall and the harvest
are ever-present and ever-pressing topics of conversa-
tion; and six years out of seven, both are either
mediocre or downright bad. The terrible drought of
1945 left a very lasting impression.

Horticulture and arboriculture supplement agricul-
ture but do not supplant it, and the same is true of
animal husbandry. In order of economie if not numeri-
calimportance,domesticanimals include cattle, mules,
donkeys, goats, sheep, dogs, cats, and chickens.
Virtually every family, even the poorest, has a cow,
a donkey and a few goats, all of them scrawny and
undernourished. The two hunting animals, Salukis and
ferrets, are uncommon, and horses are few since the
terrain is for the most part too mountainous for them;

even in the plain of Al-Husaima they are rare. Sheep
are found only in the lowlands (as well as in the flatter
country of the Eastern Rif); but even here they are
outnumbered by goats at least two to one, and in
the highlands, four or five to one. Apiculture is
extensively practiced only in the Jbil Hmam, where
the bees are attracted by the marjoram (zui)» and
all hives are individually owned.

HOUSE TYPES AND CONSTRUCTION24

Houses are made of adobe bricks or of mud and
stone masonry, the former predominating in the plain
and the latter m the Jbil Hmam, where there is too
much wind and rain to use adobe. They are all built
around central courtyards and are more or less square;
all have flat roofs in contrast to the sloping roofs
of the Sinhaja Srir and even some of the Aith ' Ammarth
and Igzinnayen to the west and south, where the
altitude is higher and there is regular snowf all in winter.
The overwhelming majority of Waryaghar houses have
only one floor, but a very few houses here and there
contain a second story as well; such houses are a
visible indication of the relative wealth of the owner,
or the f act that hè has numerous sons or other agnates,
or both. There is one such house in l-'Ass of Aith
Turïrth, the only one in the whole subclan area, but
1 have seen several others in various parts of the
plain.

House dimensions vary, of course, but "average"
dimensions are as follows: outside walls, 15m. x 15
m.-20 m.; wall height from ground to roof, 3.50 m.
to 5 m., with variations depending on the degree of
slope of the ground; thickness at base or foundations,
0.80 m., and above ground 0.50 m. The open courtyard
around which the house is constructed measures about
9 m. x 10 m.; the main gate, about 2.50 m. high
by 1.80 m. wide, is always placed on the side opposite
the prevailing wind and opens directly onto the court-
yard. In the center of the courtyard there is almost
always an underground storage pit for gram reserves
2 m. square by 3 m. deep, with a sliding wooden
door cover. Rifians say maliciously that they use their
storage pits for the purpose for which they were
intended, while Arabs use theirs as the family toilet.
The flat adobe roof, held up by a cribwork of wooden
rafters with a reed buffer, projects because the rafters
are about 2 m. longer than the rooms they cover.
This projection is supported by upright wooden beams

24Cf. also Emilio Blanco Izagu. op. cit., 1930; Coon, op. cil..
1931, pp. 68-73; Francisco del Pino Oliva, "La Construccion en
el Rif; SCPA1 1950-51, Tetuan 1951, pp. 151-171: V. Beneitez
Cantero. op. cit.. 1952, pp. 39-40; D. M. Hart. op. cit.. 1954, pp.
58-59; and M. W. Mikesell, op. cit., 1961, p. 76.
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House in the Aith Hadhifa (1953)
f

sunk into the ground of the courtyard, and in good
weatherit is used as a dryingplatform. Woodengutters
for catching rain water are pJaced at intervals along
the outer perimeter of the roof.

Most houses have more than one room, two or
three being average, although this of course depends
on the size of the family. Apart from the guestroom,
any normal house generally contains the following
elements: an enclosed stabJe onground level, in which
the goats are kept at night; above this, a sleeping
platform for members of the family, also used for
storing utensils; a more open stabJe on ground level
for cattle and/or mules or donkeys; and above this
last, a simple loft used for storing jugs and pottery,
and not used for sleeping. One room always contains
the quern with which the women grind the grain.
Rooms that are used oniyfor sleeping generally contain
slightiy rai'sed washstands with small drainage holes
built in at the f/oor level. FJoors and adjoining Jower
walls are painted by the women with a brownish paint
extracted from burnt lenti'scus bushes mixed with cJay
and water. The periodic whitewashing of the house
with Jime is also done by women. There is seldom
more than one small window to a room, except in
the guestroom, The houses of the poor still have f irepits
with smoke-holes in the roofs in all rooms but the
guestroom.

The guestroom is the main area used for soda!
occasions and for entertainment, It is the exclusive
preserve of the master of the house, for him and
his guests, and access to it is always gained by a
separate door very much smaller than the main gate.
The separate dooragain insures that the women, who
may be cooking or working in the courtyard, will not
be seen by any outsiders (at whose approach they
al ways flee in any event). The guestroom is the cleanest
room in a house that is kept immaculate throughout;
Aith Waryaghar themselves maintain scrupulous bodi-
ly cleanliness (to which ablutions before prayer con-
tribute in no small measure), and although their houses
are hardly free of f lies, they are remarkabjy free of
the lice, bedbugs, and other vermin common m certa/n
regions of rural Morocco. The guestroom is one of
the houseowner's most visible status symbols. Tribes-
men of modest means rnay have ïow benches around
the walls, while those who are better off have muJti-
colored padded cushions, rugs, and wall curtains, none
of which are locally made. The guestroom wall always
has two or three paned windows Jarger than any other
windows in the house. Everyone, no matter how poor,
has a tea service, but with wealthier shaikhs or other
tribal authorities the teapots, trays, and glasses all
become more ornate. When Jfirst began my fieldwork
in J953, a portable radio was already a highly prized



a, b. Two views of the house of the Dharwa n-'Amar Uzzugwagh, lineage of Imjjat, in l-'Ass, Aith Turirth (1955)
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Houses, Aith Msita ü;*k 'Aisita.AIth Ammarth (1954)

Courtyard of house in the Aith Turirth
(1954)
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a, b. Houses at Asrafil, Timarzga (1954)
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prestige item; now it has been replaced by the transis-
tor. Nonetheless, the basic keys to wealth and respect
are stil], as always, the exercise of power and the
ownership of land; other material possessions, as
elsewhere in Islam, count for little except as visual
symbols implying Jarge property holdings.

Adjuncts to the house include a conical bread oven,
usually located just outside the cactus hedge near the
main gate; and on the least frequented side of the
house, again beyond the cactus hedge, the manure
pile. The family retiring ground, if there is one, is
of ten a shelter of some sort on a hillside, protected
by cactus, and some distance from the house; the
women periodically burn maize stalks in it for fumiga-
tion. For the fieldworker in rural Morocco, finding
a place where one can relieve oneself unseen is a
constant trial.

A final adjunct to the Waryaghar house, but one
that has not existed since 1922, when 'Abd al-Krim
forbade it, was the pillbox (ashbar) of mud and stone
masonry, about 2 m. square by 1.50 m. high, where
the owner of the house could entrench himself in
case of feud. The pillbox, which had a loophole, was
situated so that a man sitting inside it had as com-
manding a view as possible of everything both below
and above him and could piek off his enemies at will.
This important structure will be discussed further in
the chapter on bloodfeud.

A man who wants to build a house may either
have his sons help him or call in a "master" mason
(of which there were two in the Aith Turirth in
1954-55). The mason does the actual work of house-
building, and hè usually takes measurements either
visually or with a string. The future owner and his
sons, kinsmen, and friends bring in mud, stones, and
other necessary building materials. Should a mason
have helpers—and hè needs at least three in order
to build a house—the owner must pay the helpers
as wel J.25

To start the proceedings on the first day of work
the owner sacrifices a goat or a chicken at the spot
where the house is to be built.

When construction of the house has been completed
and the roof installed, the owner once again sacrifices
a goat for all the kinsmen and neighbors who have
been working on his house. (The crucial institution
of t//nw£ü,avoJuntary working party, will be discussed

-sln Spanish times a mason was paid 15. plas. a day and hi.s
food, and to build a house cos t 10.000-15,000 plas. Today (1967)
a ma.son is paid 1500 frs. (or 15 Moroccan dirhams) per day, and
lo build a house cosls nearly 400,000 frs. ('4000 dirhams) if ihe
owner supplies the materials. If hè does not, it cos t s 700,000 to
800,000 frs. A helper in Spanish times was paid 6 to 7 plas. per
day: now hè gels 500 frs. In Waryagharland as elsewhere, the
cost of living has gone up.

below in connection with certain agricultural opera-
tions.) Masons and their helpers are not only paid
in money, but also given their food. If the building
is done on a purely contractual basis, the owner does
not help with the work, and it costs considerably more.
Inthis case, the gi ving of a final feast is more common;
this is not always done if the owner himself provides
on-the-job help every day. It should be added that
housebuilding is exclusively a male concern, and the
only work women do on the house itself is to paint
the floors and whitewash the walls, processes that
must be repeated every two years or so.

FURNITURE, UTENSILS, FARM
IMPLEMENTS, AND CLOTHIIMG

An individual's movable property, including furni-
ture, utensïls, pottery, and farm implements—all ex-
cept clothing—is called tarika. As indicated above,
the furnishings in the guestroom—the size and sump-
tuousness of the carpets on the floor, of the wall
hangings, and of the covered floor cushions lining
the wall—are visible markers of the degree of wealth
of their owner; and the same goes for the ornateness
of his washing service, tea service, kuskus tub, and
perhaps the mirrors and the hand-painted lithographs
(of Morocco's two kings since Independence, or of
•Abd al-Krim) on the walls. In the other rooms of
the house furnishings are not meant for display and
are far simpler, and the rugs of the guestroom give
way to mats. Large reed or wicker baskets, open at
both ends, either 1.25 or 2 m. high, are kept in a
room or in the courtyard to store either figs or barley,
according to basket size; they are caulked with lime
so that the chickens will not peck away at the barley.
Men of certain lineages use reed, esparto, and palrnetto
to make rope and various sorts of containers, and
their women make mats. Work in wood is done entirely
by men, and a roster of wooden implements consists
of most of the few agricultural tools; plows, the iron
shares of which are made by blacksmiths, wïnnowmg
forks and shovels; handles for sickles, hoes or picks,
billhooks, and hatchets (the iron blades of the Jatter
again made by blacksmiths); mortars and pestles; and
Jarge wooden spoons for drinking curdled milk. The
wooden parts of all these implements are made by
the farmers themselves either of AJeppo pine or of
holly oak wood.

Pottery, which women make by hand, deserves a
special mention; for although extremely fragile, the
pottery of the Aith Waryaghar is considered by con-
noisseurs to be about the finest of rural Morocco
in decoration and design. The epitome of this craft,
however, is perhaps the complete imitation tea service,



Bread ovens, Asrafil, Timarzga (1954)

Boy demonstrating how to shovel bread into oven, Ija'unen, Aith 'Ammarth (1954}. This is in actuality women's work
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Woman from the Timarzga subclan dernonstrating how to
carry a waterjug (1955)

with tray, glasses, and teapot—although this is usualh
the work of a male potter. Pols and jugs have a variety
of uses as containers, and all are named, but the j
technique of manufacture is the same in all cases.
The basis is a rcddish clay found in special deposits.
The potter takes out the clay she needs, wets it, and
molds the pot by hand. She leaves the pot to dry
in the sun for three days, then rubs it over with a
purnice stone to smooth it out. It goes next into the
"pottery oven," nothing more than a hole in the
ground, where it is baked for one night with a fire
of dried grass. The following day the potter paints
the decorations with a mixture of dried lentiscus leaves
and water; now the pot, tannish in color and with
brown or black geometrical designs, is ready to be
taken to market.

The eombination olive grinder and olïve-oil press
and the turbine grist mul, along with the plow, are
of classical (Roman) antiquity in North Africa. Though
Aith Waryaghar disclaim knowledge of the grist mill
until after the pacification (1926),26 they recognized
the olive grinder and oÜ press to be very old in the
region. The latter is divided into three parts: a mill,
a press, and a vat. Three men are needed to turn
the handle, which passes through the millstone and
is fixed through a central upright revolving post. The
handle acts as an axle on which the upright discoidal
millstone revolves like a wheel as it is pushed around
the central post, crushing the olives on a large flat
stone in which the lower end of the post is fastened.
The apparatus is employed both for bruising the olives
before pressing and for grinding the pressed olives
later into a pulpy cattle fodder. A fourth man is needed
to comb out the pressed olives. The main part of
the press is a big log secured by heavy wooden screws
that are turned to force the log down on baskets filled
with olive mash. Two men are needed here: one to
load up the baskets and take them to the press and
another to turn the press screw. The olive grinder
and oil press are apt to be the collective property
of the jma'ih, the adult male members of the local
community, although sometimes they are individually
owned. In either case, any stranger who comes during
the season may press all the olives hè wishes, but
hè must give one liter of olive oil per day to the
owner or owners of the press.

The most common mill is the hand quern mentioned
above; it consists of a cylindrical upper stone, turned
with a wooden handle, and a stationary lower one;
usually the first thing one hears on waking early in
the morning in a Rifian house is the dull, whining

WomanfromtheTimarzgasubclanwith mortarandpestle (1955) 2hCf. Mikesell, op. ei!.. l%l, pp. 83-5.



T« served at house of the Qaid Abarqash (at far right} of the Aith 'Abdallah, with a Spanish officer and doctor present (1953)

Serving tea at Ignan, Aith Turirth (1955)
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Tea drinking at Ignan, Aith Turirth (1955)

sound of a woman milling the grain in another room.
VVhere water is abundant, there are also vertical turbine
grist milis, always located, in Waryagharland. beside
one of the two major rivers. A spoked turbine wheel
is attached to the upper of two milistones (about 80
cm. in diameter), a hopper is placed above the stone,
and a feed slot is jiggled by this upper stone so that
the flow will be even. The lower stone is slightly
larger than the upper and is bordered with a raised
rim that is cut off in one place so that flour may
be taken out. The whole apparatus is built within a
small adobe and stone house that is impossible to
enter without getting literally covered with flour.
Turbine grist milis, unlike olive presses, are without
exception individually owned, and they must be built
by specialists of whom there is a family in Jgar
Umarwas of the Axt Tuzin. Once the mill is set up,
the owner receives one-tenth of all the flour that others
grind in it, and if hè has one assistant, the latter receives
one-fourth of the owner's one-tenth share.

The important point about this roster of furniture,
tools, and implements i's that they are relatively few
in number and simple in type, and are all made by
the people themselves.27 Mikesell tellingly observes,

inthisconnection, that "longestablishedhabit opposes
change. There are some general reasons for conserva-
tism, .such as the abundance and cheapness of
manpower and the stagnation of industry. There are
specifie reasons as well: theprevalenceof steep slopes,
of small plots where only handwork is possible. and
the difficulties of hauling heavy equipment through
mountainous terrain."28

The basic male garment is a woolen cloak with
hood and sleeves, called "jillaba1"; it is usually either
pepper-and-salt or brown in color and reaches down
more than halfway between knees and feet. Before
1926 the Aith Waryaghar, and indeed the general
Rifian, jillaba was only of thedark brown type, reached
only to the knees, and was covered on the front,
chest, and shoulders with embroidery and tassel deco-
rations; but this type, which originated in the Rif,
was abandoned there after the Spanish occupation,
though it still survives in the Jbala and Ghmara.
Underneath it are worn baggy knicker-length trousers
of white or blue cotton cloth (formerly of wool) that
fit snugly at the knees, and over the trousers is worn
a long white cotton nightshirt. A belt through the
trousers carries the wearer's leather scrip; before 1926

r7Deiailed descriptions of all of them may be found in Coon,
op. cit., 1931, pp. 51-54, 64-79. -"Mikesell. op. cit., 1961, p. 83.
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a man would wear this over the jillaba on the rigfa*
side with a strap over the left shoulder; on his left
sïde hè wore a long straight knife that hè could grab
from its sheath with his right hand.

Today the normai headgear for men is a white cotton
turban, very neatly wrapped and tied, worn about
two fingers' breadth above the eyebrow and usually
covering the crown of its wearer's shaven head.
(During the "Ripublik" the turban worn by high-rank-
ing shurfa, or descendants of the Prophet, was green,
and the rest of their clothing, inciuding the jillaba,
was white.) The turban and jillaba, along with a beard,
are the most visible marks of manhood. But the cotton
turban, again, is recent: bef ore 1926 Rifians all wore
a short woolen turban which left the crown of the
head bare, and below which protruded the end of
the wearer's scalplock. The part of the head from
which the scalplock grew was, in any given part of
the Rif, an easy way to identify the tribe of the wearer:
the Aith Waryaghar all wore theirs in the middle of
the occiput, while the Aith 'Ammarth and Igzinnayen
for example, wore theirs on the right parietal. But
'Abd al-Krim, in one of his many reforms, ordered
scalplocks to be shaved off in 1922. By 1926 and

a, b. Pressing olives, Aith Bu Khrif, Aith Bu 'Ayyash (1954)



Pottery for sale at the Sunday Market of the Ibuqquyen at Rwadi (1954)

Pottery (1955)
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pacification, if Coon is correct,29 some men were
keuring them again, but they did not do so very long;
* the tirne of the beginning of my own fieldwork
• 1953, scalplocks were very definitely a thing of

i*e past. It is perhaps of interest, however, to note
•tt the Central Rif was the one part of Morocco
ibere grown men wore scalplocks; in many other

•qgions boys still wear them but shave them off at
paberty.

Men's footwear traditionally consisted of palmetto
- —rar to grass sandals, and the cord between the

hqe and second toes denoted the wearer as a man
n the Aith Waryaghar, Aith 'Ammarth, or Ibuq-

•yen. while cross straps indicated the Igzinnayen,
iTuzin. or Thimsaman. Esparto sandals went out
Independence, however, and tennis shoes, which
l been competing with them during the Protectorate,
k their place. Yellow Moroccan slippers, or "ba-

»;hes." have also long been worn, and in winter
»ers and goatherds in the Jbil Hmam wear cowhide
tins as a protection against mud, rain, and occa-

giMal snow.
Spanish times many younger men had already

pied light cotton jillabas—blue, black, white, or
jjped—for summer wear; they also took up red

tshes or fezzes (which to my mind looked some-
t incongruous above the often Irish-looking coun-

of the Aith Waryaghar) though many were
wearing the so-called Ibuqquyen woolen skull-
Since Independence, more and more young men

e gone over to Western-style clothing. One sees
arts of combinations; a man wearing a turban
an old army jacket and blue jeans, a man wearing

topped with a jillaba but no turban. During
th times it became more and more difficult to
man's tribe or origin from the way hè dressed;

ït is impossible.
ts is not true, however, for the women, whose

•Bervatism in dress, as in speech and in many other
:s greater than that of the men. Bef ore pacifica-

Aith Waryaghar married women wore a white
alen dress fastened at the shoulder with heavy silver

>: v. hen cotton and silk came in with pacification,
> imiopted the dhaidhwarth, a bright colored (yellow

•ed) silk outergarment with sleeves, reaching be-
mknees andfeet, as well as baggy women's cotton

•sers. which they had not worn previously. For
- occasions they wear. a white, virtually trans-

it outergarment over the dhaidhwarth. At their
is they wear a broad red woolen belt, going over

[faearrnents. All women, whether single or married,

wear a silk headscarf; showing beneath this. across
the forehead, is a thin band made of the hairs of
a muie's tail and often studded with silver coins.
However, one can teil married women from single
women at a glance by what they wear over the
headscarf: a single girl wears a wide brightly embroi-
dered headband tied in back, with its widest part above
the middle of the forehead; a married woman wears
over her headscarf cords of black wool tied in place
to her hair (which is always kept completely covered)
at the nape of her neck; these cords hang down her
back in two separate braids. Women normally go
barefoot, but for weddings and other festivities they
often wear gaily decorated red, green, or white leather
slippers; today they sometimes wear rubber or plastic
shoes in red or blue. Cheap jewelry necklaces and
the like are always worn; if women still retain the
silver shoulder clasp and the silver ankJets that their
mothers or grandmothers once wore, these are kept
as heirlooms. There is no silverwork today to speak
of, as it was all made by Jews, and they departed
the Rif for Israël shortly after Independence;
moreover, the work that Jewish silversmiths were
producing in late Spanish times was very much inferior
in quality to what their fathers produced prior to 'Abd
al-Krim. Good Rifian jewelry is today an extremely
scarce commodity.

All girls have their ears pierced for earrings at a
young age. All married women wear antimony around
their eyes and put henna on their hands and feet for
feasts. Tattooing, especially on the chin in a kind
of railroad-tie marking, was always performed (as was
ear piercing) by older women on unmarried girls as
a virtual prerequisite for marriage. It is said that when
the "Romans" came, Rifian men fled from them, and
women tattooed their arms and faces as a sign of
shame and the custom has continued to this day.

Small boys wear cotton jillabas, and in Spanish
ümes often wore a handkerchief tied around their
head in lieu of a turban; today many wear rugged
shirts and shorts. Small girls wear a dhaidhwarth and
headscarf. Both boys and girls are generally barefoot.

DIET

Two initial points must be made about Aith
Waryaghar diet: (1) as Rifians in general are both
poor and frugal, they can generally afford to buy the
meat they adore (particularly mutton, then goat or
beef) only once a week, on market day;30 (2) the usual

Coon. op. cit., 1931, p. 128. On this page Coon also gives
Sas the date of "Abd al-Krim'sordertodispense with scalplocks.

•*"An Linpubüshed Spanish administrative report by Capt. J. R.
trolaaptly characterizes them as "fruga!. but capable of devouring
a whole sneep on feast days."
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Muslim taboos regarding pork, boar, and alcoholic
beverages, as wel] as the special Malikite taboo on
the meat of horses, mules, and donkeys, of course
apply.31 The Waryagharfamily has threemeager meals
a day:

Breakfast, eaten about 8:00 a.m. at the latest. It
invariably includes bread and whatever vegetable
solids there may be in the house (lentijs or potatoes)
and always either a glass of heavily sugared coffee
(often with pepper thrown in) or equally heaviJy
sugared mint tea (the national Moroccan drink)—gen-
erally, for breakfast, the former. The solids are eaten
only in sparing quantities.

Lunch, eaten at 1:00 or 2:00 p,m. Again, it consists
of whatever may be at hand, plus tea. While in the
fields, the man of the house eats his loaf of bread
and the dried figs hè has put in the hood of his jillaba,
and the children who are pasturing goats on the slopes
eat whatever they have been given. Only the women
eat in the house at midday under norma] circumstances.

Supper, eaten at 8:00 or 9:00 p.m. It is the major
meal of the day (if guests have not been invited to
lunch). The main (and usually the only) course is a
stew (tajin) consisting of goal meat (or less often,
mutton, which is more expensive) and vegetables
(potatoes, tomatoes, onions, and peppers), swimming
in rancid olive oil. If no guests are present, the family
usually eats together, but many men eat alone, having
their wives bring them their food. Should any male
guest be present—and the ideal Aith Waryaghar
guestroom is like a railroad station in that men flow
in and out of it at virtually all hours of the day and
night—the sex segregation that is so extremely impor-
tant in this society comes to the fore. and the women
are hardly ever heard, rnuch less seen. On less formal
occasions—such as dinner on the evening after the
market, when kinsmen, friends, or neighbors often
drop in—the host eats with his guests, and his male
children may also be present. All eat with their fingers
out of the same bowl, using bread to scoop up the
gravy: commensality fortifies the egalitarianism so
apparent in the social structure. Mint tea, of course,
is always served.

On more formal occasions, when outside guests
may be present, the host does not generally eat with
his guests but brings in the various dishes successively

with the help of his son or a servant. After all havej
washed and dried their hands with the service and
towels (tas) passed around, the senior or most distin-
guished guest (always a Muslim, never the Christian
anthropologist visitor)32 then breaks the round loafl
of bread into four quarters, saying the Bismillah ("In
the Nameof God")formula. For these formal dinners.
delicious meat on skewers (shwa, cooked with garlic.
olive oil, and parsley) always precedes the usual stew.
which is then followed by siksu or "couscous," the
national Moroccan disn (semolina mixed with rancid
butter, and with vegetables and either chunks ofl
mutton or a split boiled chicken spread over the top). :

If more guests are present than can eat out of any
one bowl, other bowls are placed around the rood
for the remainder, and the most "important" guests
are always served first, Aith Waryaghar have alwa>s
eaten "couscous" with wooden spoons, and the usual
Moroccan method of rolling it into balls and popping
it into the mouth is one at which they have never
been adept.

All this may be followed by bread with butter and
Jbil Hmam honey. and then by fruit. Finally, the
hand-washing service is passed around once again.
and tea is prepared by the host.

In smaller gatherings, lentil soup or dried meat may
take the place of the stew, and pancakes cooked in
rancid butter may take that of bread: sardines (the
only fish eaten by Rifians) purchased that day in the
market may be fried in parsley, garlic and olive oil
to substitute for meat on skewers.

Although there are no cross-sexual food taboos.
almonds and mint tea are said to produce potency
in men, and walnuts and coffee are said to produce
a corresponding fertihty in women. Statements of this
kind, however, are usually uttered tongue in cheek.
for men eat walnuts and drink coffee, while women
eat almonds and drink mint tea—though preparation
of the tea is normally a man's job. (Walnuts and
almonds are often served in the same bowl in any
case.) Fried eggs are also thought to induce potency
in men, for Rifians share with other Mediterranean
peoples the tendency to classify eggs (dhimddjanm
with testicles (iminyaren).33

"The Mulikite rite is one of the four "rites" or "schools"
(Madhahib) of Orthodox Islam, foliowing the teachings of Malik
b. Anas (b. 709-15, d. 795). and is that which is regionaJIy followed
throiighoLi! North Africa. Wheiher or not this rneans that the other
three Onhodox Muslim rites (Hanafite. Shafi'ite and Hanbalitc)
in fact allow consumption of the meat of these three animals,
l do not kniHV. but the qucstion seems somewhat academie.

'-Any guesl is ternied unibji. pi. inihjiweii. but Aith Waryaghar
cutagorize guests in three straia of descending order: 1) inibjiwen
n-ixanï. "ram guests." includïng fa) shurfa, (b) coiincil members
or iingharen, and (c) any tribal authorities; 2) inibjiwen n~ti\azit.
"chicken guests." incJuding (a) friends or kinsmen of the host.
and (b) the fqih or quranic sehoolmaster of the community mosque:
and 3) iiiibjiwi'n it-ttmiriqth, "soup guests." including the jnia'th,
the mcmber of the community, in general.

"This same ciassification cxists in Central Atlas Berber, where
tiglui has both meanings, and in Spanish, where tiuevos also has.
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DIVISION OF LABOR BY SEX

The very extreme segregation of the sexes in
Waryagharland has already been mentioned as a socïal
fact of cardinal importance, as well as a most obvious
one, there for all to see. Equally obvious is its linkage
10 Islam; but whether it is wholly and entirely attrib-
utable to Islam or whether it may to some extent
be the regional expression of a generalized Mediter-
ranean behavior pattern is hard to say. The sexual
dïvision of labor is rigid; not only are the sexes
physically segregated in their work, but men's tasks
are men's only and women's tasks are womerfs only.
the members of each sex having very sharply defined
prerogatives regarding the tasks they perform.

Aside from three minor tasks performed by women,
agriculture, the dominant activity, is as exclusively
a male concern as is herding among Bedouins. Men
»ov. andplow the land,34theyreap, thresh,and winnow
the harvest; they plant and piek the vegetables; they
plant and care for the trees and piek the fruit; they
lo all the irrigating, and repair the ditches whenever

r.ecessary; they build the houses; they make the
charcoal (from brushwood the women have cut and
brought in); they grind and press the olives; they
operate the turbine grist milis; they take the manure
rom the manure pile to the fields; they do all the

repair work on paths between communities, as well
s all (government-sponsored) work on roads; they
D al! the reed, palmetto, and esparto work (save

nat s. which are made by women); they breed cows
»iih bulls (preferably a man's job; the breeding of

:-.keys occurs in the market); and, last but not least,
ibey préparé mint tea for guests.

The three women's tasks that overlap into the men's
agricultural domain are helping with the reaping (in
a group apart from the men), collecting the bales of

tt grain stalks and carrying them to the threshing
aor. and picking grapes and figs. As for the work

dot is considered theirs alone, women grind the grain
the hand quern; they bake the bread in the ovens
a outside the courtyard of the house; they préparé

r>e meals; they clean the house; they wash the clothes;
the> fetch water, early in the morning and early in
ihe evening, in large jugs that they carry on their
backs with ropes; they whitewash the house and paint
fcefloors of the rooms with burnt lentiscus sap; they

rry in the brushwood on their backs (boys or even
•en may do this, but only if much wood is needed

ir a feast, since this is categorized as women's work);
tbe> take the manure to the manure pile (whence the

men take it to the fields or gardens); they feed and
care for the cattle and goats, as well as milk them:
they give barley to the chickens and collect the eggs,
as well as care for the rabbits, if any (for chickens
and rabbits are the exclusive property of women, who
buy them with their own money);35 and they préparé
tea for themselves.

Both boys and girls between six and twelve years
of age act as goatherds, pasturing the goats and sheep
(if there are any) on the mountain slopes every day
and bringing them home at night.36 In Islam there
is no rite de passage corresponding to puberty initia-
tion, indeed there are no real rites de passage in any
case; but the growth of pubic hair is the sign that
the child is now an adolescent and can start, perhaps
a year or two later, to fast during the month of
Ramadan. It is at this point, from the age of about
twelve onwards, that boys help their fathers with the
agricultural tasks of plowing, sowing, and threshing,
and girls start to help their mothers in the house.

The aged of both sexes stay in the house and do
as little work as possible.

A quick glance at the daily routine of a Waryaghar
household will put all these activities in context. A
man generally gets up at dawn, performs his ablutkms,
prays, and drinks the tea his wife has prepared for
him. He then puts a loaf of bread in the hood of
his jillaba and goes out to his fields. At noon hè eats
there. Depending on the time of year, hè may be
plowing, reaping, or threshing, or working in the garden
or orchard, or grinding and pressing olives. If there
is no other work to be done, hè makes charcoal. It
is almost nighttime when hè returns home.

With men, periods of intense activity may alternate
with periods of equally marked inactivity, when they
just sit down in their jillabas in front of their houses.
It is a truism that time is not conceived of in Western
terms, as a commodity that is either "saved" or
"wasted"—even though many Rifians now wear
watches and are perfectly able to "teil time." When
there is agricultural work to be done, it gets done;
when there is none, men sit down and the tea tray
is produced.

With women, however, activity is intense almost
all the time; it is natura!, right, and conforming to
the Waryaghar order of things that women should

- - jommon saying is "We plow the land by day and plow
-»omen at night."

•"In markets men, as wel! as old women, can often be seen
selling chickens and eggs; bul the men do it for their wives, whom
they wil! not allow to come to market, and they hand over the
proceeds directly on returning home.

?f>Each child pastures his or her fathcr 's goats individually; the
dulü system of pasturage of all animals in the community by a
boy of a different family every day in rotation, so common in
the Jbala and the Gharb. does not exist at ail in the cenaral Rif.
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Pasturing goats, Aith 'Ammarth (1954)

work harder and Jonger than men. A woman, like
her husband, gets up at dawn. She lights the lamp
and heats up the water so that hè may perform his
ablutions prior to prayer. She then heats more water,
so that hè may have his tea afterward. Then she grinds
the grain, prepares an early breakfast, and sends the
children out to pasture the goats on the slopes (while
her husband goes out to the fields). It is now time
for her to sweep the house, af ter which she goes
down to the river, well, or spring, in company with
other women to fetch more water. As this is often
a long trek, the women may not be back until midday,
and springs and wells are favorite gathering places
for women in any case. For this reason, at the
recognized hours for fetching water, the springs and
wells and the paths leading to mem are scrupulously
avoided by men, even if they are passersby who merely
wish to -slake their thirst from the water jug that is
always left full beside the spring. It is noteworthy
that women of lineages that are otherwise despised
(like the Ihawtshen of Aith Turirth) may thus fetch
their water entirely unmolested. The all-pervading
concept of hashuma or "shame" applies here with
full force.

A woman eats at midday, and then brings in grass

as fodder for the cow. In the afternoon she
bread, and when it begins to get dark she stad
préparé supper. By this time her husband and en
have returned home. Contrary to the custom w»
the man of the house may frequently eat aloJ
members of the family, including servants, L
sleep in the same room; and in the case of poh
marriages and households, it is the husbant
to spend successive nights with each of his
in turn.

The sexual division of labor and the daily
are both sharp economie indicators of the die
between the man's world—open, public, am
fields—and the woman's world—private, sec
in the house. The same dichotomy extends to n
the domain of rnen, as opposed to sorcery anc
the domain of women.

THE ANNUAL AGRICULTURAL CY
The Muslim year, for purposes of religious

is lunar; but coexisting with it is the solar agr
year, known in the Rif as "the farmer's year"
n-iffiddjahen). It is based on the Julian Calen<
is divided into twelve months, the names of
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are cognates of our own,37 and into four major seasons.
which again correspond to our own and are known
collectively as the "gates of the sky" (dhiwura ïjin-
na).38 Each of these seasonal periods lasts 90 days
and is again subdivided as follows:39

1. In dhajjarsth, the winter (16 November to 15
February), there is first ddjyari (M.A. l-lyali), 40
days of extreme cold, the opposite of the ssmayim
in midsummer. The eleventh day of this period
is called r-Uzind, and after it the days get longer
and the nights shorter. The 25th day is Ddjyari
proper, the time of greatest cold, snow, and ice.
R-Haguz is the Julian New Year's Day, and the
farmers say that if it rains on this day, the harvest
will be good. Imshuyar, the f inal period of plowing
and sowing, starts on the final 5 days of dhajjarsth
and continues for 20 days during dhifsa.

Girl loaded with brushwood, Aith Bu 'Ayyash {1954}

17i. e., Nayar. Xabrayar. Marsn. Yibrir, Mayyuor Nisan, Yulyu.
Yulyuz, r-Ghushth, Shutambir, Ktubar, Numbir. Dujambir.

-lsThis is the title of a book by Jean Serviër on Kabyle agricultura!
ritual in Algeria: Les Portes du del. Paris: Robert Laffont, 1962.

w Edward Westermarck, both in Ceremonies and Beliefs connect-
ed with Agnctilture. Certciin Dates of the Solar Year and the Weather
in Morocco. Ofversigt af Finska Vetenskaps Societetens Fö-
rhandlingar. Bd. LIV, 1911-12, Af d. B.. No. I, Helsingfors:
Helsingfors Central tryckeri, 1913, and in Ritual and Belief in
Morocco, 2 vols., London: Macmillan. 1926, has provided excellent
genera] discussions of these quesüons.

Women with waterjugs at fountain, Aith 'Abdallah (1953)
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Girl at fountain, Aith 'Abdallah (1953)

2. In dhifsa, the spring (16 February to 15 May),
the time of grass and of drinking curdled milk
(ashshirand aghi), imshuyar continues and is the
last period of plowing and planting.

3. In anihdhu, the summer (16 May to 15 August)
there are the following periods: n-nisan, for the
first 7 days, in which rain is very beneficial; a
period which is the opposite number of r-uzind,
above;40 and on the 45th day, ssmayim, a very
hot period (but a time of cold below the earth),
the time of threshing grain, and the opposite of
ddjyari: The summer solstice, or r-'Ansra, falls
during this time, on 24 July.

4. In r-khrif, theautumn (16 August to 15 November),
the time of plowing, there is only one subperiod,
again r-uzind, for 7 days, the opposite of n-nisan.

Such is the seasonal structure of the annual agricul-
tural cycle. Before we discuss the cycle of work itself,
a word must be said about the great variable that
conditions all of it: jain (anzar). The farmer of the
Aith Waryaghar and of the Rif in general—lïke farmers
everywhere—speaks constantly of rain: if it has not

fallen, hè is eternally looking up at the sky for telltale
clouds; if it is late, hè has doubts about the quantit) j
and quality of the following year's harvest; and ifl
there has been too much of it, coupled with floods l
and inundatïons from the Nkur or Ghis rivers, hel
knows that a large part of the harvest will be ruined. l
Although it all depends on the amount of rain that l
God in His Goodness wishes to provide (the phrase
Inshaüah, "God Willing," is constantly reiterated in
this connection), there are nonetheless certain rituals
that are designed either to start or to stop rain. Two
rain-inducing rituals are prevalent:
1. Tittan uniar ("they ask for rain"). All the men l

of the community go to the local mosque and
sacrifice a goat. They collectively make an offering
(sadaqa) by bringing olive oïl, sugar, etc., and
then they eat the goat that has now been cooked.
After the meal, with the usual emphasis on egali-
tarianism through commensality, they take off
their footgear and turbans, and then turn their
jillabas inside out and put them on again back
to front. Thus dressed they circumambulate the
mosque seven times in a counter-clockwise direc-
tion,41 with the fqih, the schoolmaster of the
mosque, in the lead, and they chant the following
Arabic formula: Allahuma isqi 'ibadika wa hiyi
bahimatika w-unsur 'alaina rahmatak wa hiyi
baladak l-miyyit (loosely translated, "Oh Lord.
please give water to Your servants and Your
animals, and by Your mercy help us, as Your
land is dying"). This ritual goes on from 12:00
noon to 5:00 p.m. and is repeated every day until
rain falls. The major feature of the ritual symbol-
ism is the hope that the sky, like the jillabas of
the participants, will be turned inside out, with
rain.

2. Dhasrith w-unzar ("The bïïde of the rain"). This
ceremony has been described by Coon for the
Igzinnayen and by Biarnay for the Ibuqquyen,42

and it is universally resorted to in Waryagharland
as well. When rain is badly needed, a number
of unmarried girls get a breadshovel, dress it up
in the finest clothes they own, and put necklaces

4i)Westermarck; 1913 op. cit., p. 73, however, says the nisan
falls bet ween April 27 and May 3. i.e., in dhifxa. My informants
deny this.

41 The analogy here with the tawaf or circumambulation by
pilgrims of the Ka'ba at Mecca will be obvious to Arabists.

•'-Coon. op. cit.. 1931,p. 162; S. Biarnay, Etudes sur les Diaiectes
Berberes dit Rif, Publications de la Faculte des Lettres d'AJger.
LIV, Paris: Lerous, 1917, pp. 176-178; and Father Ibanez cogently
notes, in this connection the symboiism inherent in the fact that
while anzar, "rain," is a masculine noun, both dhasrith, "Bride,"
and dhatnurth, "earth, land," are feminine ones (R. P. Esteban
ibancz. O.F.M., "Ethnologia Religiosa Bereber," Actas del XIV
Ctmgreao de Sociologia, Rome 1950; p. 15). Beneitez, op. cit.,
1952, pp. 151-152, describes other similar practices in the Jbala,
and a variant on the first one. tittan linzar, above.
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on it. When its adornment has been completed,
the breadshovel is called "the bride of the rain."
The girls take it from house to house throughout
the community, singing the following verse, again
in Arabic: Allah ghaituh biha, Sidi Rbbi l-Hbib,
ya khattar wa dhaghya! (loosely translated, "May
God wet the ground with it, Oh Dear Lord, Give
us rain now!"). In the plain of al-Husaima, the
girls take the breadshovel to the local mosque
and chant the refrain while walking around it
counterclockwise. Afterward, in both parts of the
tribe, they préparé food for the poor, as well as
some curdled milk. Then they take back their
clothes, put the breadshovel away and go to a
saint's tomb, where they eat. The symbolism in
this ritual is again simple and obvious, as Coon
has noted: the rain, it is hoped, will come to take
its bride.43

On the other hand, should rain fall during a marriage
ceremony, (and the period of marriages corresponds
wkh the period of greatest agricultural inactivity, from
August, when the harvest is in, to early or mid-October,
when the autumn rains start), the bride herself gets

.at, paints antimony around its eyes, and then Iets
it go. She then takes a needie, goes out and sticks
it into the ground on the threshing floor and puts
a mirror face upward on it. The rain should then stop
perhaps because the mirror is intended to catch the

sun's reflection and the needie to kill the rain?).
We shall now consider the annual agricultural cal-

endar on a month-by-month basis, bearing in mind
that the whole schedule for the plain of al-Husaima
is about a month ahead of that for the Jbil Hmam,
ihich is the one given here.

In mid-October, autumn starts with the f irst showers
f rain. The land has been cleared by burning, so

sowing and plowing can now begin. Two men work
loeether; the sower in front and the plowman following
urn, scratching a thin furrow in the ground and driving
the animals on with a switch and constant cries of
"Arrya, zid!" ("Get going!").44 This procedure is
riloxved for all the cereal crops (barley, wheat, and

the higher mountain slopes, rye) as well as for
;h. and the plowing and sowing 01 cereals continues

i:The briüc motif is also present in the term for "rainbow,"
sritti w-aman, "bride of the-water." or indeed, dhasrith w-

"bride of the jackal," because whilc goatherds are
ing in their jillabas after a storm is over, the jackal has

ooportunity to creep in and make off with a goal.
'In the Rif. the yokes of plows go on the necks of the plowing

• gcneralK c a l t l e ) . nol on the liorns. as in the Jba la . l h i s
a marked regional difference. The Roman origin of the Rifian

\ v > r t h African) plow may be readily discerned (typology apart)
i ihe Rifian word dhayiigu (Latin yugo. "yoke"). which refers

two animals and ihe plow as a single uni t .

intermittently through January. Beans, lentils. and
chickpeas are also planted during this early plowing
period from rnid-October to the end of the year. For
broad beans only, the workmen's positions are re-
versed: the plowmen furrows, the sower then drops
the bean seeds individually into the furrows, and the
plowman goes over the land a second time.

Plowing and the sowing of grain and legume crops
are the principal activity of autumn and winter, before
the second plowing-sowing period, for vegetables,
begins in late January. Olive picking begins in late
October or early November,45 orange picking in De-
cember, and both activities continue through January.

In February the late planting begins with tree
planting (figs, olives. and almonds). From March until
the end of April the vegetables are planted: potatoes,
squash, tomatoes, watermelons, onions, and peppers.
(At this time maize is planted in the plain, but in
the Jbil Hmam it is left until early summer.)

In May the vegetables planted in March are har-
vested, and about mid-month the grain harvest begins.
It continues throughout June, when the maize is sown
and the early or "June" figs are picked (the late figs
are picked in September).

By July reaping is finished, and threshing begins.
Both men and women reap, but in separate groups.
Men wear a goatskin guard on the index finger and
reed guards on the third, fourth, and fifth fingers
of the sickle-holding hand, as well as a goatskin apron.
Women keep up a barrage of the sung rhymed couplets
(ïzran) that are also an integral part of the Rifian
marriage ritual. After the grain has been cut it is put
into piles, and stones are placed on top of the piles
so that the wind will not blow the grain away and
any theft will be noticed.

The piles of cut grain are then taken by the women
to the threshing floor, where the men begin the
threshing operations with donkeys, cattle, or mules.
At least two animals are needed to thresh, and it
is common to see a pair of mules and three to four
donkeys or cows being driven (generally in a counter-
clockwise direction) around the threshing floor, with
a man or boy beating them continually on the rump
with a stick to keep them moving. The animals are
joined together with esparto cords around their necks,
and since those on the outside of the circle get more
of a workout than those on the inside, their positions

451 am unable to support, even from my earliest fieldnotes,
Coon's observations that the signal for olive picking to begin must
be given by the clan or tribal authorities (Coon op. cit., 1931,
p. 55); this, however. certainly used to be the ease for almonds
and {as Coon very rightly states) for grapes. and in the subclan
of Aith 'Arus and Timarzga in the Jbil Hmam, it was stil! the
case until very recently.
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a, b. Plowing with cattle in the Plain of al-Husaima (1953)
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Harvester, Aith 'Abbu, Aith 'Ammarth (1954)

ten. After the measuring is over, the strawstacks are
set up on the threshing floor and the grain is taken
into the house for the women to grind.

ïn August, almonds, walnuts, and grapesare picked;
the grape picking continues into September, when the
second maize erop and the September figs are also
picked. Aith Waryaghar distinguish at least eight
different varieties of figs and seven of grapes, all
in terms of size, shape, and color.46 A sex difference,
furthermore, is recognized in the case of fig trees,
and for the September erop (though nol for the June
erop), inedible male figs are tied in bunches to the
branches of the female figs; a small insect (identified
as blastophaga gwssorum by Westermarck47) bores
in and out of the male and female figs to do the
work of cross-pollination. Westermarck states that one
such insect is sufficient to fertilize a good forty figs.

The annual agricultural cycle comes to an end in
about mid-September; the season of marriage cere-
monies has already begun in August, and it continues
until mid-öctober when the first rains generally begin
and plowing starts once more.

CONTRACTUAL AND COOPERATIVE
RELATIONSHIPS IN AGRICULTURE AND

IN ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

shifted every half hour or so.
On the edge of the threshing floor another man

a winnowing fork keeps moving the grain at the
of the pile up to the top, so that the animals

trample it effectively.
When the threshing proper is completed, all the

,-rt to winnow. The winnowed grain is then
to someone else's threshing floor, where one

with a wooden shovel separates the remaining
and dust from the grain kernels while another

a whiskbroom dusts off the last bits of chaff
have fallen on the floor. Because threshing and

• ing are done in alternation on the same day,
ig is best begun on a windy day.

Ar.er winnowing, the threshers sit down with a
MI bowl holding 5 kilos, and measure 10 loads

of 5 kilos each into burlap bags, after repeating
Ksmillah ("In the name of God") invocation:
ïst load is accompanied in count with the name

jod. for God is one, and a circumlocutory term
'in) is used for nine and any number containing

(e.g., 19, 29) if the measuring goes beyond

Contractual relationships (shirxth or dhashrixth)48

between Waryaghar farmers regarding both agricul-
tural land and domesticated animals are common;
because of the poverty of the terrain, people need
to pool their resources to some extent. The contracts
are always made on a purely verbal basis, and in
agriculture they usually last only for one agricultural
year, although if the two associates get on well, the
contract may be renewed.

The implicit basis of these contracts, which take
several different forrns, is the relative wealth of the
parties to them. In most cases one party is richer
than the other, but in others both parties are about
equal. Explicitly (and in Muslim law), in contracts
regarding agricultural land, the produce of the land
itself, if it is irrigated and manured, is said to be

46These poïnts are discussed by Coon, op. cit., 1931, pp. 44-47.
47E. Westermarck, Ritual and Belief in Morocco, London,

Macmillan, 1926, Vol. II, p. 190.
*sDhashrixthis also one of the two normal terms for "co-wife."

The similarity in imagery is noi far to seek.
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, b, c, d. Threshing at Bulma, Aith Turirth (1955)
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Man with winnowing fork, Bulma, Aith Turirth {1955}

divided into five parts or shares (dhasgharth, the term
also used to designate the drawing of lots); if the
land is dry-farmed, the produce is said to be divided
into three parts or shares.

In the first instance, that of manured and irrigated
land, two of the five shares go to the owner of the
land, and three of them go to his partner who works
it and manures it. The shares themselves are assigned
as follows: one share represents or is for the land
itself; the second is for the irrigation water; the third
is for the seed, which also includes the animals and
the plow; the fourth is for the manure; and the fifth
is for the work. The process of division along these
lines is called bittan khamsa, "they divide into
five"—a phrase which in Waryagharland also has
extremely important structural and segmentary im-
plications.

This fifth element—the work—is the basis of the
commonest single type of contractual relationship in
agriculture, the akhammas or "fifther" system. The
akhammas or plowman supplies nothing but his mus-
cles, his work, toa wealthier individualfora year—and
what hè receives is one-fifth of the harvest.

The same system applies to dry-farmed land; if
all that the akhammas provides is the work, hè gets
one-fifth of the harvest. Normally, however, the
harvest of a piece of dry-farmed land is divided into
three parts: one for its owner, and two for the man
who manures and works it. These shares, as above.
are assigned as follows: one for the land itself, the j
second for the manure, and the thïrd for the work
and the seed (plus animals and plow). This is an
instance of another modality of contractual relation-
ship, called either dun or imtharthen, "thirds." It
can apply only to dry-farmed land and is much less
common than the akhammas system, at least in the
mountains.

A third principal modality is called izignawen.
"halves."49 This relationship involves two individ-
uals, who divide all profits in half. Each man supplies
one animal, half the seed, half the manure, and half
the work. It is commoner than imtharten, above, but
less common than the akhammas system.

Another modality that is extremely common in the
Jbil Hmam is not, strictly speaking, a contractual
relationship at all, but rather a simple association,
involving work only, and called idhwiren. As in all
the properly contractual situations, two individuals
are involved, but purely and simply for purposes on
mutual aid, idhwiren nj-khudhmath. Eachperson reaps
his own harvest, and there is no question of division
of profits. A may provide one animal and B the other;
each man almost always has his own plow. They plow
for two or three days in A's fields, and then for another
two or three days in B's. Most people in the Jbfl
Hmam do not have enough animals to plow their own j
land, so recourse to idhwiren is quite frequent; a man
may own both a mule and a cow, for example, bul
even so hè usually joins forces with someone else
for plowing, harvesting, and threshing, in order tol
obtain help with work which, although it can be done
alone, is much more easily performed by two people.
People who have an akhammas do not as a rule need
to engage in idhwiren work themselves, but some do
nonetheless.

Almost every Waryaghar man of the Jbil Hmam
has, at some point in his life, worked both as an
akhammas at home and as a hired harvester in the
flatlands of the Eastern Rif—not to mention working

49Il may also be called insasen, as noted in an excellen;
unpublished study of the Upper Ghis Quldate: Capt. José Rodiïguez
Erola. Caidato de! Alto-Guis: Estudio Económico-Social. MSS..
1953. This study won first prize in a generalized contest for such
studies written by iribal administrators all over the Spanish Zone.
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as a day laborer on French farms in Algeria.50 The
akhammas starts in his year plowing for the landowner
who has contracted him and performs all agricultural
tasks that the latter requires of him; his final task
is the erection of the strawstack on the threshing floor
after the harvest is in (though in the Jbil Hmam hè
mustalso harvest the second maize erop in September,
receiving the usual one-fifth). He has no right to
any of the straw and is paid his fifth solely in grain.
In the Aith Turirth there are some six men who have
always had an akhammas, as their fathers and grand-
fathers always had them. Almost invariably, the ak-
hammas is assisted by a young paid servant, called
amxari, who is paid in money (about 500 ptas. a year

a, b. Men winnowing grain, Bulma, Aith Turirth (1955)

•^According to a report of 1954 by Capt. Manuel Gavila Santa-
maria, from the office of Arba' Tawriri. 322 men from the Aith
Bu 'Ayyash and 133 men from the subclans of the Jbil Hmam
had worked as ïkhamnwsen in that year, while 960 from the former
group and 529 from the lauer had worked as day laborers (apart
from and beyund thèir farmïng). From bolh groups, 1500 men had
gone to the Kart or Eastern Rif 10 harvest and 2000. including
the above day laborers, had gone to Algeria on labor migration.
1954 was a peak year, which can be seen from the fact that total
male populalions for the Aith Bu 'Ayyash and Jbil Hmam, respec-
tively, were calculated at 7226 and 4575, lotalling 11,801. Out of
this last figure, dhcounting 4868 boys of less than 14 years, 15%
as landowners, 10% as men over 50 years, and 3% as incapable,
crippled or unable to work, Gavila arrivés at a figure of 5003 as
an active work force.
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Figs drying in the sun, Plain of al-Husaima (1953)

in 1955, and 10,000 frs., twice that, in 1963) and
receiveshisfood andclothingfree from the landowner.
The akhammas is always a married man, the amxari
a stijl unmarried youth; often they are not members
of the community where they work, but come from
nearby. In the rare case where the akhammas does
all the work unaided, hè has a right to one-fourth
of the harvest—whether grain from thefields, orfruits
and vegetabies from the orchard and garden.

AgricLiItural contracts and the individuals who par-
ticipate in them all have their counterparts in the
domain of animal husbandry. The opposite number
of the akhammas is the ashrix or "associate," who
cares for the animals, almost always cattie or goats
turned over to him for a stipulated period of time
by their owner. The opposite number of the amxari
is the amixsa or goatherd, a young boy or girl paid
in exactly the same way and the same amount, but
much less commonly employed because the herding
task is usually undertaken by the owner's children.
Herding contracts are. in Waryagharland, almost
exclusively of the izignawen or "halves" rather than
the "fifther" type: A turns one or two cows over
to B for a period of two or three years; B has the

right to all the milk and butler5' and half the calve*
born, and if the calves are sold, A and B divide the
profits in half. Again six men in the Aith Turirth (no;
all the same six who have an akhammas) have asso-
ciates for cattie and goat herding, and have always
had them. The same basic contract can exist for
beehives, and women frequently resort to the izig-
nawen contract among themselves for the breeding
of chickens and rabbits, both of which are their
exclusive property.

Two final noncontractual economie institutions that
underscore the factor of mutual aid in day-to-day tribal
life in Waryagharland should be rnentioned: uzi'ath
and dhwiza. The first is a kind of mutual insurance
on animals, especially cattie, the most valuable animals
used for food. If a man discovers his cow is about
to die, hè slaughters it ritually, and the members of
the jma"th then help defray the owner's loss by taking
home chunks of the beef at so much in cash per
share. A man is thus able to recoup at least part
of what hè originally spent on the animal (a cow cost
2,000 plas in 1955 and as much as 25,000 francs in

"II is considered shameful in the Rif (ü sell milk. but not butler.
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1960). The leading members of the jma'thare morally
obligated to buy the meat under these circumstances;
refusal to do so would be considered not only mean,
but shameful. An wzi'afh sacrifice is also usually made
by each jma'th on the night of the new moon of
Ramadan. Uzi'ath is by no means peculiar to Aith
Waryaghar but is very common all over the Rif, and
variants under other names occur in other Berber-
speaking regions.

A dhwiza involves the voluntary service of the hands
of the community to help one of its members with
a given task, usually one that takes more than a day's
work: plowing, harvesting, and perhaps most com-
monly, house-building. The man who needs the help
has usually made the arrangements for his dhwiza
on the previous market day.52

a, b. Picking olives at l-'Ass, Aith Turirth (1960)

52Much of the Spanish literature tends to differentiate between
the voluntary dhwizaof the lype described above and the compulsory
and enforced dhwiza organized by a tribal qaid (or by a chief,
under the protectorate administration), who does not feed his
workers. However. Aith Waryaghar do not refer to the latter as
dhwiza at al!: they ca!! it kwarfi (from French "corvée"), forced
labor for the government, whose representatives teil the headman
of the local community that X number of men are needed for
a job. and that they must be supplied. Cf. Andrés Sanchez Pérez.
"Aprovechamientos Comunales y Formas de Cooperación en las
Yemaas del Rif," Selección de Conferencias Prommciada en la_
Academia de Interventores ditnmte el Carso 1950-51, Tetuan 1951,
pp. 95-107; and Tornas Garcïa Figueres and Rafael de Roda Jiménez,
ÊconomiaSocialdeMarruecos,VQ\. I. Madrid: Institutode Estudios
Africanos. 1950. p. 163-64. These sources also contain worthwhile
information on agricultural and herding contracts in general.
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Strawstacks, Aith Hadhifa (1953}

SUBSIDIARY ACTIVITIES:
HUNTING AND FISHING

Hunting and f ishing are activities entirely subsidiary
to agriculture,53 and fishing is even more subsidiary
than hunting, given the very small stretch of coastline
belonging to the Aith Waryaghar (in contrast to their
neighbors of Ibuqquyen to the west and Thimsaman
to the east, among whom fishing is considerably more
developed).

Although hunting is practiced fairly extensively in
the highlands of the Jbil Hmam, I share Mikesell's
indecision over whether it should properly be consid-
ered an economie activity or a sport,54 for it contains
elements of both. Until the establishment of the
protectorate, there was of course no forma! "hunting
season,'1 though in Waryagharland the greatest amount
of hunting occurs from April to June, on any day
except market day and Friday. Several kinds of traps

^ These activities are both summarily described by Coon. op.
cit., 1931, pp. 37-38, but the ful lest descriptions are those given
in Emilio Blanco Izaga, El Rif <2a Parte). La Ley Rifena, II: Los
Canones Rifefios Comentados, Ceuta: Imprenta Imperio, 1939: pp.
91-98 (for fishing) and pp. 139-149 (for hunting). Blanco goes into
the composition and organization of fishing crews and hunting parties
and into the division of the catch in each case, with a wealth
of detail which we shatl not attempt to rcduplicate here.

MMikesell. op. cit., 1961, p. 89.

and snares are used: an iron trap for iarger animals
suchas jackals,asnareforpartridges, generally placed
in the threshing floor, and a snare for small birds.
Foxes and hedgehogs are also caught with the iron
trap. Hares and rabbits are best trapped out in the
snow, and this is the common practice in the highe:
parts of Tirnarzga; when they are in their warrens.
they are hunted with ferrets. Otherwise they are huntec
with special throwing sticks bound with copper wire.
and in the manipulation of these sticks the Waryaghar
hunter is remarkably adept. Boar are found only in
Tfsast, and can only be hunted with guns; so that
only the mkhaznis (native auxiliaries) at the rural tribal
offices and the forest rangers can hunt them, because
since 1926 only they have been allowed to carry guns.

A hunting group always consists of at least four
or five men, and they always hunt in the collectiveh
owned brushwood land (ghaba) in the mountains, for
withinthe limitsof the private property (houses,fields>
of the community, hunting is forbidden. They go out
for the whole day and return home at night. The catch.
even if it should consist of only one rabbit, is divided
up equally among all the hunters present, no matter
how many; however, the owner of the trap gets an\l that falls in his trap for himself, and the owner

of a ferret gets the rabbit's head. Generally, hunters
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Agharrabu, fishing boat, with seine, Sfiha Beach (1954)

wait until an animal is five meters in front of them,
and then give the hunting call of "ha-haw!"55 and
pronounce the Bismillah r-rahman r-rahim ("In the
name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate")
formula just before throwing their sticks. The formula
renders the meat licit, and if an animal is found dead
without benefit of formula, it is considered imwardhas
("carrion") and thrown away. If a rabbit is hit in
the face with a stick and its face smashed, the hunter
who threw the stick is accused by his companions
of being a poor shot. And markmanship of any sort,
whether with rocks, throwing sticks, or illegal guns,
is a highly prized achievement in Waryagharland,
where traditionally every gentleman is not only a
farmer but also a warrior.

There is occasional hunting with slougis or "grey-
hounds," but ordinary dogs are never used for this
purpose. In any event, there is less hunting in the
JbilHmam today than there was even in Spanish times:
the severe denudation of the landscape has caused
the disappearance of all but small game.

Fishing is of even less importance in Waryaghar

55 In the community of Mam in the rnountain subclan of Aith
'Arus, there is a lineage called Ihahawen, presumably because their
ancestor was a great hunter.

economy. There were, in April 1954, two kinds of
fishing boats. The black caulked agharrabu is a row-
boat made of pinewood, measuring 6m. x 2m. x lm.,
costing 7,000-8,000 ptas., and kept by a "master"
on the beach of Thimsaman; and the moruna, a smaller,
Spanish-made rowboat. The first can venture a kilo-
meter out to sea; thesecond, only two hundred meters.
The first goes out from August through May to catch
sardines, sprats, and some larger fish; the second from
March through July to catch certain other larger fish,
the names of which I have recorded in Spanish but
have been unable to identify in English. (The only
fish eaten by the Aith Waryaghar in any case are
sardines). At the time of field work there were four
igharruba (pi. of agharrabu) on the Thimsaman beach
at Swani and three on the Waryaghar beach, while
for nine moruna s in Thimsaman there was only one
on the corresponding Swani beach on the Waryaghar
coast.

The basic fishing technique in both types of boat
is the laying of a large seine about 130m. long, 8-10m.
high, and 4.50m. across; its center has lead weights
under cork floaters. It is attached at either end by
two long ropes, during fishing operations; it is made
by the crew members; and it cost, in 1953, about
10,000-12,000 ptas.
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Hauling in the catch with seine, Sfiha Beach (1954)

The mouth of the Nkur River emptying into the
Mediterranean is a fine place to fish, and operations
there go as follows. The placing of the net is determined
by the crew, who know where the fish are by watching
gulls and other birds dive into the water. The boat
takes the seine out, leaving one of the two ropes
on the beach in the hands of a number of men or
boys. When the boat has reached the end of the rope
length, the seine is let out in a semicircle with curled
ends. The boat is then rowed back to the shore, and
the other rope is handed out to another group of men
and boys, as far away from the first rope as possible.
When the fish begin to collect in quantity, both groups
start pulling on the ropes, lessening the distance
between them as they do so. If the catch promises
to be big, the agharrabu is taken out again to be
rowed in behind the net, in case of trouble. After
the net is hauled up onto the beach, the crowd rushes
out to scoop up the still-leaping fish into baskets.
They are put on a common pile in the sand, and the
discussion of the catch begins. Nets are sometimes
lost if heavy wind or rain comes up. During the season,
the boats go out twice a day, in the morning and
in the afternoon.

Each boat has a captain and a crew of four or
five men. Sometimes, though rarely, the owner of
the boat will be a different individual from the captain.

What generally happens is that three or four fishermen
go shares on the price of an agharrabu or a moruna
and elect the most capable among them to be its
captain. They purchase the pine boards in al-Husaima
and take them to the boat-builder on the beach of
Aith Bu Dawud in Thimsaman, the only boat-builder
in the vicinity. (He has no assistants and received
his food and 500 ptas. for building a boat, at the time
of fieldwork). After the fish are sold, the owner gets
half the profits, and the captain and the crew get
the rest. If there is a captain and a crew of four.
their share of the money is divided into six parts.
of which the captain gets two. But before any division
is made, 15-25 ptas. are given to the mule or donke>
man who takes the fish up to the market; and the
small boys who help pull the nets ashore receive 1-2
kg. of the catch. In late summer, the heaviest season.
the crew and the captain eat, sleep, and drink tea
on the beach, as they always have to be on the lookout
for breaks in the nets and for fish that enter. At other
times, after laying the net out to dry, all go home
and return in the morning. With a moruna, one person
is always present as guard, day and night. No fishing
is permitted in areas where fish are known to spawn.
but it may take place any where else, as the sea is]
f ree.

Although this situation may well have changed b>
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the 1970s, at the time of fieldwork (1954) fishing in
the al-Husaima Bay was slight, with a greater con-
centration on the Thimsaman side than on the
Waryaghar.There were then in al-Husaima some 18-20
motor boats, only one owned by a Rifian and the rest
Spanish-owned. Almost half the crewsandthe captains
were Rifians of the three tribes with coastal terri-
tory—Ibuqquyen, Aith Waryaghar, and Thimsa-
man—of whom the Aith Waryaghar are the least
inclined toward fishing and the poorest fishermen.
Those who hunt or fish only do so part-time in
Waryagharland; they are still full-time farmers, or were
as of 1954-55.

ECONOMIC SPECIALIZATION
Tilling the sou is the sole economie activity in which

the great majority of Aith Waryaghar men engage;
the few other men who do exercise a trade of some
kind almost all have a modicurn of arable land, so
that their economie specialization is at best part-time.
(Only one community, l'akkiyen, produces full-time
specialists: tailors and butchers.) Table 2.1 gives the
figures from Spanish administrative reports for the
three qaidates of the tribe during 1954-55.56 Figures

TABLE 2. l
Economie Specialists

A) Uta (Figures derived from Saturday Market at
Imziren.)

1) Aith Yusif w-'Ari ss
'adul 10
Artisans 10
Basteros 3
Teashop keepers 2
Carpenters l
Merchants (cloth, piece goods. etc;) 39
Candy sellers O
Fuqra (members of religious orders) 46
Tinkers l
Farmers 4253
Weighers of Grain
Gold and Silversmiths
Barbers
Tailors (all from the community

of l'akkiyen)
Weavers
Animal Merchants
Skin Merchants
Itinerant Vendors
Cobblers

l (Jewish)
l

1 1
7
l
l

17
t

2) Imrabdhen
'adul 6
Artisans 9
Teashop Keepers l
Carpenters O
Merchants 12
Candy Sellers l
Fuqra 28
Tinkers O
Farmers 2461
Weighers of Grain l
Gold and Silversmiths O
Barbers O
Tailors O
Weavers 2
Animal Merchants O
Skin Merchants O
Itinerant Vendors 27
Cobblers O

B) Upper Ghis (Figures drawn from Monday Market
Aith Hadhifa.)*7

1) Aith 'Abdallah
Masons 17
Carpenters 8
Blacksmiths 95H

Tinkers l
Tailors 37
Weavers 3

2) Aith Hadhifa
Masons 16
Carpenters l
Blacksmiths 7
Tinkers O
Tailors 15
Weavers O

C) Nkur (Figures drawn from Monday
Market of Aith Bu 'Ayyash). S1

1) Aith Bu 'Ayyash
•Adul . . .' 6
Farmers . . 1718
Masons
Teashop Keepers . . .
Butchers

(all from l'akkiyen)
Carpenters
Merchants (Wholesale)
Local Merchants .

. . . . O

. . . . 1 8
16

. . . . l
. . . . . 1 6

O
Ikhammasen 322
Spicc Sellers .
Charcoal Sellers
Skin Buyers
Blacksmiths . .
Farriers .

S6Sources: Capt. Luis Crëspo Gavilan (1955) for the Qaidate
of Uta (the Plain), including the Aith Yusif w-'Ari and Imrabdhen
clans as administratively defined; Capt. José Rodriquez Erola for
the Qaidate of Upper Ghis. MS, op. ci t . , 1953, including the Aith
'Abdaüah and Aith Hadhifa clans; and Capt. Manuel Gavila Santa-
maria (Dec. 1954) including the Aith Bu 'Ayyash clan and the
three subclans of the Jbil Hmam (Aith Turirth, Aith 'Arus. Timarz-
ga).

•s7Here the figures for farmers are not given, but an idea can
be gained from figures earlier in the same work by Erola: adult
men in Aith 'Abdallah, 3093; and in Aith Hadhifa, 2060.

5M Blacksmiths (imziren) who are greatly despised, along with
members of certain other professions, all originate from Axt Tuzin,
all theoretically practice endogamy and have almost no property—so
theirs is in effect a full-time profession.
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TABLE2.1 (continued)

Tinkers l
Day Laborers 969
Tailors 39

(29 from I'akkiyen)
Bakers O
Egg Sellers 5
Itinerant Vendors 54
Cobblers l

2) J bil Hmam (Figures drawn from t<
Wednesday Market of
Tawiïrt and all subclans
continued).

'Adul 2
Farmers 1100
Masons l
Teashop Keepers 12
Butchers l
Carpenters l
Merchants (Wholesale) 34
Local Merchants 2
Ikhammasen 133
Spice Sellers l
Charcoal Sellers 3
Skin Buyers 4
Blacksmiths l
Farriers O
Tinkers O
Day Laborers 529
Tailors 2
Bakers l
Egg Merchants l
Itinerant Vendors 10
Cobblers l

are based primarily on the number of individuals
practicing the trades in question at the major market
sites of each Qaidate.

In the territory of Aith Bu 'Ayyash, but not directly
kin to the main body of that clan, is the almost waterless
community-enclave of I'akkiyen (whose members are
related rnore, in their own eyes, to Aith 'Arus and
Aith Hadhifa). This is the only community in
Waryagharland where there may be said to be real
full-time economie specialization: its members are
largely tailors (who work with sewing machines) and
butchers (another low-class occupational group) be-
cause the ecological base of the community is too
slender to permit them to become farmers.59 This
means it is slender indeed.

One report60 also lists four plow-makers in Aith
Bu 'Ayyash, 35 w i c ker-basket makers in Aith Turirth

(Jbil Hmam), one jillaba stitcher in Aith Bu 'Ayyash
and one in Aith 'Arus (Jbil Hmam), three e spar:
workers in Aith Bu 'Ayyash and five in Aith Turirtfcl
(Jbil Hmam), and one potter in Aith Bu 'Ayyash and l
four in Aith Turirth (Jbil Hmam). My own notes bearl
out these statistics for the Jbil Hmam sub-clans. The l
men and women of thedespised lineageof Ihawtshen-
in the Aith Turirth community of Tigzirin specialize
in esparto work: the men make mule and donkei l
panniers, baskets of all sorts, cow's muzzles, and l
sandals, while the women make cow's collars and l
mats. In the Iznagen lineage, in the same commiinii}
of Tigzirin, there are female potters. In the Aith Yikhrif
u-Hand and Aith 'Aru Musa the men make wicke-
baskets and do all the work in reeds. And in the
Timarzga, particularly in r-Maqsuridh communit\
men specialize in woodwork: walking sticks, plowl
handles, and wooden fig containers.

But for all of these (except the tailors and butchers
of I'akkiyen, perhaps) farming is the principal occupa-
tion. The ikhammasen are of course farm laborers
and the day laborers are either ikhammasen or ordï-
nary farmers who, in 1954-55 could augment the -
incomes by 16 ptas. per day by working on the road
when there was no plowing or harvesting. That there
were 969 of these laborers as compared to 1718
full-t ime farmers in Aith Bu 'Ayyash, and 529 as,
compared to 1100 full-time farmers in the Jbfll
Hmam—in each case more than half the active labor
force—indicates with startling clarity the extreme
slenderness of the ecological base in Waryagharland;
and that there were, in Aith Bu 'Ayyash, 322 ik-
hammasen to 1718 farmers and 133 to 1100 farmers
in the Jbil Hmam underscores yet further the poveru
of the Upper Nkur region. In the same year 1,500
men did seasonal harvesting work in the Kart, and
2,000 were seasonal migrant laborers in Algeria. Given
the population explosion since pacification, and the
universal desire, in any case, for many sons.
Waryaghar farmers must migrate to keep alive, for
the land will not support them. Specialization, as we
have seen, is extremely marginal; but so is agriculture
itself, in terms of production.

BUDGETS AND THE DEBT STRUCTURE
Aith Waryaghar budgets, as determined both b>

Erola's study of the Upper Ghis62 and by my own

591 n Thafarsith, the same is true of the community of Aith
'arrur, which has very little water and produces butchers. Cf. J.
Ojeda del Rïncon. MS, 1954. op. cit.

w'Capt. Manuel Gavila Santamarïa. Jan. 1953.

61 Who never feuded and who buried the dead of those who
did—this point wil! be discussed fully in Chapter 11,

62J. R. Erola, El Allo GHIS, Estudio Econóniico Social. MS:
1953, op. cit. The substance of his findings is that a smal! land
holder with a family of five needed almost 20,000 ptas. per year
for his expenses, while his income barely amounted to 15.000 ptas.
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investigations among the Aith Turirth of the Jbil Housen:
Hmam, reveal one fact with startling clarity: that no One-third ownership in house hè lived in,
matter what the economie level of the individual, m '" Ass 15,00
whether (by local standards) a poor man (imsa'i), an TOTAL 134,650
average man (udji-shi dh-ïmsa 'i, dh-udji-shi tajar, "not
poor, not rich") or a rich man (tajar, from the Arabic 2) Income: Pesetas
word for "merchant"), his annua) expenses almost Remuneration in kind 7,200.

. , . . . f • i - . • Througn Agricultural Produce 4,450.
mvanably exceed his mcome by a fairly w.de margin Through Anjmal Pm(iu^ U20

(and a margin that gets wider in the case of wealthier Through Trees . . . . 750.
individuals). TOTAL -^

The cases of three individuals given below wilt serve
to illustrate the point. Two of them, A and B, are 3) Exnenses
members of a single lineage (Imjjat) in Aith Turirth; Through Upkeep of Fields .' 660.
the third, C, is from another lineage (Ibutaharen Food 10,713.
n-Bulma) in the same sub-clan, and hè was the akham- Clothing 2,220.
mas of B in 1954-55. All figures are for 1954. Household 950.

O t her
A (moderately wealthy): the mqaddim (loca! function- Feasts 1,500

ary under the protectorate administration) of his subclan. Tax (Tirtib) 300
Sevendependents: wifeand sixchildren. "' Identity Card (Nikwath) 20

Friday Mosque payments to
1) Property and Assets: Pesetas Fqih and for Qur-anic

2 "days of cultivation"6 instruction 100
under irrigation 28.000
40 days of dry-farmed cullivation 80.000 TOTAL 1,920

Total lÖsToOO TOTAL EXPENSES 16,463

Anima/s
l Cow 2,500
l Calf 500

18 Goats 2.400

Total

Trees:
5 olive trees at 500 plas

25 fig trees at 150 ptas .

5,400

2,500
3,750

Total 6,250

thus indicating that acquisitive capacity is 25% higher than ready
cash. This follows a general regional pattern except in the case
of certain larger land-owners who can sometimes make up their
deficits through selling animals and living on credit. A budget study
conducted by José Ojeda del Rincón, on the neighbouring Axt
Tuzin (in La Kabila de Bern Tuzin: Estudio Económico-Social,
MS, 1954), however, reveated, on the contrary, that income in
that tribe was slightly higher than expenses. Here only the facts
are given and the author does not attempt an interpretation: but
I offer one myself, namely that Aith Waryaghar. hospitality is
proverbial and that Axt Tuzin hospitality is not. A Waryaghar host
is shocked if one brings him chickens or sugar canes when one
stays in his house for several days, to help defray his expenses:
but amongst the Igzinnayen and the Axt Tuzin this is accepted
and expected behavior.

"Aith Waryaghar, when asked how much property they have,
seldom reply in concrete terms of hectares, but rather in terms
of "days of cultivation," and these are of two sorts: (1) r-iyyam
n-dyarza, "days of plowing," referring to dry-farmed land, and
(2) r-iyyam n-d 'arrasth, "days of gardening." referring to irrigated
land. The latter, as evidenced in.the above exarnple, is generally
far less in quantity than the former, for agricultural produce. They
also have two basic units of measure: the laUi, a Spanish word,
equalling 12 Kg. before independence (1956) and 13 Kg. since then,
and the miidd. consisting of four latus. The term 'abra, equivalent
to 12 Kg., a term universal in most of southern Morocco, is not
known in the Rif.

Net Income 13,920 ptas.
Net Expenses 16,463 ptas.
Net Loss 2,543 ptas.

B (well off): only son (aged 23) of the deceased shaikh
of the subclan (who was the elder paternal half-brother
of A, the mqaddim, above). Thirteen dependents: widowed
mother, younger unmarried sister, three wives, four children,
two servants (one man, one woman), one goatherd, and
father's sister.

I ) Property and Assets: Pesetas
5 days of irrigated land
(at 14,000 ptas. per day 70,000
160 days of dry farmed land
(with erop rotation at 2,000 per day) 320,000

Total 390,000

AnimaLs: Pesetas
6 Cows at 2,500 ptas 15,000
4 Calves at l,000 ptas 4,000
l She-Mule 13,500

50 Goats at 200 ptas . 15,000
25 Chickens at 20 ptas 500

Total 48,000

Trees:
6 olive trees at 500 ptas 3,000

50 fig trees at 150 ptas 7,500
40 almond trees at 250 ptas 10,000
60 grapevines at 100 ptas 6.000

Total

Houses:
One-half ownership in house at

Market of Tawrirt .

26,500

2.500
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One-half ownership in house at Bulma . . . . 1,500
One-third ownership in ancestral

house at l-'Ass 20,000
One house in l-'Attaf 35,000

Total

Utensils:

5 9,000

5,000

TOTAL ASSETS 528,500

Income:
From Agriculture: . .
From Animal Producc:
From Trees:

25,000
7,540
7,400

TOTAL INCOME 39,940

3) Expenses: Pesetas
Housing: 3,110
Household Servant: 500
Food: 20,955
Ciothing:

For mother: 315
For unmarried sister 745
For three wives
a) First and second: 820
b) Third: 1,095
For father's sister: 315
For children: 265
For himself: 1,955
For two servants l ,000

Total Clothing: 6.510
Other Expenses:

Tax (Tirtib) 800
Identity Card (Nikwath.) 75
Cigarettes (20 ptas. per week) . . . 1,200
Feasts:

'Aidl-Kbir 1,500
'Aid s-Sghir 500

Guests and Visits (i.e., taking
his wives to visit their
parents) 500

Payment to Fqih of Friday
Mosque and to Schoolmaster . . 100

Total: 4,675

Pesetas
Agricultural Expenditures

Payment to akhammas (one fifth
of erop): 5,000

Daily wages to servants for
plowing and harvesting
(true dhwiza) with
meals included: 1,000

Seed for irrigated crops—
derived from crops
themselves O

Barley seed and seed for dry-
farmed cereals—derived from
crops themselves O

Irrigated crops 500
10 quintals barley x 200 ptas . . . 2,000
Servant . 500

Animals:
For goatherd: clothing for
goatherd 500
Food for draft animals (mule
eats 2 kg. barley per day,
6 quintals per year) 1,200

Implements (they repair them
themselves; some are used up
every year) 300

Total Agricultural 11,000

Total Expenses:
Housing and Servant 3,610
Food 20,955
Clothing 6,510
Other 4,675
Agricultural 11,000

TOTAL 46,750
Total Income: 39,940 ptas.
Total Expenses: 46,750 ptas.
Net Loss: 6,810 ptas.

This deficit was covered either by the sale of animals
or by occasional work that suited his social standing. l ij
is worth adding that in 1956 this individual's gross income
was 13,250 ptas. and his total expenses were 9,600 ptas..
that year hè gained by trucking grapes down to Meknes
In 1957 his income was 4,265 ptas. andexpenses were 13,100
ptas.; half his income was borrowed money. In 1958, hè
earned 89,000 ptas.w and spent 110,000 ptas.: hè borrowed j
again in Ihis year and had to sell his half-interest in a teashop
on the market in order to pay his debts of that year and
the year before. By 1959, hè said hè was no longer in debL
but hè earned (by October of that year) orüy 70,000 ptas
to meet his 112,000 ptas. in expenses.

C (poor): The akhammas of B in 1954. Two dependents
wife and one son.

Property and Assets:
1 days of dry-farmed cereal cultivation
Trees: none
Animals: none of his own, but in 1954

hè was keeping one cow and one calf
both belonging to his wealthier
partner in shirxth with the profits
to be divided in half

Housing: owned one-sixth of a house .

Total

2) Income:
Agriculture:
2 days farming, (dry)

2 l /2 quintals barley at 200 ptas.

Peseta*
. 4,000

2,51-

9.00

50".

64ln 1958 the former Spanish currency of the independent North
Zone of Morocco was switched to the Moroccan franc with "i.
francs = l peseta. There may be some slight confusion here, as
Rifians call a peseta 'frank' (and five pesetas a 'duro') such thé:
10 newer francs was to them l frank. In 1959 the dirham became
the official Moroccan currency, amounting to 100 francs, and thiü
10 franik or 1 duros in Rifian terrns. The overall Rifian term fo:
"money" is dhin'ashin, obviously derived from the Arabic word
for "iwelve," but why this is so no one seems to know; it is
also a term peculiar to the Rif, and the Arabic term l-ftiis is employee
everywhere else in the country.
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Animals:
In shlrxth with wealthier partner:

profits to be divided in half,
and hè did not know how much hè
would receive-—

lilk: l Utre per day x 6 months—
150 days x 4 ptas 600

LS akhammas: 80 latas grain 2,000

TOTAL INCOME 3,100"!

Expenses:
Household
Food
Agricultural
Oothing

For himself 735
For his wife 480
For his child . 75

Oïher expenses

Pesetas
. 700
. 5,745

100

,290

865

Total Expenses 8,700

Total Income: 3,100 ptas.
Total Expenses: 8,700 ptas.
Net Loss: 5,600 ptas.

"kis is calculating C's share (as akhammas) of one-fifth
"s erop as C himself gave it. Otherwise, if calculated
.5 partner, B, gave it, his total income would have
6.100 ptas. and his net loss only 2,650 ptas. Even

his poverty is extreme, and it is by no means untypical
ihe region.

The evidence adduced above shows clearly not only
the Aith Waryaghar in general are poor, but that

: jonsistently live beyond their means. Debts
\-asen) are eternally being contracted, eventually

off piecemeal (for Aith Waryaghar have a well-
ïrved reputation for both honesty and hard work),
then contracted again. The month of December

widely recognized as the financial low point of the
year. Not only does the debt structure help to preserve
rite economie imbalance in the tribal territory (and
indeed in the region at large), but it also functions
socially to preserve what are generally preexisting
relaiionships—between kinsmen of all three sorts (i.e.,
agnatic, uterine and affinal), between neighbors, and
bei ween friends. These relationships are characterized
\e dependence with small scale clientage

on the one hand, and relative independence with

""The figure of 2,(KM) plus. worth of grain reported here which
be received as an aklwmtnas is not _in agreement with that of
5.000 ptas. quoted above for the value'of wheat that his wealthier
r^rtner paicl him. The reasons for this are probably several: one
snspects a combination of his own possible exaggeration of his
po\erty plus a possible exaggeration, as well, by his partner of
•_he quantity due Lo him as akhammas, and hence of the producing
power of his partner's land.

small-scale patronage on the other. For the wealthier
landholder is as certainly a small-scale patron (at
four-fifths of the harvest), as his impoverished ak-
hammas (at one-fifth only), is a cliënt (although,
insha'llah. God willing, hè may one day be a patron
himself). This is a society that is fiercely egalitarian,
both in f act and in its conception of itself; but in
another, no less real image of the society, as seen
both by its own members and by this anthropologist,
some of its members are "more equal'1 than others.

It is common to rob Peter to pay Paul, and in
this way to keep the debt structure automatically
perpetuated. Debts can, of course, be (temporarily)
liquidated through sale of livestock, and through
another more drastic method: the sale of a part of
the harvest, prior to reaping, for about half of what
a person thinks it will be worth. A man can be paid
a debt in land, if necessary, but money is preferred.
During the Ripublik, a creditor could confiscate the
debt equivalent in livestock from his debtor—a prac-
tice again tantamount to perpetuation. Also, grain and
fertilizer given on credit to farmers by the present
Moroccan government must be paid back at harvest
time.

Another economie institutkmis knownas dhamristh
(lit. "deposit1'), synonyrnous with dhasrafth, the grain
storage pit in the courtyard of a house.66 In dhamristh,
A needs money and B lends it to him against some
object or piece of property belonging to A. In almost
all cases the loan is for a stipulated period of time
only, and not at interest, for lending at interest is
legally haram, forbidden. But the same ïslamic law
is against dhamristh, however, if land or real property
is involved, because if the period stipulated is a long
one, A can benefit very greatly from the land in
question. This oul-and-out renting on an annual harvest
percentage basis or on an annual payment basis came
to be the norm, and it was widespread before about
1954, when the Spanish administration (until then
rather indulgent towards Berber "custom," or its
vestiges in the Rif) took a dim view of it. In 1956
the independent Moroccan administration finally out-
lawed it as being contrary in spirit to the Shari'a or
Muslim law.

The vicious circle remains unbroken, however, and
the whole debt structure, engendered in large part
by the triple combination of infertile land, poverty,
and overpopulation, is the basic economie malaise,
one that makes its contribution to an inherent social
disequilibrium to be discussed in later chapters. Sever-
al recent researchers in Morocco have concluded

Morocco.
as r-rhin, "pre-emption, mortgage," elsewhere in
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independently that a major national pursuit (to what
extent it takes place at the conscious level is beside
the point) is that of "hedging one's bets:"67 because

"Notably Mr. Lawrence Rosen. Mr. John Waterbury and Mr.
Edmund Burke III. For my own part, I wtmld also interpret the
concept as one of "keeping a foot in both doors," which may
include a variety of activities, chief of which may be in concluding
successful aliiances through rnarriage, in establishing successful
cl ientage relations, and in placingone'ssons in anumberof different
professions. even to placing them in (al the present day) opposed
political parties. At the national level of the (very small) power
elite of the present day, the eternal jockeying for position and
"political dance" aspects of the question have been well described
by J. Waterbury, "Marginal Politics and Elite Manipulation in
Morocco." Art/i. Europ, Sodal VUL 1967, pp. 94-111.

one wishes to hold what one has by any means (hereii
lies the kernel of the Moroccan concept of poweri
and because one is never certain when or from wha
direction disaster may strike, one places virtually al
one's eggs—economie, social, and political—in dif-
ferent baskets, so that if some get broken and cornx
to grief, others will hatch and pay off. To this I would
only add that the Aith Waryaghar subcultural versioi
of this same pastime might be termed "hedging one")
debts:" since their actual assets—or perhaps thei
potential liabüities—are hedged instead. It is a culturai
ideal, in a sense, a game at which anyone can plav
but one at which only the minority are successful.
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3. MARKETS AND LABOR MIGRATION

TRIBAL MARKETS:
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS1

Almost all Moroccan tribes have weekly markets2

- on a fixed day in a fixed place, and called by
day of the week and the name of the tribe or

cation—for example, "Sunday Market (suq) of the
ior Bni or Ulad) X." The very smallest tribes

re markets wit h their neighbors. Markets fulfill
ultiple functions in tribal life, as they are at once

economie, communicational, social, and politica!
nters of the tribe. Blanco has cogently pointed out,
: :he Aith Waryaghar, that in terms of volume of
:endance, the market day considerably exceeds Fri-
.... the mosque day, in importance.3 The reason is
K far to seek: all rnales of all ages attend the market
gularly. while only middle-aged and older men are
regular attendance at the Friday or congregatïonal

osque. As a market is an extremely public place.
*ng to market is almost exclusively a male concern;
l v-omen, save the poor and the elderly, are rigidly
icluded—as indeed they are from the mosque.
Before the protectorate, the market site was com-

etely deserted every day of the week except market
i>: but protectorate officials realized almost at once

For the relevant literature, cf. notably Walter Fogg, "Villages,
7rr.ll Markets and Towns: Some Considerations Concerning Urban
11. e.opment in the Spanish and International Zones of Morocco."
&X-..-.ogicai Review, XXX\\,ian.-ApT., 1940; pp. 85-107; Francisco
Berx:. "Explosive Markets: The Berber Highlands," in Karl Polan-
pÉ. Conrad M. Arensberg and Harry W. Pearson, Eds., Trade and
(A^-vt: in the Early Empire s, Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1957,
ff 188-217; and Marvin W. Mikesell, "The Role of Tribal Markets
• Morocco: Examples from the 'Northern Zone'." Geographical
fcr.'.e'A. XLVII1, 4, 1958, pp. 494-511, as well as Mikesell, op.
«k_. 1961. Cf. a!so D. M. Hart, op. cit., 1954 and 1958.

:Some tribal markets are semi-weeldy, that of Midar in the
Au Tuzin, on Wednesdays and Sundays. being a Rifian example.
fcx ihese cases, there are generally two actual market sites, near
och other, and on one day the preponderant activity may be
2i_rchase and sale of animals, while on the other it may concentrate
•agiains, vegetables, and fruits. There are no semi-weekJy markets
n \Varyagharland.

-Emilio Blanco Izaga, op. cit., 1939, p. 49. However, J. Brïgnon,
A. Amine. B. Boutaleb, G. Martinet. B. Rosenberger and M.
Terrasse. Histoiredu Marot-, Paris: Hatier and Casablanca Librairie
Vi:ionale. 1967, p. 189, express the opinion—no doubt well-found-
öi—that weekly triba! markets in Morocco as known today are
• fact a relatively recent phenomenon, having only staited to
"müshroom" when social relations became more intensified
tr_rough. presumably, gradual population increase and gradual
rrrrovements in Communications despite plagues and wars with
•ré Portuguese and other Christians) and in particular with the
-troduction of a money economy.

that the market was the ideal focus for tribal control.
When the Fr ene h bureaux and Spanish oficinas
(hereafter referred to as "tribal bureaus") were set
up close by all the major market sites, permanent
shops began to open up along the newly built walls
surrounding the sites themselves, and the economie
functions of the markets were thus intensified. Com-
munications were improved with the building of roads,
and the resulting bus traffic from the nearest urban
centers to the marketplaces, again increased atten-
dance. The market crier could now announce the
decisions of the village headmen through a loud-
speaker, while those in the milling throng could see
theirfriends, increase their contacts, and "hedge their
bets" to the additional din of news and music from
the radio that is Standard equipment in every teashop.
A site off the market, usually under a large and isolated
tree, had always served as the meeting place of the
tribal council, and now a special building was set up
for this purpose, with the qadi, the judge of Muslim
law, holding nis own audiences and hearing out litiga-
tions brought to him in another part of the same
building. And at another point just off the market
is found the saint's tomb (usually half-hidden in a
grove of trees that are sacred through association with
the saint). The market lies under the protection of
the saint, to whose name it may have been dedicated
by itsfounders,and whomaybe visitedby tribespeople
for any number of reasons, from curing illness, or
barrenness in wornen, to swearing oaths.

Early in the morning, people come streaming into
the market from all directions. The peak period is
around 11:00 a.m. to noon, and by early to mid-after-
noon the tribesmen saddle up their mules or donkeys
and file off whence they came. About 4:00 p.m. the
buses, which have arrived shortly bef ore the peak
hour, make their departure, and by nightfall the
marketplace is deserted once more.

There are two kinds of market: the local (or clan),
and the regional (or tribal), in which the regular
constituent attendance is derived from at least two,
if not more, clans; the distinction is also based upon
volume of trade, numbers in attendance, and accessi-
bility (which today means proximity to main transpor-
tation arteries, although some of those who attend

[69]
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a, b. Aith Waryaghar mountaineer and his mule (1959, 1962)

a market regularly may come from as far as 15-25
km. away, by mule or donkey or on foot). Mikesel!
has emphasized the deeply rural character of most
markets in northern Morocco;4 nevertheless, some of
them, particularly in the flatlands of the Eastern Rif.
are, through greater volume of trade and accessibility.
turning into what Troin has labelled "rural centers."'
In Waryagharland, however, only one or two of the
seven markets could be called rural centers, where
the produce of the cities and the urban merchants
make their presence feit . In the well-preserved localis-
tic atmosphere of most Waryaghar markets, all the
merchants and vendors are still as local as the con-
sumers themselves, and the markets act purely as
clearinghouses for the products of local specialization.
Such markets may provide field for study in human
relations as much as in economics: often a man may
return home having exchanged virtually nothing more
than a pannier of walnuts for one of almonds, and
the cow hè has brought along with him to sell hè
may take back with him.

4Mikesel], op. cit-, 1958, 1961. pp. 90-91.
-Mean-Rancois Troin, "Une Nouvelle Génération de Centres

Ruraux au Maroc: les Agglomérations Commerciales," Revue de
Geographie de Marot (special issue devoted to Douars L't Centres
Ruraux), No, 8, 1965, pp. 109-117. Many of the markets in the
Eastern Rif have become such "rural centers," which are conspic-
uous in the Central Rif by their absence.
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Roulette wheel at Wednesday Market of Tawrirt (1960). (Roulette wheels are only a post-independence phenomenon at tribal
markets}

Nonetheless, as Fogg has indicated,6 the only urban
:enter in the region, al-Husaima (then Villa Sanjurjo),
which was built as a result of the Spanish disembarca-
lions in 1925, was even by 1940 becoming integrated
into the life of the surrounding tribal lands; by 1950
n had become completely so. It was until 1956 admin-
istratively Spanish-speaking, and with the new Moroc-
can government it became administratively Arabic-
speaking; but apart from the Governor and some of
his immediate s taf f, almost all the administrative
personnel and almost all the inhabïtants of the town
are Rjfïans only a generation removed—if that—from
the countryside. There has, however, been only a
"partial.opting-out" of tribal life, to use Gellner's
| phrase: many urban residents have "hedged their bets"

?> retaining most if not all property rights they had
in their communities of origin, where they still count
i> nubath or nuclear families even though they reside

[ uost of the year in town. Should there be any
--iministrative reshuffling in al-Husaima, individuals
m this category can always return "home" to the
lands which they themselves no longer work.

Mikesell has distinguished four main economie
f_nciions within any market: (1) distribution of local

products, (2) exchange of rural surpluses or specialities
for urban goods, (3) circulation of articles such as
pottery and milistones from communities or villages
which specialize in making them, and (4) dissemination
of foreign imports. In protectorate times larger markets
differed from smaller ones in their greater emphasis
on the latter two functions, but since independence
foreign imports have been considerably curtailed by
the development of national industry. Larger markets
(particularly those that have become rural centers)
are also generaliy located at points where communi-
cation lines converge and at the limits or frontiers
of complementary zones of production.7

Behind these economie functions stands a socio-
political sanction of great importance: in order that
tribespeople may go about their business unmolested,
the market must be a place of peace, and market
day a day of peace. Two Waryaghar dicta illustrate
this: n-nhar s-suq ghars r-hurma, "market day is a
day of respect," and n-nhar s-suq dhags s-sulh,
"market day is a day of peace." The tribal council
was present in order to see to it that this peace was
kept, for the "explosive" character of Moroccan

"Fogg. 1940, op. cit. 7Mikesell ,op. cit , , 1961, p. 91.
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Crier making announcernent, and attending crowd, Monday Market of the Aith Bu 'Ayyash (1954)

markets, and of Berber markets in particular,8 has
not been entirely eradicated even since independence.
It was for this reason as much as any other markets
became centers of tribal control.

CLAN AND TRIBAL MARKETS IN
WARYAGHARLAND

The Aith Waryaghar, as the largest single tribal
grouping in northern Morocco, have more markets
than any other; Tuesday happens to be the only day
in the week on which no markets are held in Warya-
gharland (although there is noprohibition against Tues-
day markets—the clan of Aith 'Abdallah used to hold
one). There are currently seven markets in Warya-
gharland, and an eighth is being projected; (1) Sun-
days at Thamasind; Mondays at (2) Aith Hadhifa and
(3) Aith Bu 'Ayyash; (4) Wednesdays at Tawrirt (serv-
ing the subclans of the Jbil Hmam); Thursdays at (5)
Imrabdhen and (6) Aith 'Abdallah; and (7) Saturdays
at Imzuren for the plain of al-Husaima. Map IV shows
the distribution both of the men's markets and of
the special women's markets, to be discussed below.
These markets are not uniform but show considerable

«See Benet, op. cit., 1957.

typological and historical variatïon from each otbi
by this is meant either expansion or contraction
attrition over time, such that it is possible to spe
of the "life cycles" of markets. As noted above, 01
one Waryaghar market, the Saturday market of L
suren, would really qualify as a rural center; the othï
all fall into the local (clan) type or the regional (triba
type. The Sunday Market at Thamasind and both
Thursday markets, that of Imrabdhen and the r
one at Aith 'Abdallah, belong to the first catego:
and the remainder to the second, although
Wednesday market of Tawrirt represents toda>
special case of attrition to be discussed further <a
It should also be noted that tribal markets in Wan,
gharland are located at the borders bet wee n ca
stituent clans, and that since protectorate times, d
expansion of any one of these markets at the ei
pense of another is directly attributable to impro\e(
ments in communication.

T,o take some concrete examples: during the Ripi<
lik, the Sunday market at Thisar was politically
not economically the most important in the tritu
territory. Located in the virtual center of that territon
just at the point of the upper Ghis River where tl
three Spanish-created administrative qaidates lat*
converged, it was the logica] site to hold a couna

. '
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Mules and donkeys outside the Monday Market of the Aïth Bu 'Ayyash (1953)

—

The Wednesday Market of Tawrirt (1953)
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The Saturday Market of Irnzuren {1353}

The Monday Market of the Aith Hadhifa (1953)
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of the entire tribe, when occasion demanded collective
and corporate action on matters too grave to be handled
at the local or clan Ie vel. But with pacification by
the Spaniards and the ensuing administrative de-
centralization, the politica! role of this market abruptly
diminished and had dwindled to nothingness by the
time of Col. Emilio Blanco Izaga's creation of three
qaidates in 1934. In this particular case the market
site was moved about 10 Km. north to lower Thama-
sind, and since it was not truly central to any of
the newly created qaidates, it never evolved into
anything more than a purely local clan market serving
only the communities of its immediate vicinity.

The two Monday markets of Aith Bu 'Ayyash and
Aith Hadhifa are both very oid "tribal" markets in
the sense suggested above, i.e., that of serving two
or more clans, but the former has undergone a shift
in location. After pacification (and again about 1934),
the latter, on the clan border between Aith Hadhifa
and Aith ' Abdallah, became the point of administrative
control for the new Upper Ghis qaidate, and as a
result it gained irnportance and volume of trade at
the expense of the old Tuesday market of Aith 'Abdal-
lah at 'Ain Thihrariyin, which dwindled and died. By
1949, the volume of trade at the Monday market of
the Aith Hadhifa had reached 88,440 ptas.9

A higher volume, of 109,000 ptas., was attained
in the same year by the Monday market of Aith Bu
'Ayyash, located at the subclan frontiers of "true"
Aith Bu 'Ayyash (community of Izakiren) and of Aith
'Adhiya (community of Ighmiren). This market, in
which the sale of animals has always been a dominant
activity, (as opposed to vegetables and fruits at the
Imzuren market, grain at the Aith Hadhifa and
Imrabdhen markets, and grapes, and until 1956,
contraband at Arba Tawrirt) was relocated a few
kilometers away at one point even during the Ripublik
—informants speak of the Suq Aqdim or "Old
Market1 'of Thifarwin, just southof Izakiren. In 1955,
on the eve of independence, the Spam'sh administration
built a new market place for the Aith Bu "Ayyash
along the main Tetuan-Melilla Road, but it proved
too small and was abandoned. By 1961, a still newer
market site was in the process of construction, at
Imnudh (Aith 'Adhiya) further south along the same
road, and this is the Aith Bu 'Ayyash market site
in use as of 1965. Prior to 1955, this market had to
be reached by a pista or dirt road; today, however,
it is on a main artery of communication and it continues
to grow in local significance and irnportance, aided

no doubt by the creation in 1962 of a separate 'T.
commune" of "Bni Bu 'Ayyash" (Aith Bu 'AyyasJ
which was no longer dependent upon the tribal bura
at the Tawrirt market as it had been in the old Spaii
administrative Qaidate of Nkur.

In contrast, the Wednesday market of Tawrirt.
most important of all the Waryaghar markets in S p:
ish times, with a trade volume in 1949 of 122.-
ptas.,10 has lost all its regional and even tribal sigr.
cance since independence and has dwindled to
level of a large clan market; Aith Bu 'Ayyash h
completely replaced it in order of importance. ~
reason is not far to seek: Tawrirt in protectorate tin
was the market in Spanish Waryaghariand neares:
French Igzinnayenland, and a thriving business \\
on across the frontier both in rnoney-changing (fran
to pesetas) and in contraband. Even in 1965 it
like the Sunday market at Thamasind, accessible 01
by pista; the main road passes 6 km. north of
The now-crumbling "castle" of the Tawrirt marto
office, built by Emilio Blanco in 1940 in a sentimerj
archïtectural gesture evoking the collective sta
houses of the Atlas Berber south (which are entird
absent in the Rif), is in itself a testimony of the stanc.
this market once had but has no longer.

The Saturday market at Imzuren, in the plain
al-Husaima. with a trade volume of only 51,955.'
ptas. in 1943, was held on Wednesdays in a sligh:
different location prior to the protectorate; and s;
earlier during the Ripublik it was held some 5 K:
further north at Sidi Bu 'Afif. The newer Saturc
market dates to the mid-1930s at the earliest, i
yet today it is the only "rural center" in Waryagh-
land, easy of access from the main road. The lava
and architecture are Spanish, whitewashed adobe w:
corrugated iron roofing, and in 1953 the whole pn
duced a drab and dismal impression that the barraci
and parade ground of the local militia under Span::
command did little to alleviate." Nonetheless. t:
seeds of the rural center that Imzuren was to beco:
were already there; even then it was the only mark
site in Waryaghar land where the permanent shops u e:

9Volume of trade figures in pesetas for the year 1949 are taken
from José Cabello Alcaraz, Apuntes de Geografla de Mamiecos,
Tetuan; Editoria Marroqui. 1951, pp. 167-9.

'°Even so, cornpare this figure with that of 240,000 pias.,
the Thursday market of Thimsaman, the highest in the whole
the Spanish Zone. Cf. Cabello Alcaraz, op. cit., 1951. At
Tawrirt in 1954, permanent shops around the walls of the ma:
included 15 tailor shops (10 from Axt Tuzin and 5 from Warya|
land; although none was from I'akkiyen, all the butchers, the o:
traditional occupation of that community, came frorn there i
shops buying figs and barley. (Il from Axt Tuzin, 3 from
Waryaghar) 11 general stores (5 from Axt Tuzin, 6 from
Waryaghar) 1 blacksrnith (from Axt Tuzin bui resident in Waryi
arland) and 12 teashops (4 from Axt Tuzin and 8 from
Waryaghar).

"I do not wish to inject too personal a note here, but I In
for six months in 1953-54 in a tiny room off the market pk
itself in an atmosphere of almost unrelieved squalor, and
oniy revisited Imzuren on two very brief occasions since then.
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= b. Emilio Blanco's "Castle" at Arba' Tawrirt (1953)

located at some distance from the market place itself,
and not surrounding it. After independence Saturday
at Imzuren achieved the highest trade volume of the
Waryaghar markets, and Wednesday at Tawrirt
dropped to fourth place.

I saw three of the larger Aith Waryaghar markets
for the first time during the month of Ramadan (May,
1953) when they were perhaps only slightly more than
half ful l . However, this fact made it easier to observe
that the position of people who are selling articles
of any sort within the market place always remains
roughly the same each week, and that even though
some women were to be found in the market, the
segregation of the sexes is here more marked than
ever.

At Imzuren, for example, all factory-made articles
(plates, glasses, kerosene lamps, frying pans, coffee-
and teapots, and even butter and marmalade) came
from Oujda in the French (now South) Zone by way
of Nador and Arba' Tawrirt (Wednesday of Tawrirt).
The merchants who were selling these articles were
all local, though the goods themselves were brought
by buses, trucks and muleback. Oil, sugar,flour, soap,
green beans, rice and fish all came from Villa Sanjurjo
(now al-Husaima), and Rifians resident there bought
goatskins at the market for a factory in al-Husaima,
where they were dried, processed and then sent to



WomanselIrngpotteryintheThursdayMarketoftheTh
at Bu Dinar (1955) imsaman

Palmetto grass sandais for sale, Saturday Market
(1953) of ImzJ

Wicker grain storage baskets for sale, Monday Market
of the Aith Bu'Ayyash (1953)
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l

Vendor of spices, Saturday Market of Imzuren (1953)

Spain. Fish sellers came with trucks from al-Husaïma
Beach. Salt came from Nador, and hand-querns and
rock salt from the Ibdharsen (l-Mtalsa) in the Eastern
Rif. Peppers and spices came from Murcia, in Spain,
and women's woolen belts came from Malaga, while
the tennis-style sneakers and rubber shoes that many
Rifians still wear today came from Spain as well.
Leather slippers came from Shawen and Taghzut in
the Sinhaja Srir. while palmetto sandals were locally
made. Men's clothing and handkerchiefs came from
Tangier, and women's clothing from Tangier, Tetuan
and Nador; it was tailored by Pakkiyen tailors at
:he market itself, and then sold by them to the
merchants. Men's leather scrips and women's leather
belts came from Taghzut in the Sinhaja. Walking sticks
i a hallmark of Aith Waryaghar men, who were then
seldom seen without them) came from Algeria; large
palmetto straw hats were local, from the Ibuqquyen.
Cloth and iron merchants came from the Thirnsaman;
animal merchants, who bought and then resold am'mals
for a better price directly in the market, were from
the Thirnsaman and Ibuqquyen. Blacksmiths came who
were resident in the Aith Bu 'Ayyash but who were
all of Axt Tuzin origin (the same held true for the
resident blacksmith, and his son, at Arba" Tawrirt,
who had his iorge just off the market); and the butchers

at the slaughterhouse, working under the eye of a
Spanish veterinarian, were, like the tailors, from the
I'akkiyen. Donkey auctioneers and scale-makers and
weighters were from the Axt Tuzin; basket makers
from Swani, on the Aith Waryaghar beach; pannier-
makers from Thafrasth, in the Aith 'Ari lowlands;
pepper-millers, from Thamasind; cedar wood for luhat
or Qur'anic schoolboards, from Zarqat and Ktama
in the Sinhaja Srïr; weavers, working in shops toweave
jillaba cloth on horizontal looms, came from the
Thirnsaman and from Waryaghariand (one from Aith
Qamra, one from Swani) and one from the Aith Bu
'Ayyash); cord rope and palmetto sandal makers from
the Ibuqquyen; people from every nearby community
bringïng in plows, yokes and winnowïng forks; a master
mason from Aith Qamra; a specialist in millwheel-
making from Thamasind; goatskin buyers who were
Jews from Melilla; egg-buyers with trucks from the
Eastern Rif; mat-makers from the Ibdharsen (l-Mtal-
sa); porters; barber-bleeders who shaved their cus-
tomers' heads with unstenüzed straight razors (there
was a barber in Azghar, but hè was not a local man,
as no Aith Waryaghar are ever professional barbers);
a midwife (qabra); a specialist in curing rabies, from
Swani;aspecialistincuringjAwmsjTom Aith Hishim;
an itinerant tooth-puller who kept his patients' teeth



Cows for sale in the Monday Market of the Aith Bu 'Ayyash (1953)

Plows for sale, Wednesday Market of Tawrirt (1954). Photograph by J. R. Erola

i
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Sweet counter, Monday Market of the Aith 'Ammarth (1954)

Selecting potatoes at the Thursday Market of the Thimsaman at Bu Dinar (1955)
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Woman buyrng soap, Monday Market of the Aith Bu 'Ayyash (1953)

in a box—hè could hardly be called a dentist; the!
usual two Jews located side by side, one a packsadd!;
maker and the other a silversmith (this at the Ailhl
Hadhifa market: at Imzuren there was only a silver-
smith); sellers of cooked meat on skewers, usualh
connected with teashop proprietors, in permaner.:
shops off the market or along its edges; other perma-
nent shops (generally clothing) along the walls; olde:
women (or, by proxy, their husbands) selling egg^.
poultry, bread and pottery; l2 people who sold vegeta-
bles and fruits of all kinds; vendors of boks of cloth
and of tailored clothing;seamstresses;shoe and slippe;
repairers; candy hawkers; olive and olive oil vendors:
and at least one row of itinerant vendors of odds
and ends—soap, spices, nails, candy, tobacco, paper,
thread, flashlights, radio batteries, etc.—who were
always installed in white cotton tents and who went
regularly from one market to the next. Balloon sellers
were common, and since Independence, every marke;
has a roulette wheel with a pitchman shouting at the
top of his lungs.

Butcher in the Monday Market, Aith Hadhifa (1953)

'-In Imzuren the women who sell pottery are all blacks, from
a formerly cliënt lineage of the Dharwa nj-Hajj 'Abd r-Krim lineage
in Ajdir. This is not true of potteresses elsewhere in Waryagharland.
The social position of these lineages of blacks fsome two or triree,
all told. and all living in the plain) will be discussed in Chap.
11.



Slaughterhouse in the Monday Market, Aith Bu 'Ayyash (1953)

Jewish packsaddie maker in Imzuren (1953)
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Jewish silversmith in tmzuren (1953)

Knifegrinder, Saturday Market of Imzuren (1953) Weigher, Monday Market of the Aith 'Ammarth (1954)
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"= or frorn l'akkiyen working outside his shop at Imzuren (1953) Barbering at Imzuren (1953)

Tinkers from the Axt Tuzin in the Monday Market of the Aith Bu 'Ayyash (1953)
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Itinerant healer at (hè Wednesday Market of Tawrirt (1960)

This listing is not intended to be exhaustive, and
I give the items and the people selling them in no
special order, as this is the jumbled and kaleidoscopic
way in which one sees them as one is walking or
pressing one's way through the crowd. As might well
be imagined, any market (except in Ramadan) is a
beehive of activity, and a continual roar of sound,
with donkeys braying in the funduq, trussed chickens
cackling on the roofs of the market buses, blacksmiths
clanging on their anvils, the steady boom from the
slaughterhouse as the butchers flay their animals, the
radios blaring from all the teashops—and, from time
to time, the abarrah or crier making an announcement
to all and sundry, his voice emanating from the qaid
or "office" over a crackling public address system.

Many further vignettes couJd be provided: men
showing the teeth of their mules or donkeys to pro-
spective buyers; the throng of people at the slaugh-
terhouse (dhagizzarth) buying meat (as well as the
invisible throng of supernatural jnnn who love the
smell of blood); the occasional itinerant story-tellers
and (formerly) the two matted-haired rnembers of the
Haddawa religieus order from the Jbala, also itinerant,
smoking kif, beating drums and begging alms in the
name of Mulay "Abd 1-Qadir 1-Buhali; the a'ashshar
or ticket collector at the entrance of the market,

another despised profession whose practitioners also
come from the Axt Tuzin (although I knew one from
the Arab and Jbalan tribe of the Branis); and finally.
in Arba' Tawrirt, then the frontier market, the money-
changing booths, which went out with the advent of
independence. The market is a place of jostling and
hubbub, but also a traditional place of peace and
respect. The political aspects and roles of markets
will receive detailed treatment in Chapter 11.

WOMEN'S MARKETS: A SPECIAL
PHEIMOMENON

Special markets attended only by women (r-sswaq
n-tmgharin), from which all men and boys more than
10 years old are rigidly excluded, used to exist in
the Anti-Atlas and the Sus, in southwestern Morocco;
they also used to exist during the Ripublik in certain
other Rifian tribes (in the Bni Bu Frah, the Aith
"Ammarth, and the Igzinnayen). But today, aside from
one in the Thimsaman, which is right on the Nkur
River border with Waryagharland, the only women's
markets remaining in all of Morocco are those of
Waryagharland, where there are no less than six.

In an earlier publication I labeled women's markets
as a uniquely Rifian institution, and then modified
this statement later,13 but it is entirely correct to say
that it is only in the Rif, and indeed only among the
Aith Waryaghar, that they have survived—for the
institution would appear to be as old as men's markets
themselves. It is noteworthy that there are not, nor
have there ever been, any women's markets in the
Jbil Hmam subclan territories of the Aith Turirth,
Timarzga, and Aith 'Arus; the reasons will be elucidat-
ed in the course of discussing the combination of fac-
tors that gave rise to women's markets in Waryaghar-
land and contributed to their thriving survival there.
Here l will only note that of all the women's markets,
those of Iswiqen and Isrihan are the only two that
do not correspond in location to a larger men's market,
as do all the women's markets further north toward
the plain (although the distance between men's markets
and women's markets is always "respectful"). These
two women's markets are on the northern edge of
the Jbil Hmam, and since no women's markets have
ever existed in the massif proper, the lack of corre-
spondence with(any men's markets in these cases seems
to be paralleled by the lack of a women's market

'3Cf. D. M. Hart op. cit., 1954, pp. 80-81, op. cit., 1958, pp.
201-3. Previous observers have also noted their existence there:
R. Montagne, op. cit., 1930 pp. 251-2, and notably A. Sanchez
Pérez, "Zücos de Mujeres en Beni Uriaguel." Africa, (Madrid),
May 1943, pp. 22-23. Mouliéras. op. cit., 1895, p. 96, reports the
existenceas of about 1890, of a Saturday \vomen's market. probably
that of Aith Qamra.

•
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near the Wednesday market of Tawrirt.
Islarnic custom (qu '/da), particularly the Waryaghar

attitude toward women, was certainly a major, if not
the sole, factor in the establishment of women's
markets. There is no precedent for the institution in
Shari'a law, and thus the tentative distributional ex-
pianation provided by Montagne, to the effect that
in Berber-speaking regions the more heavily Islami-
cized and "puritanical" coastal tribes of the Rif and
ihe Sus had adopted them to keep their women
^egregated, is only hitting around the target.14 The
question of segregation of women is indeed crucial,
but its support is customary or perhaps jural rather
ihan legal in the narrow sense.

Another hypothesis has been offered by Sanchez
Pérez:1? that women's markets were established as
a result of endless intralïneage, intraclan, and intratri-
balfeuds. This line of reasoning says that since women
*ere noncombatants and protected by the generalized
respect (hunna) accorded them, they alone could carry
on the commercial exchange that was necessary to
the survival of the males who were not killed off
m the feuds during the Ripublik; with shooting likely
to occur in the men's markets, it was safer to set
_p special markets reserved entirely for women. It
may seem a plausible explanation at first sight, but
•i fact it is not, for it fails to account for the continued
functioning of the men's markets, which, during the
same period, could and did operate every single week
r.ghtalong with the women's markets; although a given
Miarket might be "broken" (yarza s-suq) by fighting
one week, it would still be open for business again
'-hè following week.16

A third hypothesis, of a physiological nature, has
recently been suggested by André Adam:17 since a
nore or less constant percentage of women are men-
«ruating, and are thus automatically considered ritual-
i> impure, at any given time, and since this percentage
.-j high enough to have originally barred all women
•••i men's markets, the best solution for achieving
Absolute purity and segregation of the sexes was to
set up markets for women spatially separate from
those of men. Adam makes several other points: that
the present attendance of some women at men's

:4Montagne, 1930, op. cit., pp. 250-1.
'ïOp. cit., 1943, pp. 22-23.
rOne small market in the Igzinnayen, however, Saturday at

fcrrushen. was "broken" for good because of a terrible battle
ma., during the 'Ripublik.' and never re-opened.

"Personal Communications, 1965-6. Adam's hypothesis is based
JB the former existence of women's markets in the Anti-Atlas
üac :n the Sus; hè is also against the bloodfeud hypothesis as
*eL as against the "jeaious husband" hypothesis, below. But his
r^=c:> does not really explain either the origins of women's markets
:r. perhaps more lo the point. their disappearance in the region

markets is a degeneration of the whole ritual surround-
ing markets from a hypothetical earlier state of custom;
that women's markets are an extrernely archaic insti-
tution in the areas where they existed or exist; and
that the factors that gave rise to them in the first
place cannot be explained by the rationalizations of
present-day informants, since "rite survives belief."
Aith Waryaghar informants chuckled at the ingenuity
and originality of this hypothesis, but pronounced it
categorically incorrect.

Given the widely diverse frames of reference of
the hypotheses outlined above, it is now appropriate
to consider the attitudes of the Aith Waryaghar them-
selves toward women's markets, Thé Aith Waryaghar
say, first, that if any female of "good family" (yiddji-s
n-taddarth. lit. "girl of a good house"), whether
marrïed or not, went to a men's market, she would
be killed by her husband or brothers. Second, it is ƒ
said that women's markets are intended exclusively
for marrïed women, that the tribal council (imgharen)
established them for this purpose, and that the men's
markets are attended only by old women, widows,
and single girls who are not of good family or who
are poor and of little account. All this in itself suggests
that during the Ripublik no women went to men's
markets at all, an inference that is supported by two
other facts: the certainty that at the Wednesday market
of Tawrirt, women were forbidden by a powerful
shaikh, the Hajj Hammadi n-"Amar Uzzugwagh, to

'attend the market at all, under penalty of a 50 plas.
fine and a beating (although this began to change
somewhat after his death in 1946); and the total
nonexistence of women's markets in the Jbil Hmam
itself, where a tighter rein was and is kept on women
than in any other part of the Rif. And a third fact
is that even in the less conservative region of the
plain, for women of good family to attend even
women's markets is looked at askance by many.18

Thus the whole issue is clouded, and I submit that
a powerful factor in the all-pervading segregation of
women, and a probable reason for the fact that
women's markets were never established in the Jbil
Hmam, is that men are afraid of what women are
capable of doïng to them through sorcery (suhitr or
dhimgga). Men do not know what may go on in
women's markets, but they usually fear the worst,
and this is why male informants1 accounts of what
probably transpires there invariably allude to women's
purchases of herbs and potions designed either to turn
their husbands' eyes away from other women and

1HIn the latter half of the last century, a seven-year war developed
between the clans of the Aith Yusif w-'Ari and Aith 'Ari in the
plain, because the former had let two of their women attend the
women's market in the Thimsaman, and the latter did not agree.
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toward themselves, or, to cause their husbands to
divorce them if their own eyes are turned toward
other men.

Each women's market has an amina who collects
a little money as tithe ( ' ashur) from each woman who
has something to sell. A dominant activity in the overt
economie sphere of women's markets is of course
the purchase and sale of articles that are women's
property or are made by them: chickens, eggs, rabbits,
pottery, jewelry, antimony for eye decoration, henna
in leaf form, a special earth used by women to wash
their hair, a special bark for cleaning their teeth, and
women's clothing. Here, too, older women always
start the initïal negotiations for the marriages of their
children. In 1949 the Friday market at Jghmirengrossed
only 702 ptas.: the Monday al Isrihan, Sunday at
Iswiqen, and Friday at Aghridh markets together only
grossed 1,552 ptas.; and the Tuesday at Swani
(Thimsaman), Monday at Azghar, and Saturday at
Aith Qamra markets together grossed 1,734 ptas.19

Comparing these figures with those of the rnen's
markets given in the preceding section clearly indicates
that the function of women's markets is social rather
than economie. The charms and amulets for warding
off the jnitn or the evil eye and above all the ingredi-
ents for love potions are considered by men, however,
to be the dominant, if a somewhat more sub-rosa,
activity—whether in fact this is so or not. Since all
males, except for boys up to ten years old who used
to act as guards outside (a role assumed in Spanish
times by a pair of armed mkhaznis), were and are
rigidly excluded under penalty of heavy fine and
imprisonment, a male anthropologist can only record
the male view of the institution.20

Aith Waryaghar women, as Sanchez Pérez ob-
served, seem to show a real enthusiasm for their
markets, one which is, of course, not entirely shared
by the men, whose attitude about them is ambivalent:
there is, on the one hand, the all-pervading notion

iyCabello Aicaraz, op. cit., 1951, p. 168.
2"That the women of the Aith Waryaghar can be as violent

as the men is revealed in an incident which occurrod in the ear-
ty 195üs to the 2 mkhaznis—themselves both Aith Waryaghar from
the Jbil Hmam—guarding the Sunday Market at Iswiqen. When
some women in the market got into a quarrel leading to blows,
the mkhaznis stepped in to try to break ït up. At this poini, a
woman named Arhma n-'Aisa Thamzidha grabbed the gun of one
of them. a Timarzga man, and told him to get his hands in the
air. The other mkhazni, from Isrihan, had already starled to run
away. The Timarzga man then did the same, as the woman loosed
a couple of shots over his head! She and the other women, now
united, then marched in a body to the local administration office
at Thamasind and turned in the gun to the Spanish army captain
acting as inten'entor. The tatter commended her good behavior,
and jailed both the mkhaznis when they slunk into the "bureau"
somewhat later. Today at the same market there is only one mkhazni
on duty, but the two headmen of Ikattshumen and Iswiqen also
alternate on weekly guard duty.

of hurma, or respect, due their women, by Waryaghar
men ("the hidalgos with white turbans and black
umbrellas," as Col. Capaz once described them); and
on the other there is the equally all pervading view
that no man must ever even see the wife of another.
The institution is thus both a logical result of the
extreme degree of sex segregation in Waryagharland
and a concession by men to the fact that women want
to see each other and be in each other's company
just as men do. It is only what the women may be
designing against them in these markets over which
men have misgivings. As one must never underestimate
the power of a woman, one keeps her rigidly under
one's thumb; and in the Jbil Hmam one is indeed
so aware of this fact that women's markets have never
been permitted at all. Trading in 1-Arba' Tawrirt is
strictly men's work: it is understood by all that if
a man is selling eggs and chickens there, hè is doing
it for his wife, who gets the proceeds; no shame
attaches to this. She gets the proceeds, however, only
for the above items: otherwise, her husband has ful!
control over the purse-strings, again underscoring the
economie character and function as opposed to the
social character and function of women's markets—
which exist, in fact, as a kind of afterthought.

LABOR MIGRATION TO WESTERN
ALGERIA

The economie institution of Rifian labor migration
into western Algeria and the rich plains behind Oran
began, it would seem, about 1880 or even earlier—not
long, in fact, after the initial penetration by the French
and their subsequent establishment in the Orania
region. It would also seem that the opportunity to
prof it from this type of migration was first extended
to the Aith Iznasen "cousins" of the Eastern Rifians.
and afterward to the Central Rifians, particularly those
of the Iqar'ayen. This labor migration came to an
abrupt end in 1962 with Algerian independence, and
it is now convenient to speak of it in the past tense.
It was not, evidently, linked either to any later Spanish
labor migration to Algeria or to the Kabyle labor
migration to France that began about the turn of the
century; the two North African phenomena and the
Spanish one would seem to have represented different
labor currents entirely.21 In any event, Rifian labor

: 'André Adam. personal communication. 1967. Daniel Noin.
personal communication, 1968, suggests that as Milliot (cf. note
22) refers to Moroccan (for which read Rifian) labor migration
in Algeria as baving begun about 50 years before hè wroie his
article, this would place the date of commencement at approximateiy
1880. Noin intcrviewed two rnen from the Aith Wurishik whose
grandfathers had worked in Algeria prior to the Spanish protectorate,
and l know of at least one highland Waryaghar man who must
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migration to the Orania plains was clearly a result
of the development of this region by the French, who
turned it into vineyards, wheatfields, orange groves
and artichoke farms, and it also clearly antedated
the pacification of the Rif by the combined forces
of Spain and France. Men of the Aith Turirth subclan,
for example, who became po werf ui imgharen or coun-
cümembers during the late Ripublik period immedi-
jtely prior to the rise of 'Abd al-Krim had previously
served as laborers on French Algerian farms before
remming to the Rif to carry on their bloodfeuding.
However, the peak period of labor migration was from
the drought of 1945 (when Rifians indeed went in
all directions) until the beginning of the end, in 1955,
with the closing down of the French frontier because
of the Algerian war.

The economie imperatives behind Rifian labor
migration to Algeria (to which the Spanish literature
gives the expressive label emigración tipo golondrina,
er "swallow-type migration") are not far to seek.
Benedicto Pérez22 has stated them succinctly: (1)
o\erpopulation in the Rif, and resultant disequilibrium
beuveen the number of inhabitants and the amount
of available arable land; (2) instability of the agricul-

-^•t been there very soon after 1900. However, the very first
•ention of the Aith Waryaghar in connection with Algeria may
ü:e from 1856. The reference is archival. "Sobre la Resolución
*-i:p:adü por las Autoridades Francesas Acerca de las Marroquies
aue llegan a las Puertas de Argelia con Pasaportes Expedidos por
e Gobernador de Melilla," and comes from the Archivo Histórico
V=;:onal, Estado, Madrid, Legajo 8357. It may also possibty be
«£rjfïcant that the Aith Waryaghar are the only tribe actually
-rer.iioned by name (as "Beni Urriaguel"). The memorandum is
£T£sl> concerned with the passports and other documentation issued
•D Rifian workers by the Spanish governorate in Melilla in order
:: ^i'.e them entry to the Algerian ports, and covers the period
K5-1859.

-There are two very worthwhile studies available of (predomi-
-ciT_^;. Eastern) Rifian labor migrants in AJgeria, but neither is
o^xrerned with migrants from the Aith Waryaghar in particular.
:r\^ep: in passing. My own data highlight certain significant dif-
5sr;_-Kes between Central and Eastern Rifians, partïcularly in the
r-re of \\orksought. Louis Milliot, "L'ExodeSaisonnierdes Rifians
•a AJgérie." Bulletin Economique de Maroc, Vol. I. nos. 5-6

B54. pp. 313-321, 397-402, is concerned with all Rifians ingeneral.
r-cc: the Aith Waryaghar eastward; and Fernando Benedicto Pérez,

_ rirajadores Rifenos en Argelia," Conferencias DesarroUadas
tm -^ Academia de Interventores 1948, Tetuan 1949. pp. 5-17. is
.^irxerned primarily with Eastern Rifian migrants, and especially
•»>c of the Aith Wurishik. Milliot's material was largely derived
fcosi the Aith Algerian side of the frontier (hè gives month-by
rt~:r. statistics of Rif ian entnes into and exists from Algeria.
• a tnbe-by-tribe basis, from May 1931 to December 1932, and
;r —.. - ?jïis hè calculated that about one-tenth of the total population
3 -*K Central and Eastern Rif migrated to Algeria. during the
-art .r. question). The Aith Waryaghar entnes and exits ranked
«•-. >eccnd to those of Axt Tuzïn. Benedicto Pérez' latei; informa-

nt. hoAever. was derived from interviewing Rifian labour migrants
- 5r.i-.-h Morocco. My data on the subject noted early in 1955.
ir- e :_irgely from a man in the Aith Bu "Ayyash clan who had
VCM 18 years in Pérregaux and in Orléansvïlle (now al-Asnam)
• • ;ontractor of Rifian (Waryaghar) labor with French colons
nthc-se regions. Unlessotherwïse indicated, my own material forms
TTC ?^;.<bone of my account, l have unfortunately never been
MX :o get the picture in the round. i.e., from the Algerian side
f-.be ie nee.

tural economy in the Rif, where some land is good
but much of it is infertile and is often subjected as
well to drought; and (3) disequilibrium between the
total potential labor force and the amount of work
available.

Labor migration was thus the absorption of an
excess of Rifian energy by the far richer and more
developed agricultural lands of Western Algeria.
Benedicto Pérez also observes that although migration
was a very old phenomenon in the Rif (i.e., to Tangier,
Tetuan, l-'Ara'ish, the Gharb. Fez, etc.), "swallow-
type" labor migration to Algeria, involving a repeated
pattern of about six months a year in that country
and six months at home, was far more recent.

For the French, the overpopulation and resultant
lack of agricultural work in the Rif came to represent
a labor bonanza in the form of what they called merely
"Moroccans." The colons needed and were enthusi-
astic about Rifian labor: they found Rifians in general
to be excellent workers, far better than the local
Algerians; they could do any job asked without com-
plaint, they kept to themselves, and almost never
created any trouble. Their basïc objective was to work
long, hard hours (with time-and-a-half for overtime),
to scrimp and save. Whether or nol a laborer might
snoot an old enemy on his next trip home was of
absoiutely no concern to the colon, for Rifians, and
the Aith Waryaghar in particular, had a reputation
for "keeping their noses clean" while on the job.

Labor migration from Waryagharland was almost
nil during the times of plowing in autumn and harvest-
ing at the beginning of the summer. The peak return
time was October, for plowing, and the peak for
leaving, February-April. The migrating groups were
organized by a foreman at the level of the local
community (although this was not always the case
when Mil l io t wrote in 1934, it had become generally
true by 1948, when Benedicto Pérez wrote that each
group from a given place tended to work every year
at the same farm, even though the personnel within
the groups might change). Each iocal group went to
Algeria in a body, Central Rifians usually crossing
the Spanish-French Zone frontier at 'Ain Zuhra in
the Mtalsa. When the work was finished, the profits
were divided up equally among the workers, with the
foreman receiving two shares and his assistant, half
a share.

During the working season the workers were paid
off periodically so that they could send home remit-
tances. There were couriers (bushta) from the same
clans as the workers who were responsible for taking
the money and giving it to the workers1 families. These
couriers were a traditional part of the arrangement,
and as of the early 1950's they seem to have done
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considerable smugghng. A more or less resident labor
contractor in Algeria contracted for the group with
the French colons, usually for a given job in a given
place. And if one of its members became sïck or
weakened, hè was no longer considered as belonging
to the group. At home, in the Rif, the community
headman (mqaddim) had to provide the Spanish inter-
mrtorwith weekly lists of workers who were avvay.

In normal years 35% of the adult male population
was migrating, and a principal determinant of migration
was the amount of harvest obtained in the Rif rather
than the availability of jobs in Algeria.

The main idea of every worker was to save money,
and to this end hè spent as little as possible on food;
Milliot notes that Rifians tended to eat somewhat more
meat than the Algerians, but perhaps this was natural
since Rifians were almost always employed in jobs
demanding greater physical stamina. The contractor,
or in some cases the foreman, obtained as much work
as possible for his group and arranged it so that they
lost as little time as possible in going from one job
to the next. The members of the groups often showed
theirappreciation by giving presents to their contractor
from their own pockets.

A siriking feature of labor migration was its tribal
organization. The great majority of the workers, fore-
men, guards, and other Rifian personnel on each farm
were from the same tribe, if nol always from the
same clan. A dhu-Waryaghar, for example, always
gravitated toward a place where fellow tribesmen, or
better, fellow clansmen, were established, and Milliot
points out that in the early 193üs virtually every bus
stop and Arab tea shop was an informal clearinghouse
for information, such as: Which farms are near here?
What tribe do most of Monsieur X's workers come
from? What is the work (wheat, oranges, artichokes,
vineyards)? What are theopenings?It is also important
to note that Rifian workers were not placed in their
jobs by the colons, with whom their personal contact
was always minimal; rather they sought work with
members of their own tribes by looking for individual
contractors, preferably fellow tribesmen, who were
known both in Algeria and at home in the Rif. By
the late 1940s the system of labor contractorships,
which in Milliot 's time had only been rudimentary,
was solidly established and greatly facilitated place-
ment.

Given this community and clan-based organization
of labor groups, the principal work zones tended to
foilow distinct tribal lines. Most Aith Waryaghar
workers came from the Aith Bu 'Ayyash and the
subclans of the Jbil Hmam, and workers from the
plain of al-Husaima and the upper Ghis region were
distinctly fewer in number. The Aith Bu 'Ayyash were

concentrated in the towns of Mustaghanim, Ighil-Izan.
Orléansville (now al-Asnam), and Wad Fadda in the
Orania, and in Bu Farik and Rghaya in the Department
of Algiers. Pérregaux contained some Aith Waryaghar
from both the Aith Bu 'Ayyash and the Jbil, but was
not primarily a Waryaghar center. The clans of the
Jbil Hman went to the same towns as the Aith Bu
'Ayyash, and also to Frenda in the Orania, where
there was a heavy concentration of Aith 'Arus, and
Bu Farik, where there was a similar concentration
of Aith Turirth. Workers from central Waryagharland
gravitated toward Sidi Bu Hanifiya.23

The majority of the Rifian workers lived outside
these towns in neighboring villages where the colons
had their farms. Unfail ingly, the colons appreciated
the Rifians far more than they did the native Algerians:
the former were stronger and worked harder and as
a result were generally given better jobs, such as
guarding houses, storehouses, farms, and estates (in
which case they were generally provided with shot-
guns). Rifians were also made foremen of gangs of
Algerian workers—a practice that tended to create-
much bad feeling between Rifians and Algerians.

All Rifians—and the Aith Waryaghar in particu-
lar—coveted the jobs as shotgun guards on the big
estates; however, the Central Rifians gravitated toward
jobs as day-laborers, in orchards and vineyards, while
the Eastern Rifians worked where they were paid b\e job, as road workers, construction workers, doek

porters, etc. This correlation was not absolute, of
course. but informants say that it was fairly general-
ized. The Iqar'ayen, Aith Sa'id, Aith Wurishik, and
Ibdharsen all did work by the job; the Thimsaman
and Axt Tuzin were divided between work by the
job and day labor; and the Aith Waryaghar, Aith
'Ammarth and Igzinnayen were day-laborers on farms
or guards of estates.24

In 1954-55, French colons in the Orania—where

-3As for the other Rifian tribes, the Ibuqquyen workers went
to l-Harrash near Algiers, and the Aith "Ammarth workers were
al! in two villages near Mustaghanim. Igzinnayen workers, the most
welcome of all. being from the French Zone, were scattered all
over the Orania and West Algiers region, though a good mam
were in the same places as the Aith Waryaghar. Workers from
the Thimsaman went to 'Ain Trnushint, to Blida and to Algiers
itself, and those from the Axt Tuzin went to Tlemcen and Sa'ida.
and to Marengo, west of Algiers. The Aith Wurishik and Ibdharsen
workers gravitated toward Sidi bil-'Abbas and Sa'isa, those of the
Aith Sa'id went to Pérregaux and Arzew, and those of the Iqar'ayen
went to Oran itself, where they are said to have had their own
quarter. and to Tlemcen.

Ï4A classification of work sites according to the predominant
agricultural activity would show the vineyards to be located near
Sidibil-'Abbas, 'Ain Tmushint, Oran, Mustaghanim. Mascara and
Blida, to mention only a few; the wheatfields near Sa'ida. Frenda
and Orléansville; and the orange groves and artichoke gardens.
near Pérregaux, lahil Izan and Bu Farik. Algiers itself was the
eastern limit of Rifian labor migration. and at no point did it ever
go east of that city.
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the great majority of Rifians from all tribes were
working—were paying a daily wage of 420 frs. per
worker. Until 1953 the wage was only 345 frs., but
it was still more than doublé what a Rifian would
receive working on the road in Spanish Morocco: 16
ptas. ( = 160 frs.) per day. Each laborer worked from
sunrise to sunset every day except Sunday. If a man
chose to work Sunday, hè was paid time-and-a-half
for overtirne (i.e., 630 frs. per day). Often, too, if
a colon wanted to get a given job finished in a hurry
hè doubled the salaries of his workers. Workers who
had families in Algeria (a very smal) minority) also
received an extra stipend. Workers were paid every
week or every other week by the contractor, who
was also the paymaster.

The contractor himself did nothing but contract
Rifian labor for the colons, on either a piecework
or day labor basis. A contractor obtaining labor by
the job in vineyards was paid 3,000 frs. per hectare.
For harvesting wheat, hè received 6,000 frs. per
hectare, for construction and road work, 200 frs. per
square meter; and for orange groves, 150 frs. per
tree. For day labor, hè received 1,000 frs. per day.
Each Algerian town that functioned as a clearing house
for Rifian labor had its quota of contractors: some
20 in Pérregaux, 50 in Orléansville, 10 in Mustaghanim,
and 70 in Sidi biKAbbas.

The contractor acted as intermediary between the
colon and the Rifian workers in virtually all matters.
He saw to it that the worker's insurance and hospita!
bills were paid. For day laborers there was an insurance
system, amounting to half the daily wage if a worker
was sick, but there was no such insurance for workers
on piecework. Each month, on the average, a worker
would send about 25% of his pay of 8,000-9,000 frs.
home to his family by the clan courier or by some
other worker who might be returning home. His
principal expense was lood, which usually cost about
100 frs. a day, on poor man'srations: potatoes, bread,
and mint tea. On Sundays it cost a little more because
almost all workers bought some meat on their day
off. To eat well cost a daily minimum of 150 frs.
After deducting the remittance home and necessary
expenses, about 50% of the total wage remained.

On the basis of the foregoing, a worker's annual
salary and expenses are calculated for the years
1952-5325 and 1954-55 in Table 3.1.

-SA peak year when well over 2,000 men from the Aith BLL
'Ayyash and the Jbil Hmam alone, aside frorn 500 from the Piain,
went to Algeria, according to an unpublished Spanish estimate,
^s cornpared to 2,065 Aith Waryaghar from May through December
1931. and 3,625 through the whole of 1932. Cf. Milliot, op. crt..
1933-4, p. 318. The figures for 1953-55 were probably higher in
in absolute sense, but in terms of opportunity the period of which
Milliot writes was the heyday of Rifian labor migration, the decade
prior to World War II.

TABLE 3. l
Migrant Laborers' Income and Expenses,

1952-1953 and 1954-1955
(In Francs)

1952-53 1954-55

Yearly Pay

Expenses
Insurance (20%)
Remittances (25%)
Food

Total Expenses

Yearly Savings

134,200

26,840
38,550
36,000

101,390

32,810

151,200

30.240
37,800
54,000

122,040

29,160

There was no rent, because each colon housed all
his workers in adobe huts on the edge of his farm;
each farm had 30-40 such houses. Each family had
two rooms and a kuchen, and on another part of
the farm was the bachelor housing, in which ten
bachelors were allocated one house. Every farm also
had a general store and a teashop.

Any farm had 300-400 workers at a minimum, and
the big ones had up to 900, of which at least 200-250
were Rifians. A Rifian who landed a good job in Algeria
would stay there three or four months at a time if
hè had agricultural tasks to perform in the Rif; if
hè did not, hè would stay six to eight months and
only return home for the Muslim feast of the 'Aid
l-Kbir.

The arrangement was also ideal in terms of the
agricultural year, because the peak work periods in
Algeria tended to correspond with those when there
was Httle work at horne—i.e.. December through
February, when the grapes were picked and the
artichokes cut in Algeria, and then harvest time in
late spring and early summer, always at least a month
ahead of the far more meager harvest in the Rif.

Each group of twenty men selected one of their
number as foreman in order to look for more work
when a given job had been completed. He had to
line up the job beforehand so that the group hè
represented would not lose time or money. He received
600 frs. per day and was confirmed in his nomination
as foreman either by the colon directly, or by the
contractor, with the colon then ratifying the nomina-
tion, so to speak. The Aith Waryaghar in particular
made good foremen because they were capable, in-
telligent, and (perhaps until just the very end) totally
nonpolitical, and they kept out of trouble.

Each farm had two guards, working in 12-hour
shifts. Wages were 75 frs. per hour, paid by the month.
Since guards were armed with shotguns, the jobs had
prestige as positions of trust. The guards were always
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Rifians, generally Aith Waryaghar from the Aith Bu
'Ayyash or the highlands. If they wanted to supplement
their earnings in off-hours, they could earn 420 frs.
per day as ordinary workers. An informant calculated
that out of every 100 guards, some 10-15 opted to
work day and night for 1,320 frs., around the clock.

By the early 1950s, workers coming from the Rif
tended to cross the Spanish Moroccan-French Moroc-
can frontier at Safsaf and to go from there to Oujda
by bus. Before the Algerian Revolution broke out
on November l, 1954, they generally took the train,
traveling fourth class, from Oujda into Algeria, but
as of 1955 and the state of emergency, many of them
were crossing the border at night and on foot. In
that year, too, the French authorities began to make
things difficult for them, because 1954-55 was the
peak period of nationalist resistance in French Moroc-
co (although the Spanish Zone was very quiet). Rifians
found themselves in Algerian jails on the pretext that
their passports or identity cards were not valid for
Algeria.

Under normal circumstances, however, when they
had finished their work, they returned home via the
same route, always stopping off in Oujda to sell their
old clothes and to buy new ones, at lower prices than
in Algeria, from Rifians who had shops there.26 (A
large part of the commerce in Oujda came from Rifians
returning from Algeria with money to spend.)

There is no statistical information on the marital
status of workers, but the permanent population of
Rifian workers in Algeria who had Algerian wives
was always small, and almost none of them were
Waryaghar. It can be safely surrnised that only this
small permanent population married Algerian women.
Of the "swallow-type" migrant laborers. a good half
were still bachelors, young men of 17 and 18 years.
Of the married remainder (young men in their twen-
ties), there were differences again between Eastern
and Central Rifians: the former tended to take their

2filn the Spring of 1955, I interviewed one Murud n-Muhand
frorn Aith Ta'a in the Aith Bu 'Ayyash who happened to be waiting
on the side of road for a bus to take him on the f inal lap of
his journey home. He had worked in Perrégatix as a guaid on
an orange grove for a year and a half at a salary of 12,000 frs.
per month. He had just come from Oujda and was completely
outfitted in brand new clothes: a blue cotton jillaba. red tarbush,
French shoes, shirt and sweater, as well as an impressive array
of gifts for his family: German kerosine lamp. teatray, Swiss akrm
clock, hand-washing basin, 3 umbrellas. blanket, large basket, loaf
of white bread, a carton of Gauloise cigarettes (for himself), women1 s
clothing, sneakers and three headscarves. He reckoned at the time
that hè rnight possibly remain in Waryagharland for as long as
six months, but certainly no longer: then it would be back to
Pérregaux and Monsieur Bianchini's orange grove again—a good
man, who paid well. who had confidence in him as a guard, and
who had even helped him to learn Arabic! I wondered, given the
later events in Morocco in the same year, whether or not hè even
made it back to Algeria.

wives with them and seek housing for couples oal
a given farm; the latter, and the Aith Waryaghar ir.
particular, left their wives strictly at home—one fu:-
ther manifestation of the greater conservatism of the
Central Rifians.

It was Rifian migrant laborers who imported the
teachings and doctrine of the 'Alawiyin religieus orde:
from Algeria back to the Rif.27 The emphasis ooi
sobriety and austerity in this particular order appealec
to Rifians, as did its energetic litany, and almost all
Rifian residents in Algeria became members, especialh
in Mustaghanim, where the main lodge is located.

The relations between Rifian workers and the AJ-
gerians were of variable quality, depending on which
segment of the local population was involved. With
the French colons their relations were excellent, and
the latter could not get enough Rifian labor; the>
considered Rifians to be far and away the best workers
in the country. Their preference was clearly revealec
in the I930s, when they paid Rifian workers perhaps
half again what they paid Algerians; but by 1954-55,
the wage scale had become regularized, and the pa>
was the same for all.

With the Algerians, the relations of Rifian worker>
were very much worse. In the migratory heyday of
the 1930s. as Milliot observes, the issues hardly arose.
since the two groups gravitated toward different kinds
of work; but by the 1950s, both groups were seeking
the same kinds of jobs. Prior to World War II there
was relatively more opportunity for migrant laborers
in Algeria than there was by the 1950s, and by this
time there was also less opportunity for piecework
and for work by the job, because of the increasing
use of tractors and other machinery. The Rifians were
invariably given preferential treatment by the French
colons, and this became a heated issue. The constant
withering comments by Rifian workers regarding the
spinelessness and lack of stamina of Algerians did
not help the matter. The Algerians, not without justi-
fication, claimed that the Rifians were stealing the
bread from their mouths, and they became particular] \d at the open favoritism shown by the colons

to their "Moroccans."
The Rifian Liberation Army's attack on three

French posts in the Igzinnayen on October l, 1955.
tolled the death-knell of Rifian labor migration to
Algeria. Rifians feit they could no longer go away
and leave their neighbors and fellow tribesmen behind
to fight and perhaps be killed in their absence.
Moreover, the Algerian war had already been go ing
onfor eleven months and was now getting very "hot."

27The 'Alawiyin religieus order will be discussed in Chap 7.
Islam.
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There was some desultory labor migration after Mo-
roccan independence in 1956 and even after Algerian
independencein 1962, butthe well haddriedupentirely
by the time of the Moroccan-Algerïan border dispute
in the autumn of 1963. By 1967, strained relations
between the two countries had led to the total recipro-
cal repatrïation of the nationals of each country who
were still residing in the other. The whole phenomenon
has now passed into history, and with the massive
exodus of the French "pieds noirs" from Algeria in
1962 (which can be considered the final year of
migration), it became extremely unlikely that it would
ever be repeated.

Since 1960, however, Rifïan labor migration, far
from being a dead issue, has taken a new direction:
to Western Europe.

LABOR MIGRATION TO WESTERN
EUROPE28

The pinch of unernployment was feit very severely
between 1956 and 1960 and aggravated by the uprising
of 1958-59, but by about mid-1960, the new destination
for Rifian migrant laborers opened up. The West
Germans began to look for Morüccan labor for several
types of industrial plants: e.g., beer breweries and
automobile assembly plants. Rifians who could afford
the passport fees and their traveling expenses went
to West Germany via Spain and France, and by their
own reckoning, they were in 1961 making excellent
wages. Their passage at the time cost 70,000-80,000
frs. , but once in Germany, they were paid on the
German wage scale for a seven-hour day. In 1961
most of the Rifian migrants, perhaps around 7,000,
were from the Nador province. but approxirnately 700
went from that of al-Husaima (or so I was told); two,
men were from the Wednesday market of Tawrirt.

One man, the son of a former qaid under the
Spaniards, was reported to be earning 12,000 frs. per
day; hè had saved up 3 million francs over the course
of eight months' work in the Mercedes factory, and
the company had already presented him with a new
car for being a good worker! Workers in beer bottling
plants were earning 5,000 frs. per day, and it was
comrnonly predicted that in a very few years, only
those who were too poor to afford the passage would
be left in the Rif. By November, 1961, more Rifians
than ever were going to Germany or waiting to do
so; a pick-and-shovel worker was said to receive
9,000 frs. for an eight-hour day, plus 100,000 frs. per

2*My data on this subject are more impressions than data, and
my concrete statistica! Information is almost nil. Nonetheless. I
present the material as it is, because of its considerable intrinsic
interest.

month for his wife and 7,000 frs. per month for each
child. In France, however, a certain alarm grew over
these wage scales, because there Moroccan labor had
a considerably lower wage ceiling, and it was
apparently as a result of French complaints that the
Moroccan Foreign Ministry began to slow down on
issuing passports.

By the following year, 1962, the labor market was
already glutted with Rifians, and there were a number
of cases of repatriation, through the Moroccan Em-
bassy in Bonn, of Rifians and other Moroccans who
had had to sleep in the streets because they could
not find work; the recently created restrictions in
passport insurance were, they feit, designed to keep
them from returning to Germany. Many who wanted
to go there also found that they only had enough
money to get to France, where wages were only half
what they were in Germany.

In 1963 another country entered the picture and
reoriented somewhat the direction of new labor migra-
tion: Holland. Here the labor quotas were less restrict-
ed than in Germany or Belgium, and the social security
benefits for married workers with children were maxi-
mal (even if the wives and children were all left at
home in the Rt f , as is almost always the rule). Holland
has now become a Rifian labor goal. Many Rifians
in Europe work on a time-and-a-half basis for overtime,
as they did in Algeria; the work itself is in factories
of almost any sort, mines, and construction. In Holland
jobs in milk-canneries seem to be especially sought
after .

By 1966, all young able-bodied Rifians wanted to
obtain passports and leave for Europe. Their eyes
had been opened to the kinds of salaries being paid
there, and they wanted above all to get out of the
Rif. The prestige of all returning workers was high,
and even individuals who were previously considered
to be of li t t le account at home were returning (even
from France) with l 1/2 million Moroccan francs,
or $3,000, after a year's work. One young man of
twenty, who had previously unloaded trucks at Arba'
Tawrirt, came back with this sum under his belt and
spent 300,000-400,000 frs., ($600-800) on his wedding.
The peak period of returnees coming back home,
usually for three months (one month as paid vacation
and the other two generally without pay), is in winter,
since Rifians find northern European winters very
cold. Much of the money they have saved goes toward
improvements on their houses, such as construction
of extra rooms, and no returnee on vacation is without
his transistor radio and tape recorder.

One difference between the new European and the
old Algerian pattern of labor migration, aside from
the obvious one of industry and factory work as
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opposed to farming. is that migrant laborers in Europe
stay Jonger on the job. They remain at least a year
or two, before returning home—as all do eventuaily—
rather than the six months that characterized the
Algerian pattern. The Algerian pattern was seasonal;
the new European one is annual, based on the notion,
new to Rifians, of a steady job. Moreover, it no Jonger
has the group character of Algerian migration: today,
it is every man for himself.

The first reliable statistics on Rifian labor in Europe
date only from 1966, in which year there were 2100
labor migrants from Waryagharland and the al-Husai-
ma Province, out of a total tribal population of nearly
80.000, while migrants from the Igzinnayen in the Taza
Province numbered 1400 in the same year and those
from the Aith Iznasen in the Oujda province numbered
3000.29 But the exodus from the Nador Province was,
in the same year, very much greater, with a total
of 20,300. As of 1965, Nador, in contrast to al-Husai-
ma, was extremely active; there was a great deal of
labor migration both to West Gerrnany and to Belgium.
Labor migrants were returning well-dressed and driv-
ing German cars and trucks; on six-month licenses,
they were supplementing their incomes by transporting
animals before driving the vehicles back to Europe
andresellingthem.The whole province has been drawn
into the orbit of labor migration, particularly the
Thimsaman.

The province of al-Husaima, however, had not (as
of 1965-66) been so drawn. and a major reason was
the character of the Aith Waryaghar themselves: a
tribal society far more closed than any other in the
region, one in which local community life is very
intense, and one that is turned in upon itself. It is
also said to be more difficult to obtain passports in
al-Husaima than in Nador. Nevertheless, a number
of mountain Waryaghar and Igzinnayen are gravitating
to two more minor outlets that have opened up in
France since 1964. The first is the Simca-Fiat auto-
mobile factory in Paris, where jobs were paying 3,500
frs. per day in 1965, although a worker had to pay
for his own lodging. The second is a kind of trans-
plantation of the French Algerian colon situation to
Corsica. A good rnany ex-colons have established
themselves in eas-tern Corsica, and as they were very
used to Rifian labor and encouraged it in Algen'a,

29These statistics are based on a survey carried out in 1966
by Daniel Noin. and they appear as Table III (p. 22) of J. F,
Trion, "Le Nord-Est du Maroc: Mise us Point Régionale," Revue
de Géographie du Maroc, 12, 1967, pp. 5-41. The breakdown for
the Nador figures is 6200 migrants from the Iqar'ayen, 10,900 from
the Thimsaman and the Aith Sa'id, and 3200 from the Ikibdhanen,
Aith Bu Yihyi and Ibdharsen. In 1968 one informant said the total
number of Moroccan workers in Holland alone was 14,700, of
which 95% were Rifians.

they are doing the same thing in their new ha
One grape grower there was paying his workers 5
frs. per day in 1966, lodging and feeding them
nominal sum, and apparently even paying their ir;
port. Under these circumstances some fifteen yoi
men from the Aith Turirth went to Corsica
Toulouse in September 1967. This pattern is obvieji
a reemergence of the older Algerian one, and
equally obviously one that appeals to Waryaghar I
migrants. Moreover, the bushta or courier sys;a
in which one man regularly takes the pay pacfc
of his fellow tribesmen back to the Rif every me:
for a fee, is reemerging in Europe, and the Coia
often gains on the exchange as well.

The Rif in general and Waryagharland in particLJ
are too poor to support any appreciable popuia;
surplus. The region, by and large, can only supr-,
onesystemof cultivation,depending,as itdoes, alrrx
exclusively on cereals, which probably makes it e<
cially vulnerable to unpredictable weather (more tra
the Jbala, Ghmara, and Sinhaja Srir, which also
no labor migration to speak of). Therefore,
relative slack periods both in midwinter and
summer, the surplus rnust migrate elsewhere in ord«|
to work. Labor migration has become such a deqfl
rooted pattern of economie behavior that one
indeed say that it has in effect become the socioe
nomic institution that has replaced the bloodfeud (u
which, until I921, it co-existed}.*' Furthermore, lal
migration is looked upon as highly desirable, wl
the bloodfeud. in retrospect. is looked upon as n|
grettable. Nonetheless, there is, in my opinion.
question that the values that formerly underlay U
one have since been integrally transmitted to the othc
during the Ripublik, in order to prove himself a your
man had to kill an enemy, and since the protectorate,
hè has had to get himself a job. The same prestia
that attached to a councilmember who had several
notches on his rifle, so to speak, now attaches
the migrant laborer who comes back home on vacatior
perhaps with a Dutch wife (with whom his conversa
tional ability is generally limited) and driving a Mer-
cedes. (The women in the local community at home
may not appreciate the Dutch wife, but there is, no«
as ever, precious little they can do about it: ir:
Waryagharland, the man has always been the master.
and continues to be). Feuding, during the Ripublik.
must undeniably have contributed to keeping the
population growth within certain limits—as indeed the
Rifian war itself must have done; but in the subsequen:

30Milliot observes that it dropped off very sharply in Algerii
during the Rifian War of 1921-26. Milliot, op. cit., 1933-4. p. 321
During this period the total work force of the colons in the Orani;
was cut back to about a third of its normal strength!
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absence of all such checks save infant mortality, the
surplus must be siphoned off the land. Here, labor
migration was the only feasible answer; and the
favorable impression that the intelligent and hard-
\\orking dhu-Waryaghar highlander made on the
French colon in Algeria was so indelible by the 1950s
as to promote a gradual new wave of labor migration
into Corsica in the mid-1960s, one that is still in its
infancy. Rifian labor seems to be highly favored in
Holland, for essentially the same reasons that it was
ïn Algeria: Rifians are content with lower wages than
European workmen, they are eager to work overtime,
they live very frugally, and they never create distur-
bances or incidents as Italian or Spanish workmen
are sometimes said to do. And they all know at least
a modicum of Spanish, which has become the informal
•. ehicle of communication between them and their
employers, supplemented with gradually learned
phrases of Dutch, French, or German. One young

man from the Waryaghar highlands even went to
Northern Canada in 1966; this may represent the
beginning of yet another wave, to reach still further
afleid.

The phrase one heard most frequently in the Rif
of the mid-1960s was that the whole region would
be empty in five years. Given the new (1967) Moroccan
government projects of sugar-cane plantations in the
plain and the pine reforestation of the whole Jbil
Hmam, the main effect of which (as far as the Aith
Waryaghar are concerned) has been a rapid erosion
not only of collective pasturelands but even of individ-
ual holdings on the mountain slopes, this contention
has come to carry considerable weight. The ecological
imbalance between the human population and the
landscape is becoming more pronounced than ever
bef ore. It strongly appears as though the Aith
Waryaghar will soon be converted into a large rural
proletariat, and the prospect is not a comforting one.



4. PROPERTY, LAND TENURE,
SUCCESSION, AND IRRIGATION

TYPOLOGY OF PROPERTY AND LAND
TENURE

ït now seems to be more or less axiomatic in social
anthropology that in the study of a given society,
the consideration given to its property and land tenure
systems f al l s about midway between that given to
its ecology and economie System and to its social
structure proper.' Certainly in any Muslim community,
ideas about property and land tenure also encompass
ideas about succession and inheritance, all of which
have their legal basis in the Shari'a. As Muslim society
in general has a strong agnatic bias these same ideas
again imply the existence of social units based on
patrilineal or agnatic descent; in the case of the Aith
Waryaghar, these social units are agnatic lineages.
Property and land tenure, furthermore, involve not
only questions of private as opposed to collective
holdings, but also the question of whether or not the
inheritance is divided up among the heirs in the case
of private holdings. And since ownership and usage
of irrigation water is based on exactly the same
principles as ownership of land, all these questions
are, to a greater or lesser extent, ones in which agnatic
lineages (or incipient lineages) may be involved as
corporate groups. For this reason, the discussion of
Waryaghar irrigation techniques and the ideas un-
derlying them will conclude this chapter on property.

As elsewhere in Morocco and in the Muslim world,
there are in Waryaghar l and three basic and traditional
categories of land ownership or real property. In Rifian
these are labelled (1) murk "property" or privately
owned land; (2) misra'or collective land, usually used
for pasturage and held by the jma'a in concert; (3)
habüs land donated inalienably to mosques by pious
individuals, as an act of charity, with the yield being

'Cf. for instance, Paul Bohannan, Social Anthropology, New
York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963, p. 366, but with the
following admonition: "Property is another of these simplifying
(Western) ideas such as 'money' and 'time.' Property is a conceptual
way in the folk system for linking the system of rnaterial culture
with the social systern. Property ideas assume a set of social
relations; they also assume a set of things. "Property' is only one
of the possible relationships of people to thïngs. The relationship
of people to things is universal; in that sense and that sense alone
is 'property' universal."

devoted to pious purposes or religieus bequests. In
Waryagharland, the importance of the first category
greatly overshadows that of the second, while the
second, in turn, is much more important than the
third. There is also in fact a fourth category of land,
hurm, which surrounds mosques or samt's tombs, and
on which no trees may be cut down, although animals
may be pastured. In a wide sense, however, such
land is subsumed under the category of habus property,
which includes mosques, saint's tombs, commemo-
rated spots where saints have stopped to pray, and
zawiyas, or buildings devoted to religieus purposes.
These latter categories will be discussed fully in
Chapter 7.

Mwrkmeans at once "property" and "ownership,"
both in a private sense. Dhamunh is the generic term
for "land," and an owner of land is bab n-tmurth;
an owner of a house is bab n-taddarth; and an owner
of property consisting both of houses and of arable
land whether irrigated or dry farmed is bab nj-murk.
Therefore, one may speak either or r-murk Ufqir
Azzugwagh or of dhamunh Ufqir Azzugwagh, the
"property" or the "land" of the Fqir Azzugwagh—to
employ a name that will be referred to often in
subsequent chapters. Anyone who refers to his land
in general will call it dhamurth-inu "my land," while
hè will reserve r-murk-inu, "my private property,"
for the land that is his personal property received
through inheritance.2

A major point about murk land is whether it has
been divided up (dhibdha, from banu, "division")3

or whether it has remained undivided (ur ibdhi, "not

-Movable property. as indicated in Chapter 2, consists of animals
(r-ksibth or r-mar) household furniture (tarika), and clothing ('<ir-
rudh). And as noted there, murk is also used to refer to land
that is presently being worked, "property," as opposed to land
that is lying fallow. dhamunh. "land" in itself.

3 As in battu dhamunh, division of land; battu w-aman, division
of (irrigation) water; battu nj-lvaqq division of fines; battu n-tqbïtsh,
division of a tribe (i.e. top-level segmentation); battu n-ar-rba',
division of a clan (i.e. secondary-level segmentation); battu n-tar-
fiqth. division of a lineage (i.e. lineage segmentation). A very
common verbal usage: ibdha ag aithma-s "hè has divided (land)
with his agnates," as well as ur-ibdha-shl ag-aithma-s, "hè has
not divided (land) with his agnates." The battu concept is crucial
in Waryaghar social slructure, as wül be made evident.

[97]
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divided"). The question of "division" or "indivision"
of land almost always concerns property held in
common by brothers (or by other, slightly less close
agnates). Contrary to a popular stereotype, the great
majority of Aith Waryaghar divide after _the death
of the lineage head. It is commonly recognized that
brothers often do not get on well together, and for
this reason alone division is virtually automatic after
the father dies. Nonetheless, inthose rarer cases where
brothers do get on amicably, or in which the amount
of land itself suggests a maintenance of the status
quo in indivision,—i.e., when there is enough land
to go around comfortably among the heirs—the eldest
brother becomes administrator ( n a ' i b ) of this private
land on behalf of his agnates; in Rifian hè is known
as amqqran n-aithma-s, "the bigone of his brothers."
Yet if they quarrel, division (battu) can occur at any
time, and a special term (afiddjahuh) describes the
situation where two brothers have divided all their
property right down the middle (an indication of real
hatred between them). Two full brothers of a lineage
in Aith Yusif , in the subclan territory of Timarzga,
did just this, because the younger one suspected the
elder of having poisoned his wife. (Because these two
brothers looked enough alike to be twins, l was, in
the beginning, never quite sure of which one I was
addressing; this on at least two occasions proved most
embarrassing, as they hated each other implacably).
They lived in a jointly owned house, inherited from
their father, but they had walled it straight in half,
and every possession they owned, down to the last
match, was divided equally between them. This tense
and tenuous state of affairs persisted until 1963, when
the Timarzga River flooded and washed away not
only their house but most of the community of Ta-
zirand. The elder brother then moved across the tribal
border into the Igzinnayen and settled with affinal
kinsmen in Ikhuwanen while his younger brother
rebuilt in a less vulnerable spot not far away from
the original house.

This is, of course, an extreme example; but at the
other end of the scale, that of indivision, very few
examples can be cited, at least in the Jbil Hmam.
In the Aith Turirth in 1954-55 there were only two
cases of indivision: one of these involved the sons
of the late 'Ais Muhammadi Bu Tahar of Ignan

-community, who-had been the headman of the wider
community of Bulma; when hè died in 1956 his sons
all divided up his inheritance, although they continued
to live together. The other case, that of the sons of
the late Muh n-"Amar w-'Aisa in l-'Ass, was the only
one remaining as of 1965. In the Timarzga, the heirs
of the late 'Abdssram n-'Ari of Asrafil had not yet

divided as of 1965, but there were indications that
division would soon occur.

Division rarely occurs while the father is still alive,
although two instances can again be cited from the
Aith Turirth in both of which the father himself opted
for division when hè had reached a very advanced
age. One was the Fqir Azzugwagh of the Imjjat lineage
in l-'Ass, a stranger lineage from the Igzinnayen that
rose to become one of the two most powerful lineages
in Aith Turirth and would have remained so had a
fratricidal blood-feud (to be recounted in Chapter 12)
not intervened to wreek the lineage unity; the other
was a very old man of the Yinn 'Aisa ^w-'Amar
sublineage of Aith Uswir, residing in Ignan. In the
first case, division occurred some five or six years
before the Fqir Azzugwagh's death; in the second,
interestingly, although the sons had received their
shares by 1967, while the father was still alive, none
of thedaughtershad received theirs. This circumstance
brings up a crucial element in the problem of succes-
sion, which will be discussed ful ly below.

Regarding the absolute size of murk holdings,
unpublished figures for the Nkur Qaidate (Aith Bu
'Ayyash and the three subclans of the Jbil Hmam)
for 1952 are revealing:4 676 individuals owned less
than one hectare of land, 1,286 owned from one to
three hectares, 25 owned from seven to twelve hec-
tares, and one man (unidentified, but probably the
late Qaid Haddu n-Muh Amzzyan of the Aith Bu
'Ayyash) owned as much as fifty hectares. Thus
holdings of less than three hectares predominate in
the region.

The second basic category of real property, mishra'
(literally "ford" or "passage" from the collective land
of one community to that of another), has been
translated by several terms: collective land, common
land, and more recently, "commonage."5 It has also
been called grazing land, pasture land, and "brush-
wood land," from ghaba, "firewood, brushwood,"
which indeed it generally is: the grazing land of a
given community is also located on just those same
mountain slopes where the women go out to collect
scrub and brushwood (in Waryagharland, generally
lentiscus and thuya) for charcoal. Despite this termi-
nology, however, the real distinction between catego-
ries of land resides principally in the type of ownership
or holding rather than in the use to which the land
is put, which is a secondary consequence. Mishra'

4Capt. José Rodriguez Erola, Caidato del Nekor Comercal de
Beul Uuriaguel, Territorio del Rif. MS. 1952.

5Cf. D. H. Reader, Zulu Tribe in Transition, Manchester
University Press. 1966, p. 68.
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is owned by the jma'th, the male members of the
local community as a collective city, and for this reason
it is also called dhamurth nj-jma'th or "jma'a-land."
It is also the community that owns (1) the paths leading
to such land and other communities (like the houses,
the paths are often bordered by hedges of cactus so
that the animals will not pass over cultivated land);
(2) the cemetery; (3) the mosque or Qur'anic school
and any associated saint's tomb; (4) any ponds from
which the animals may drink; and (5) all irrigation
ditches, although these may also be shared by other
ima'ths, or other local communities, of the same
order.6

There are no community lands that are cultivated
collectively anywhere in Waryagharland; rather, if
need be, the jma'th assigns plots to individual nuclear
families for cultivation, eïther temporarily or perma-
nently. Some of the holly oak (Quercus iïex) trees
in the highlands are collectively owned. These trees
produce high-quality acorns, and in the Timarzga and
the Aith 'Ammarth they are picked in dhwiza gather-
ings. The produce is put into piles, and these are
then divided up by drawing lots, dhasgharth, while
a representative of each family or lineage is present,
Again in the Jbil Hmam (as well as in parts of the
Aith 'Ammarth and the Sinhaja Srir), drawing of lots
is a feature of the dhifarsi OY "intermittent cultivation"
iSanchez Pérez) of collectively owned hills or moun-
lains: in this case the members of the jma'f/i either
break up the ground on the mountain or burn it, and
then cultivate the plots (determined by lot drawing)
for two or three years. Af ter this they abandon them
to turn into ghaba or "brushwood land" once again,
and break up new plots, using the ashes from the
burned areas as fertilizer.

Generally, mishra' land does not lose its common
or collective character until after a considerable pas-
sage of time. When the members of the jma'th decide
to break up any collectively held lands, these are
parceled out by lot proportionally to the male agnatïc
members of each participating lineage. An individual
from each nuclear family within the lineage deposits
an object in a given place. When all the objects (pieces
of wood, sticks, stones, etc.) have been put down,

6In the Rif there are no collectively owned storehouses whatso-
ever, although these do exist in the Ghmara (cf. Carlos Pereda
Roig, Los Hoireos Cülectivos de Beni Sech-yel, Ceuta: Jmprenta
Imperio, 1939; and Robert Montagne, Un Magasin Coitectif de
'.'Anti-Atlas, Paris: Larose. 1930, pp. 61-62). The collective storage
pits of the Eastern Rif (Iqar'ayen) as described by Andrés Sanchez
Pérez ("Aprovechamientos Comunales y Fortnas de Cooperacion
en el Rif," Selección de Conferencsas Prommciaiias en la Academici
de Interventores Durante E! Curso 1950-51, Tetuan: Delegación
de Asuntos Indigenas, 1951, pp. 95-104), andguarded by an amarras
' ibid.. p. 102) are, again, entirely absent in Waryagharland.

someone in the jma'th calls out to a passer-b\r
a stranger, who then picks up the objects one by
one out of the pile. This order determines the orienta-
tion of the plots of land. When all the objects have
been picked up and the land has all been parceled
out, the judge (qadï) and two notaries ('aJw/) then
draw up a document indicating how the land has been
assigned and giving details of ownership, including
a specific statement that the land was previously
collective. Usages, procedures, and custom resorted
to for settling disputes resulting from this type of
parceling out of common land, however, are not in
any way codified. During the Ripublik, all complaints
were submitted to the collective decision of the jma 'th,
but in practice, as Sanchez Pérez notes, the opinion
of its strongest member generally triumphed, "usually
after a long and terrible vendetta between the constitu-
ent Hneages, which could last for months or even
years."7

Another practice, formerly very common in the
Jbil Hmam, was for individuals to plant trees in
mountain land that was once collective and later broken
up into plots. These trees were then the private
property of the person who planted them, as was
the space they occupied, the area they shaded, and
the terrain covered by their roots. Lands such as
forrner river or stream beds, which have no owner
and are hence considered "dead," can be reactivated
and recultivated by any member of the jma'r/t or even
by a stranger. After ten years of usufruct,8 they become
the private property of the person cultivating them.
This type of utilization of collective land used to be
very frequent in the Rif during the Ripublik. Also
common in the past, because of the prevalence of
bloodfeuds, were solicitations of the jma'th by indi-
viduals who wanted to remove their houses to a
collectively held mountain. Even in Spanish times
many Rifians sought to establish themselves on such
mountains and had no trouble in obtaining the authori-
zation of the jma'th. They built their houses quickly
and planted fig trees and cactus hedges around them—
and thus private property was erected without com-
plications, and a secondary method for handling the
ever-expanding population pressure was discovered.
These concessions for the use of common or collective
land may also be given to strangers who have had
to leave their own tribes, to shurfa (descendants, real
or alleged, of the Prophet) who have prestige in the

7Ibid., pp. 99-100.
sNot ten months, as Sanchez Pérez has it. op. cit. 1951, p.

99. He says that bis information comes from the then qadï of Ajdir,
but doubtless this was an error in transcription.
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region, and to the fqihs or Qur'anic schoolmasters
ïn the mosques. In the latter two cases, it is customary
for the men of the jma'th to plow the land for these
individuals in a dhwiza. A sharif or a fqih is then
obliged to solicit the usufruct of the land over succes-
sive years and to bow to the decisions of the jma'th
regarding it. However, it is customary to give the
fqih the concession and to provide him with a dhwiza
not in collectively-held land, but in habus land only,
to which we now turn.

If a person for any reason whatsoever donates land
to a mosque or to a saint's tomb (usually associated
with a mosque), this land is automatically classed as
habus. During the Spanish Protectorate, a Ministry
of Habus Property was created in Tetuan, the capita],
with offices in all five Spanish territories (Jbala,
Ghmara, Lukus, Rif, and Kart) and a nadir l-ahbas
at the head of each. The nadir of habus depended
on the regional qadi for all legal matters, and hè had
to be present at the annual auctions (conducted by
the market criers) for the use of the habus property
in his territory;9 Since independence, a Special Min-
istry of Habus has been established in Rabat, and
under the separation of powers that has characterized
post-independence Morocco, the qadis, who are in
the Ministry of Justice, no longer have anything to
do with habus.

The auctioning off of the right to work habus
property to the highest bidder only began in Spanish
times with the establishment of regional habus offices.
Duringboth the Ripublikand the Rifian war, the jma'th
concerned worked the land more or less as a body,
selling the barley they harvested and using the proceeds
to buy mats for the mosque and contribute to its
upkeep. In some instances, however, the j ma 'th would
designate someone, usually a poor man, to work the
land, and hè would receive one-third or one-fourth
of the harvest, according to whether or not the land
was irrigated.

Habus property never has an individual owner, and
the so-called family habus reported in the Anti-Atlas l (1

does not exist in the Rif. It is also irrevocable: once
someone turns land over to the mosque or to a saint's
tomb as habus, hè must sign a paper that hè has
done so, and this paper is kept in the mosque. Neither
the fqih of a mosque nor the mqaddim of a mosque
or saint's tomb (the caretaker who is simply nominated
by the jma'th) receives any income from the habus
property, although the mqaddim must act as its admin-

"V. Beneitez Cantero. op. cii. 1952. pp. 144-5.
1(IAndre Adam, personal conimunication, 1960, and J. Lafond,

Les Sources du Droit Coittumier dans Ie Sous: Ie Stat ut Pei'sonnel
et Successorial, Agadir: Editions du Souss, n.d. [ca. 1948] pp.
83-95.

istrator. He may possibly receive some charitable
offerings made in money (sadaqa), but it is never
much.

In Waryagharland, habus property is near minimal
in extent; in the JbilHmam, thereare oniy 3.5 hectares
of registered habus-land, in Tigzirin of the Aith Turirth.
and possibly slightly more of undeclared habus land
in Aith Yusif of the Timarzga. Both cases are of some
interest. In Tigzirin nearly a century ago, a woman
named Saruth of the Iwsa'idhen sublineage of Iznagen
was married to a man named Aznag (who despite
his name was probably not the ancestor of all the
Iznagen). When Aznag died his wife was pregnant.
and as hè had no living kinsmen at all, she stood
to inherit all his property. She swore that if God
presented her with a son, she would give one-fourth
of this property to the Tigzirin mosque. She did in
factbear a son, named r-Mqaddim Uznag (r-Mqaddim
son of Aznag), who became the ancestor of the Iznagen
sublineage of Yinn nj-Mqaddim, and grandfather of
the present shaikhof the Aith Turirth. Thus one-fourth
of the property, amountingto four hectares less lOOm2.
was left to the mosque. Since r-Mqaddim Uznag
himself had numerous progeny, the result is that the
present shaikli 's lineage has very little property today.
The land itself became habus in the sense that the
jma'th planted, plowed, and reaped it and turned the
proceeds over to the mosque. After the Rifian War,
the Spaniards officially registered the property as
habus and the proceeds went to the regional nadir
l-ahbas in Villa Sanjurjo (now al-Husaima). Since
independence, every year in October, the local repre-
sentatives of the Ministry of Habus in Rabat have
come to fetch the proceeds. The land is rented to
the highest bidder at a sum that varies according to
whether the harvest that year is a good or a bad one.
In Spanish times it rented for 800-1,000 ptas. per
year, but with rising prices, by 1967 it ran to 10,000-
20,000 frs. per year. The lessee, of course, keeps
the erop.

The Timarzga case, involving mainly the Yinn 'Ari
Mqaddim lineage of Aith Yusif, is rather different.
Here the habus land belongs to the Shurfa of Wazzan.
none of whom are resident anywhere in Waryaghar-
land. This is not as-paradoxical as it may seem because
r-Mqaddim Muhammadi Ufqir Misa'ud, the point of
fission of one of the constituent sublineages, was
the mqaddim who bore the flag of the Shurfa of
Wazzan; and on his death this flag passed on to his
son, Shaikh 'Amar nj-Mqaddim, who carried it around
with him wherever hè went to ask for sadaqa. As
it happens, on the latter's death a male parallel cousin
inherited the flag, and on his death, his brother
inherited it: the inheritance of this particular flag
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skipped around almost as much as the inheritance
of the haraka among the Shurfa of Wazzan themselves
at their mother zawiya, if Michaux Bellaire's account
of the latter is accurate "—and there seems no reason
to think it is not.

I do not know how much of this particular habus
property is undeclared as such, but a good deal of
it is, both in Aith Yusif and in some other Timarzga
communities. The reason the locals themselves give
for nondeclaration is that the profits thus go directly
to the mosque of Aith Yusif rather than to the Ministry
of Habus.12 In mid-1962 apparently there was even
an attempt by the provincial authorities to sell off
some habus property at auction (although not, one
gathers, that of the Timarzga); it was locally thought
that this was a reflection of the fact that the provincial
treasury was empty, although the circumstances sur-
rounding this event are obscure.

SUCCESSION AND INHERITANCE
What social anthropologists generally call "succes-

sion,'1 the Aith Waryaghar call "inheritance," r-
v a rat ha. Those who stand to inherit are collectively
known as iwrithen (sing. awrith). The whole issue
of succession is one in which the divergences between
ihe idealized Qur'anic and Shari'a norms, the rules
of the game, so to speak, and actual behavior come
to the fore—and this is particularly true in the crucial
questkm of whether or net daughters inherit. The
Shari'a rules, which the Aith Waryaghar all believe
:hey adhere to unswervingly, will be stated briefly
and a discussion of the discrepancies between these
rules and actual practice will follow. The discrepancies
stem from the fact that, as Coulson has noted in an
excellent little book,13 the intention of the Qur'anic
rules was not to do away with the presumably unre-
-!e\ed agnatic system of inheritance in the customary
Ij'A of pre-Islamic Arabia, but merely to modify it
somevvhat in order to ameliorate the successional
position of women. This view is hardly original with
Coulson—in fact, since Robertsen Smith's time if not

earlier, it has been generally accepted by both IsUmi-
cists and anthropologists—but Coulson's work puts
further teeth in the argument and presents it concisely
and succinctly.

Dhasgarth (pi. dhisqqar), the word used above for
"lot drawing," has the primary meaning of "part"
or "share," and it is most typically employed in
connection with the division of inheritance. The
Qur'anic rules of inheritance are:

1. The basic rule is that a son receives twice what
a daughter receives; and all sons inherit equally
from their deceased father,14 as do all daughters.
Before the inheritance is so divided, however,
the widow or widows of the deceased collectively
receive one-eighth, and then the division into
two parts—(dhisqqar), to each son to one (dhas-
gharth) for each daughter is made.

2. Should a man die leaving only a widow or widows
and daughters, but no sons, the widow or widows
again receive one-eighth, but of the remaining
seven-eighths, two-thirds only goes to the daugh-
ters and the remaining one-third goes to the
deceased's brothers—here called r-'asabath.
One of them may then take the widow to wife
in widow inheritance.

3. If the deceased has no agnates, the daughters
get everything, minus their mother's one-eighth.

4. Should the deceased have no children, his widow
then receives one-fourth, and his brothers three-
fourths.

Before continuing this Qur'anic rulebook exposé,
it should be noted that the order of inheritance among
agates, aithma or aith 'azizi,15 is as follows: (a) sons
(dhanva); (b) father (baba); (c) paternal grandfather
(jiddi); (d) brothers (aithma); and (e) paternal uncles
(aith 'azizi). This order is illustrated in the cases given
below; the basic rule is that agnates may inherit only
if the deceased has left only daughters; if hè has left
any sons, no other agnates enter into the picture at
all. To continue along the same line:
5. Whena man with children predeceases his father,

his widow gets her usual one-eighth; and of the

?/«?

"Cf. E. Michaux Bellaire. Rabat at sa Regïon. lome IV, Ie
Ourb (les Djebala), in series Villes et Tribes du Maroc, t. VI,
Pars: Leroux, 1918, pp. 236-56, plus genealogical charts.

:I \\as told in mid-1967 by responsible personne! at the Ministry
•f Habus in Rabat, when checking on this whole probiem, that
Ae paucity of habus records in rural trihal areas in general is
• srriking contrast to the profusion of habus documents in the
.nr:ê  I found in al-Husaima itself that the records concerned list
:•-_> the name of the land in question and that of its present tenant;
—«r. do not give name of donor, date of donation, nor circumstances
_-cc- \ \hich the land was donated. Under such circumstances,
ie iack of "declared" habus land seems eminently understandable.

N. J. Coulson, A History of Islanüc La\\\c Surveys
V:-. -. Edinburgh University Press, 1964. p. 17.

'4There is neither primogeniture nor ultirnogeniture in Islam,
but in fact a father sometimes favors his youngest son over the
others. "on ihe siy." with furniiure. money, etc. The rationale
behind this is that the elder sons are grown Lip and married and
have what they want and need. while the youngest son still has
nothing. Equality among sons, however. as among brothers, is
the Standard rule even if one of them should be a mental defective.
In such a case the Shari'a appoints someone to act as his ukil
or representative. When any person dies, his heirs divide up first
his turika or furni ture, then his mar or animals, and f inal ly his
dhamurth, his land and house.

15These terms are collective: aithma, "brothers: and aith 'azizi
or ibin 'azizithen, "people'' or "sons of the paternal uncle.''
However. for strict purposes of inheritance, agnates are generally
termed iwrithen.
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remainder the deceased's father gets one-sixth
and the children get five-sixths.

6. The same applies should the deceased be survived
by his mother; parents inherit one-sixth equally.

7. Should a man's parents both survive him, they
receive a third jointly, and his children receive
two-thirds.

8. Should a man be survived by his children, and
by one or both of his grandparents (r-jdud, pi,
of jiddi), the latter each get one-sixth, as his
parents would.

9. Grandchildren (ayyawen)16 must have their right
to inherit attested in a document called wasiya,
drawn up by their paternal grandfather in front
of the qadi and two 'adul. Without this, they
have no right to anything from their grandfather
on his death.

10. Should a man be survived by his father, his wife,
and no children, the widow gets one-eighth and
the father gets the rest.

11. Should both his father and mother but no children
survive him, the mother gets one-sixth and the
father five-sixths (agaïn after subtracting one-
eighth for the widow).

12. The same applies to grandparents (patrilateral
only) in case a man's parents are dead and hè
has no brothers.

13. If hè does have brothers, his grandparents to-
gether get one-third and his brothers two-thirds.

14. Jf his father is alive, his brothers (and sisters,
of course) get nothing,

15. If both his parents are dead and hè has only
sisters, they receive one-half, and his grand-
parents, if hè has them, receive the other half;
jf not, his father's brothers receive the other half.

Some further rulings:
16. Inheritancerules are just the same for the various

children of a man's polygynous marriages; there
is no discrimination in favor of the children of
one wife as opposed to those of another, or in
favor of one wife as opposed to another, for
that matter.

17. Should an unmarried man die, everything hè has
reverts to his father; if his father is dead, his
mother gets one-sixth, and his brothers get the
rest. If hè has no mother, his sisters then receive

l6The kinship term <jyymt', pi. ayyawen (with its feminine
equivalent dhayyawxth, pi. dhayyawin), is a very cmciaJ one in
the Rifian kinship system, referring as it does not only to all
grandchildren (both son's children and daughter's children), but
to sister's children and to father's sister's children as well, The
apparent (although not real) asymmetry produced by the existence
of this term in the Rifian kinship system wil! be discussed in detail
in Chapter 8. Here it need only be said that none of the kin subsumed
under this rubric can inherit without a wasiya document.

half the amount received by the brothers.
Regarding women:

18. If a woman is divorced, and if she returns to
her father's house, the land that formed part
of her inheritance continues either under her own
care or under that of her brothers; her ex-husband
has no right to it. It goes when she dies to her
children, if she has any not taken over by her
ex-husband (which, if they are by him, is highly
doubtful), according to the Standard ratio, one
son equaling two daughters.

19. If a woman predeceases he,r husband, hè receives
one-fourth of her property, if she had children,
and the children receive three-fourths. If she had
no children, her husband receives half, and the
other half reverts to her agnates.

20. Should an unmarried woman die, her father
receives everything, if hè is her only living parent;
but if her mother is alive also, she receives
one-sixth and the father five-sixths. If only the
woman's mother is surviving, she receives one-
sixth and the woman's brothers get five-sixths.

21. If a man dies leaving no children, one-fourth
is subtracted for his widow, and any foster-
brother or "milk brother" (uma-s zg-ubbish,
"brother of the breast"—or indeed any foster-
sister or "milk sister"—receives one-third of the
remainder. But otherwise there are no mutual
inheritance expectations among "milk brothers.''

Some subsidiary points; first, a father can disinherit
any son, married or not, who has repeatedly been
disrespectful to him, though hè must do so in properly
documented form. Second, by the nature of the
institution known as shitf'ath, if two members of the
same agnatic lineage own land jointly, and if one of
them wants to sell his part, hè cannot keep the fact
from his agnate. Should hè try to sell to a third person,
his agnate has the right to protest to the qadi on
the basis of the Shari'a. Often, on hearing that hè
wishes to sell, his agnate will pay a trusted third person
to buy the land for him, thus thwarting the would-be
vendor-agnate and keeping the land in the hands of
the lineage. In Waryagharland and in the Rif generally,
the priority rights of agnates subsumed under shuf'ath
extend to land only and not to women, in contrast
to the practice among Berbers in the Central Atlas
before independence, where the extent and range of
this institution was much vaster. Arabic shafa 'a {Rifian
shuf'ath) is usually translated by French authorities
on Muslim law of the Maliki rite, at least, as "preemp-
tion," and this, as I see it, is its narrow sense. Among
Berbers, it generally has a wider interpretation, in-
vol ving the priority rites of agnates over women as
well as land. The priority rights over land seem to
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be the fundamental factor, underwritten by Maliki
law, while the priority rights over women are no longer
in the domain of Law but in that of Custom. However,
the existence of such rights is one thing and their
actual invocation is another; Rifians generally take
a dim view of parallel cousin marriage with the father's
brother's daughter, or at least say that they do.
However, as will be noted in Chapter 9, the incidence
of this marriage pattern may not be great, but it does
occur. The Aith Waryaghar say il generally terminates
in divorce, although this is by no means always the
case. Given the fact that brothers always quarrel, their
children, who have known each other sïnce babyhood,
tend to do so as well.

Finally,regardingabsentees (r-ghuyab) and persons
who have died without issue: if a man who has no
descendants leaves his home for more than three or
four years, the Makhzan (since the beginning of
Spanish times) takes over his land to parcel out for
plowing and harvesting, but it must be returned to
him if hè returns. An ukir nj-ghuyab or representative
of absentees handles such cases in al-Husaima. A
similar functionary is the provincial bu mwarith, who
takes over, in the name of the government, the real
and movable property of any person who has died
without issue of heirs.

The above rulings illustrate the major provisions

made in Maliki law for the usual, or even unusual.
inheritance situations that might arise. It will now
be useful to see to what extent these rulings were
actually observed in several examples of Waryaghar
practice. All cases discussed are from the Jbil Hmam,
mainly from the Aith Turirth.

I) The Fqir Azzugwagh. The joint purchase of land
in what is now the local community of l-'Ass (Aith
Turirth) by the Fqir Azzugwagh, the ancestor of the
present lineage of Imjjat, and by 'Amar w-'Aisa of
the Aith 'Aru Musa lineage will be described in detail
in Chapter 12; here we shall consider only how the
Fqir's land was divided up among his heirs. The Fqir
Azzugwagh had four sons, 'Amar, Muh Akkuh, Mz-
zyan, and Muh, as well as a daughter, Fadhma, whom
hè gave as wife to his younger partner 'Amar w-'Aisa.
She not only predeceased her father but had renounced
her share of the inheritance in favor of her brothers;
some five or six years before his death, this fact
impelled her father to divide up his land (as hè was
now very old and blind and could no longer work
it) into four equal parts, one for each son. However,
unequal proliferation of the sublineages descending
from each son produced the followïng extremely
complex patterns of succession:

A) 'Amar. The share of 'Amar Uzzugwagh, the
eldest son, was redivided into 8-1/2 parts. One whole

Tea drinking at the Wednesday Market of Tawrirt (1960)



Agnates of the Imjjat lineage, Aith Turirth (1960)

Two Aith Waryaghar highlanders (far left and far right) and two members of the neighboring Igzinnayen; both pairs are agnates,
and the Igzinnay at left is a corporal in the Royaf Moroccan Army (1960)

[104]
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part was for his surviving widow (his second wife),
while the remaining 7-1/2 parts were for his six sons
(6 parts) and three daughters (1-1/2 parts).

By his first marriage, 'Amar had four sons and two
daughters. Each son received one f uil share, and each
daughter (technically, as we shall see in the following)
received one half share. These four sons were: Muh
n-'Amar, 'Allush n-'Amar, 'Aisa n-'Amar, and
Hammadi n-'Amar. The first two of these sons,
however, died without male issue, and thus the two
remaining sons received all four shares. Muh n-'Amar
had one daughter, Yamna. However, Yamna did not
receive any inheritance from her father through the
following circumstances: she passed first into the
custody of her paternal uncle "Aisa and then, on his
death, into that of her other uncle Hammadi; these
brothers, in a classic case of successive widovv inheri-
tance, had in turn married Yamna's mother (Fatima
Umrabit 'Ari, daughter of the Amrabit 'Ari, who like
the Fqir Azzugwagh had come from the Igzinnayen
to settle near l-'Ass).

Aisa n-'Amar Uzzugwagh left only one surviving
son, as did Hammadi n-'Amar Uzzugwagh; these two
sons, both still living, are maternal half-brothers
through the successive widow inheritance mentioned
above. The division of the 5 shares from their fathers
thus left each of them with 2-1/2 parts apiece, and
ihis is still the case.

Hammadi n-'Amar Uzzugwagh, who was mqaddim
of Aïth Turirth under the Spaniards from 1926 until
his death in 1946, left four daughters as well as a
son. The son being legally equivalent to two daughters,
hè received one-third of his father's inheritance on
the latter's death, and the daughters collectively re-
ceived two-thirds. Typically, these same daughters,
on marriage, elected to leave their property in their
brother's hands rather than to work it themselves:
women do not, in any case whatever, "work" land.
The property their brother held for them had not been
divided as of 1967, but if it is, his mother (Fatima,
who represents the classic case of successive widow
inheritance described above) wïll receive one-eighth,
and the remainder will be divided into three parts,
one for him and two for his sisters.

Allush n-'Amar Uzzugwagh had left a daughter
under the guardianship of her paternal uncle Hammadi;
but when, very much against her uncle's wishes, she
eloped with a mkhazni sergeant from Tafarsith in the
Eastern Rif who was stationed in l-'Ass about 1943
or 1944, her uncle bought her share from her.

Two sons and one daughter were born of 'Amar's
second marriage. One son, Mhand n-'Amar Uzzug-
wagh, received l part, and his own two sons divided
this between them when their father died. A second

part went to the other son, who was the mqaddim
of Aith Turirth under the Spaniards at the time of
my initial fieldwork (1954-55). When his mother died
hè also received her one-eighth as a widow (i.e., one
whole share in the present configuration), as well as
the half share of his full sister, which totals 2-1/2
parts.

Of the three daughters born to 'Amar Uzzugwagh,
two died before their brothers, and the third married
into the Igzinnayen and assigned away her inheritance
rights. One was full sister of the mqaddim mentioned
above, and thus hè received her half share. The other
two were full sisters of 'Aisa n-'Amar Uzzugwagh
and Hammadi n-'Amar Uzzugwagh. Therefore, these
two brothers received the half share of each sister,
making one full share. This added to the total of 4
shares which they had already made 5 shares.

As of 1967 then, the original inheritance of 'Amar
Uzzugwagh was divided as follows: of the original
8-1/2 parts, the one surviving son of Mhand n-'Amar
Uzzugwagh has one part; the ex-mqaddim of Aith
Turirth and son of 'Amar Uzzugwagh by his second
wife has 2-1/2 parts (one for him, one for his late
mother, and one-half for his full sister); and the
surviving sons of 'Aisa n-'Amar Uzzugwagh and
Hammadi n-'Amar Uzzugwagh each have 2-1/2 parts,
through the pattern of inheritance traced above.

This case is admittedly extremely complicated, with
its convolutions of successive widow inheritance and
of sons who died (by violence) and left daughters
only; it is included, however, because it beautifully
illustrates two cardinal principles: (1) that of paying
lip service to the Shari'a regarding inheritance by
daughters, while at the same time (2) exploiting to
the full the idea that when daughters marry, the shares
they would normally have according to the Shari'a
revert for all practical purposes to their male agnates.
There is never a direct contravention, which the Aith
Waryaghar would regard with horror as haram, "for-
bidden"; it is rather a question of latitude (whether
conscious or not) in legal interpretation, of, one might
say, the spirit versus the letter of the law. This latitude,
and the free and fluid play within it, links the whole
issue of inheritance to another issue, that of the
marriage marketability of daughters, who serve as
pawns in the creation of political alliances around
the lineage network, and even on occasion into the
networks of other cfans and even into those of other
neighboririg tribes. It is not anticipating the subject
of marriage patterns to say here that, in general, when
lineage X "gives" a woman to lineage Y, the latter
is expected to return the favor, considerations of
possible difference in bridewealth aside.

B) Muh Akkuh. The case of the inheritance of Muh
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Akkuh Uzzugwagh is very much simpler. On his death
in 1956, his property was divided initially into two
parts: l part for his three elder sons and their two
full sisters, all by the same mother, and l part for
his two younger sons and their three full sisters, all
by another mother. There were 9 actual shares, 5
for 5 sons and 4 for 8 daughters, and the division
was effected as follows: (a) 3-1/2 parts to the eldest
son (one for him and 2 for four sisters, one a full
sister and three half-sisters by yet a previous wife
to his father); (b) 2-1/2 parts to the second and third
sons, i.e., one full part for each of them and one-half
part for the other full sister; and (c) 3-1/2 parts for
the two youngest sons, including two parts for them
and 1-1/2 parts for their three full sisters. The sons
got the daughters' shares by assignment. The eldest
son and the second eldest divided up their shares
of their father's inheritance, and the second brother
took over the share of the third (who had then been
in Algeria for about five years).

C) Mzzyan. The case of the inheritance of Mzzyan
Uzzugwagh is sirnpler still; l part each for his two
sons, Hmid n-Mzzyan Uzzugwagh and Muh Akkuh
n-Mzzyan Uzzugwagh.

D) Muh. Since Muh Uzzugwagh, who died violent-
ly, left only one son, Muh n-Muh Uzzugwagh, who
also died violently (his being named for his father
indicates that hè was born after the latter's death),
his daughters were taken over by and thus subsumed
under the successional rubric of Mzzyan Uzzugwagh,
who married the widow of his brother Muh.

The above instances only serve as complements
to the more complex case of the inheritance of (A)
'Amar Uzzugwagh, in showing not onJy how succes-
sion in Waryagharland groups full siblings together
as opposed to half-siblings, but also how the institution
of widow inheritance serves perpetually both to re-
group agnatic cousins and to dïfferentiate between
them internally: the chiJdren of Mzzyan Uzzugwagh
and of Muh Uzzugwagh would automatically be ar-
ranged against those of 'Amar Uzzugwagh simply
because Mzzyan married Muh's widow.

II) Another Aith Turirth case concerns inheritance
by a grandparent in the Aith Uswir lineage in Tazirand.
Muh n-'Amar n-'Ari, of this lineage, at the time of
his death was married to the only daughter of Muh
n-'Amar Uzzugwagh of the Imjjat lineage above. They
had a son, but hè died a bachelor, so his paternal
grandmother, Hadduma nj-Mqaddim of Timarzga,
received one-sixth of his inheritance. Such cases are
in fact commoner than might be supposed: the late
Qaid r-Hajj Haddu n-Muh Amzzyan of the Aith Bu
'Ayyash (d. 1955) was famous during his lifetime for

outlasting his own sons and collecting his grandparen:
sixth.

III) In the case of the Imjjat lineage IA aboi
it was shown that the four daughters of HammiJ
n-'Amar Uzzugwagh, upon marriage, preferred to ia
their shares remain with their one brother in a stad
of indïvision. We now turn to a contrary case frod
Timarzga in which the daughters divided. The reasj
for their doing so is clear: the daughters are by t\
mothers different from the mother of the two sor
and most of them married poor local men. WI
Abdssram n-'Ari "Amarush died, his inheritance
divided into 9 parts: 4 parts for his two sons (ft
brothers) and 5 parts for his five daughters by twl
wives other than the mother of the two sons. FoJ
of the daughters opted for their shares of their fathe: fl
inheritance as soon as they were married. They afl
married men of the same local community, AsrafJ
and poor men at that; indeed, the men married the^s
women for the little land they possessed, hence thd
division in land, which would probably not havd
occurred otherwise.

The fif th sister was married to the son of Hamma^d
n-'Amar Uzzugwagh of Imjjat in the Aith Turirth i LU
above) in May, 1954, and this man at the same tind
gave one of his younger sisters to a son of Abdssram
n-'Ari in a marriage by sister exchange.17 In this case]
the two young men got on very well together, am
each agreed to let his wife leave her share in thd
hands of her brother, and each sister's share is stfli
worked by her brother as though it were his our
The two sons of 'Abdssram n-'Ari 'Amarush had no:
yet divided as of 1965 but were thinking of doind
so.

All these cases clearly indicate that there is a veryj
considerable latitude involved in the question dl
whether or not daughters inherit. Moreover, the whoie
issue is bound up with that of division or indivisio"
of the land itself, which as we have seen, depend-
on a number of variables: if there are many sons.
the tendency is always to divide, particularly if ther;
is little land, whereas if sons are not numerous and
daughters are, the tendency is to remain in indivision
In the majority of cases in the Jbil Hmam the proper:;.
inherited by daughters stays with their brothers wher.
they marry, and thus in the hands of their natal agnati.
lineages; division is apt to occur onJy if the sister-

17 In such marriages, each man must pay bridewealth to the
other. and the bridewealth of whoever of the two marries fiiv
is always slightly higher. The two marriages involved in exchange
of sisters do not cancel each other out in terms of bridewealth
payments, as might be imagined. In this case, the two young me-
themselves arranged to exchange sisters, as their fathers had both
been long dead.
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•e a different mother from the brothers (as it did
• Case III, with four of the five sisters).

The latitude in this crucial issue of whether or not
dboghters inherit is of course manifest in the ambiguity
fceween stated ideal behavior and actual practice. Aith
• i.- aghar pay lip service to the Shari'a in this matter,

I have never yet run across an instance in which
Ae Shari'a regulations were directly contravened. But
Ébere is no question about the ambiguity between
Aeerv and practice, and it existed even during the
fipublik, according to documentary evidence I have
•Hmd.18 It might even be said that over this issue,
t»ct and Qur'anic theory maintain a kind of polar
rc-i:ionship with each other, and this is interesting
• itself: Aith Waryaghar genuinely and sincerely
bdieve that women do inherit and that the Shari'a
e foiiowed; they are quite unaware of any contra-
Action between fact and theory.

The same men who say that daughters inherit half
:: A h a t sons do also say, on cross-questioning, that
ifceir sisters who have married into other lineages or
c-ins or even other tribes (in which case, again in
prjctice, most of their ties with their natal lineages
ifr Nevered) have a perfect right to return home to
cuitivate their share of the land and to take its produce.
When one asks an informant whether hè knows of
iO> such cases, however, his answer is almost always
rve-gative, with the comment, "Why should there be?
A woman's husband provides for her, and agriculture
B ^ man's job anyway!"

This makes one think that Marcy's judgment to
z_ie effect that women are excluded from inheritance
because they are incapable of bearing arms is not
only erroneous but tautologous.19 Women are indeed
equivalent to minors in Rifian society, as Blanco has
pointed out,20 but even minors have some rights. The

1RCf. MSS nos. 18-19 of Aith Turirth in Appendix V, dated
;"49 and 1736, respectively, in the latter of which a woman sells
kiiid in Thasriwin community to her broiher Hmid b. Musa 1-M'awti
-Jie n-ime 1-M'awti refers to the supposed clan ancestor Amrabit

BU M'awiya), who then buys, in the former document, more land
from another woman in r-'Attaf by the Nkur River. (In MS no.
16. dated 1750. the same, or another. Hmid u-Musa—of lineagc
\:ih w-'Amar. now non-existent—ïs murdered and the Fqir Hmid
r. Muhammad receives bloodwealth in land and trees for his
murdered agnate.). This indicates that even at that time. pressure
*as put on women to sell their shares of land to their agnates.

19Georges Marcy, Le Droit Coutamier Zeinmotir. Publications
de l ' Insti tut de Hautes Etudes Marocaines, tome XL, Paris Larose,
^nd Algiers: Carbonel, 1949, p. 257.

;"Ernilio Blanco Izaga Conferencia Sobre Derecho Consuetud'm-
jrjo Rifeiïo. MS 1935. This unpublished paper, as well as the same
iuthor's late work La Ley R'tfenti. op. cit.. 1939, are both far
more perceptive and usefu] works than the later studies by José
Maria Paniagua. "Notas sobre el Derecho Consuetudinario de la
Propïedad en el Rif." Archivos de! Instituto de Estudios Africanos,
No. 4, 1 Semestre, Madrid, June 1948. pp. 7-44, and same author,
Ld Prexcripción y el Retrat'to en e! Derecho Consiietudinario de!
Rif, Madrid, LD.E.A. 1950. The last work in particular is of very

more correct answer, if there is any single correct
answer, is also the more utilitarian one: that noninheri-
tance or, perhaps, "latent" or "dormant" inheritance
by daughters acts as a form of insurance to prevent
their shares of their late fathers' property from escap-
ing the control of their brothers or other male agnates.
Daughters themselves may in fact be inherited by their
agnates under certain conditïons, as we have seen,
although this is more true of Central Atlas Berbers
than it is of Rifians. In Waryaghar society the role
of women on a purely structural plane is negligible:
they are pawns, passive instruments of policy, so to
speak, linking two lineages, two clans, or even two
tribes affinally; and their passivity is a potential which
may be activated through the corporate behavior of
either their agnates or their affines, or both. Both
groups have very strong demands on any woman's
loyalties, and ideally the aims of both groups converge,
or the ones would not surrender their women to the
others as wives. I say nothing here about the individual
social or political behavior and roles of women, who
may indeed be very active sub rosa or behind the
scènes, especially in the domain of sorcery; I merely
wish to point out that while women themselves may
physically remove to another location, their real prop-
erty generally stays with their brothers as a safeguard.
Moreover, there is always the possibility that they
will be divorced and will then have to return to their
natal lineages.

Finall y, a postscripton Waryaghar attitudes toward
inheritance in general. When going over the unpub-
lished papers of Col. Emilio Blanco Izaga in Madrid
in 1960, I discovered a wonderful line drawing (hè
was a consummate artist) of a mountain Waryaghar
man, walking stick in hand, standing outside the
"bureau" of Arba' Tawrirt, looking down and slyly
to one side, both suspicious and pensive. The caption
to the picture said (loosely translated): "Here is our
good friend Muh n-Mhand, brave, honest, hardwork-
ing, suspicious, and quarrelsome. He will have to wait
about 45 minutes to see me in my office, and in the
meantime hè is doing his level best to think up a
plausible excuse for doing his half-brother Hmid
n-Mhand out of his share of their father's inheritance."

IRRIGATION AND DIVISION OF
IRRIGATION WATER

In Waryagharland, the basic principles governing
the distribution of irrigation water are four in number:

limited u t i l i ty , and results merely in an exercise by a Spanish lawyer
in trying, unsuccessfully. to force certain Rifian jural institutions
into a Spanish legal framework.
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(I) water division ideally follows the division of
land in all respects, for the owner of a plot of land
is also the owner of the subsoil, and water running
through the latter, as well as passing over the former,
belongs to hirn; (2) rights of preference are for human
beings, animals, land, and grain milis, in that order;
(3) river water is collectively owned: and (4) upstream
people have a prior claim over downstream people
(a self-evident premise). This final principle presents
no grave problems (except insofar as the course of
the river itself is subject to modification—by rains,
forinstance); but although the f irst principle isadhered
to both by all groups that irrigate from the upper
course of the Ghis, it is not adhered to by those groups
that irrigate from the Lower Ghis, below the point
where it reaches the plain. In this last case, which
will be discussed later, water rights and land rights
are quite distinct and may be sold separately. (5)
A fifth rule of thumb is simply that the less irrigation
water available, the more elaborate are the rules
governing its distribution; this again is a principle that
is rnore evident in the plain. I propose, however, to
start wit.h the relatively simple division of irrigation
water in the area of the Jbil Hmam, water originating
for the most part from the upper Nkur and its tribu-
taries, and then to move down to the greater complexi-
ties of the plain.

We begin with a brief discussion of irrigation ditches
themselves. The ditch itself is called dharga, and it
may be either one of two kinds: a ditch emanating
from a river (dharga ughzar), or one emanating from
a spring (dharga nj-'umsar). The main distinction
between these is based both on volume and on use
of the water concerned: water from river ditches is
not divided up on the basis of a "turn" (nubth, the
same word used to refer to the elementary family,
the economie unit of production), since there is always
enough for everyone, but water from spring ditches
is so divided because most springs in the region provide
only a trickle of water. The "turn" concept of the
division of irrigation water is of crucial importance
and will be discussed below. Blanco's verdict on the
Aith Waryaghar, "Es, pues,unasociedad turnante,"21

is very much to the point.
The point of origin of any ditch, the point at which

the river water actually enters the ditch, is called uggug
n-targa. The point further along where this water is
channeled off from the ditch in order to irrigate a
specific field or plot of land is called anqssar, while
dhasarsth is the term given to the hollowed-out log
or tree trunk acting as a conductor of the water over

points where it would otherwise be lost or wastea
Such hollowed-out logs are a major feature of d
irrigation ecology of the Aith Turirth and Timarzi
The total surface area of any garden, orchard, or fit
under irrigation (and thus in the category of dhainin
w-aman)i$ knownas dhaghz\vith;in thelocal comm.
nity of I-'Ass in the Aith Turirth, for instance.
total irrigated land is collectively termed
n j-'As s.

A given plot or terrace of irrigated land, the maximal
segment, so to speak, of a dhaghzwith. is known ^d
dliaqqirat; in l-'Ass, to continue the example gi\ej
above, there are about 140-150 such dhiqqiradh'tn <pU
of dhaqqirat). Each of these is subdivided into subse^H
ments called dhathutsh, and each of these in tuiJ
is further subdivided into minimal segments called
hawdh. The walls of earth between terraces or plots
of any or all of the three above categories are termec
dhsunda, and boundaries between plots or subplo
are called agmir. Every single level of irrigationi
segmentation thus has its corresponding designation

A schematic diagram of the serial division of the
land, from the time of its original purchase, imc i
irrigated plots and sub-plots as the lineages grew and
proliferated unequally is shown in Figure 4.1:

Comment on Fig. 4.1: The letters a-g represent only theore:-
ically the plots of the descendents of the sons of the Afqir
Azzugwagh. I have left "Muh Akkuh Uzzugwagh" undivic-
ed as hè was the last of the original four sons of the Afq;:
AzzLigwaghtodie(in 1956). (a),(b),and(c)might corresponc
respectively, to Muh n-'Amar Uzzugwagh, 'Aisa n-'Am&r
Uzzugwagh and Hammadi n-'Amar Uzzugwagh, but the fluic
character of the diagram is apparent when it is realizec
that neither Muh n-'Amar Uzzugwagh nor Muh Uzzugwagh
(g. h, and i) left any sons. At the present generational level
of living individuals, (a), (b), and (c) might represent Muhanif
n-'Amar Uzzugwagh, the last of 'Amar Uzzugwagh's sur-
viving sons, the only son of 'Aisa n-'Amar Uzzugwagh.
the only son of his brother Hajj Hammadi n-'Amar Uzzug-
wagh—while again the only surviving son of Mhand n-'Amar
Uzzugwagh is left out.22

In the division as of 1959 the irrigated land of the
sons of 'Amar w-'Aisa (with whom in 1870 the Afqir
Azzugwagh originally went halves in the ownership
of both land and irrigation water) is still undivided.
because the Dharwa n-'Amar w-'Aisa are few in
number and have feit no need to divide—an index
of the very unequal proliferation of these two lineages.

The question remains, however: how did it come
to be this way? The present unequal water distribution

21 E. Blanco Izaga. Conferencia sobre Derecho Consuetudinario
Rifeno,MS., 1935.

-Documentary evidence, MS. 28 of Aith Turirth. It might be
asserted that Fig l represents, in a sense, the highland Aith
Waryaghar answer to Berque's notions of "agrarian order" and
"parcel!aryorchestration"amongtheSeksawa.Cf. Jacques Beroue.
Strm't lires Sociutes du Ham Atlas, Paris: Press Universitaire' de
France. 1955. pp. 218-233.
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in l-'Ass is, like the land distribution, due to unequal
lineage proliferation over time; and even though there
is enough water to go around, the inequality persists.
It originated in the joint purchase of the land, including
water rights, by the Fqir Azzugwagh, from the Imjjat
lineage across the tribal border in the Igzinnayen (local
community of Hibir), and 'Amar w-'Aisa, a local Aith
Turirth man from the lineage of Aith ' Aru Musa. These
two men had become fast friends. and they each paid
half the cost of the land, which is steep and craggy.
They bought the upper land from the lineage of
Ihammuthen (today very small, but the oldest of the
Aith Turirth lineages, going back at least to the late
eighteenth century),23 and the lower land from the
much larger lineage of Yinn Hand w-'Abdallah (which
in 1853 had given a wife to the Afqir Azzugwagh).24

These two lineages had themselves previously bought
the land from the people of Ikhuwanen in the tribe
of Igzinnayen, the original owners not only of this
land but also of the adjoining lands of the present
Aith Turirth communities of Bulma and Ignan, which
again came into the hands of the expanding Aith Turirth
through purchase.25 It is perhaps ironie that in the
l-"Ass case, half the land reverted, through repur-
chase, to a man of Igzinnayen, the Afqir Azzugwagh;
but hè and his sons became Aith Waryaghar jn fact
if not in name. Documents indeed speak of the Afqir
and his descendants as t-Gzinna\i aslan, wa t-
Waryaghli daran. "of Igzinnayen origin. but of
Waryaghar residence," indicating clearly that from
a long-term point of view, fixity of residence or
domicile takes precedence over tribal origin.

As with the land. so with the water: today, as at
the time of purchase in 1870, both are divided in half,
or, more accurately into eight shares: four for the
Dharwa n-"Amar w-'Aisa and four for the Dharwa
("sons of") Ufqir Azzugwagh. The latter are divided
into shares for the sublineages: one for Dharwa n-
'Amar Uzzugwagh. one for Dharwa n-Muh Akkuh

23 In 1797 Musa u-Hammu at Tawrirth, son of the lineage ancestor,
bought land from his father's wife "between the territory of the
Aith Misa'us" (now non-existent) "and of Muhammad w-'Aisa"
(MS. 20 of Aith Turirth).

24 MS 31 of Aith Turirth.
-5The perpendicular rock of Azru LJkhuwan in l"Ass and the

fiat plain of r-Udha Ukhuwan (cikhuwau, "thief') are onomastic
indicators that the land of these communities originally belonged
to Ikhuwanen of the Igzinnayen. All the rest of Aith Turirth territory
was Waryaghar-owned land in the beginning save for Tigzirin. which
the Iznagen lineage (themselves from Ikhuwanen} bought from the
tribe of Axt Tuzin. All of Aith 'Arus and all of Timarzga we re
also Waryaghar-owned clan territories from the beginning, save
for Asraf il in the latter, which Timarzga purchased from Aith Turirth.
All of Aith Bu 'Ayyash has also always been Waraghar-owned
land; but patterns of purchase and sale and even of repurchase
of land are very old indeed.

Uzzugwagh, and two for Dharwa n-Mzzyan Uzzug-
wagh combined with the now extinct sublineage of
Dharwa n-Muh Uzzugwagh (see case ID in the previous
section).

The Saru nj-'Ass or I-'Ass River, a tributary of
the upper Nkur, trickles out of a spring, the Mizab
nj-'Ass, in the rock. Legend has it that this spring
gushed forth when one of the saints or shurfa of the
holy clan of the Dharwa n-Sidi Hand n-Musa of the
Igzinnayen, finding no water on the spot, tapped the
rock with his stick. His taps produced a miraculous
trickle, which gradually developed into the deep gorge
cut today by the l-"Ass River. Even though water
is relatively abundant, there are nonetheless nubath
or "turns" of irrigation, which begin every evening
between 1800 and 2000 hours and continue for 24
hours.

The irrigation turns in l-'Ass are divided in the
same way as the land. Four days or 96 hours of water
are allotted to the whole lineage of Dharwa Ufqir
Azzugwagh, subdivided in 1955 as follows: one 24-hour
day for the five nubath or elementary families of
Dharwa n-'Amar Uzzugwagh, one of which consisted
of a young unmarried man with a widowed mother
(a situation that is always counted as a proper nitbth
not only administratively, but by the Waryaghar them-
selves); a second 24-hour day for Muh Akkuh Uzzug-
wagh (now deceased) and his one married son (Sha'ib),
thus two nubath: and two days or 48 hours for the
three nnbuth of Dharwa n-Mzzyan Uzzugwagh, one
of which again consisted of a young unmarried man
and his widowed mother. After the death in 1956 of
Muh Akkuh Uzzugwagh, the marriage of his second
eldest son (Muhammad), and the formation of a nubth
by a younger son (Mimun) , half brother to the other
two, with his widowed mother, one nubth was lost
and two were gained. The other four days or 96 hours
were allotted to the three nubath of Dharwa n-'Amar
w-'Aisa, again including an unmarried man and his
widowed mother. By 1959 the Dharwa n-'Amar
w-'Aisa had been reduced to only two nubath by the
death of one of their members, whose widow was
inherited by the still unmarried brother mentioned
above.

These instances of the proliferation and attrition
of nubath within a lineage are mentioned here for
good reason: to show that despite such fluctuation
over time, the rules governing ownership both of land
and of its irrigation water are absolutely ironclad. Since
the land and the water rights in l-'Ass were originally
bought by two friends, all the descendants of both
of them continue to observe the original distribution
in halves—a scheme that also applies to olive oil,
for the Afqir Azzugwagh and 'Amar w-'Aisa jointly

_.
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set up an olive press as well. One result is that the
Dharwa Ufqir Azzugwagh, who are numerous and
üve on the upper slope, have all long since divided
up their land and water, while the Dharwa n-'Amar
w-'Aisa, who are few and live down below, remain
;o this day in indivision. It is perhaps ironie that when
the savage bloodfeud broke out that was to ravage
l-"Ass, it was not between these two lineages of very
unequal size, but between 'Amar and Mzzyan Uzzug-
.%aghand their sons, with the Dharwa n-'Amar w-*Aisa
;aking the side of the former.

Like all natural features, all irrigation ditches are
named. Appendix I lists those of the upper, middle,
and lower Nkur and of the upper and lower Ghis,
with names of ditch, community where located, irri-
^ating lineages, and the essential information on water
jivision. The mere existence of secondary and even
:ertiary ditches in the plain, which lead to those
irrigating individual plots, is already an indication of
the considerably greater complexity of water rights
:here than in the Jbil Hmam, where the l-'Ass case
may be considered to be fairly represemative. This
kind of ditch segmentation, if one may be permitted
ihe term, exists in the Jbil Hmam, to be sure, but
not to the same degree as in the plain, where not
only is there less water available—for much of it is
!ost through filtration—but where the population den-
siiy is also considerably higher. Furthermore, it was
only after the Pax Hispanica that the Nkur River,
ilong ïts middle and lower courses, was stabilized
as the border between Waryagharland on the west
ind Tuzinland and Thimsamanland on the east. Even
roday, there are overlaps on both sides of the river,
i .e . , minor territoria! extensionsof Waryagharland into
Tuzinland and Thimsamanland, and vice versa. Some
genera! remarks on water utilization in Waryagharland
w i l l serve to bring these points into greater relief.

As I have pointed out elsewhere,26 all usage of
water, both at the collective and at the individual
level, is subject to agreements between the users.
These agreements, particularly for the lower Nkur
and the plain, are generally made verbally at the
beginning of the summer, and apply especially to
sources that have only an mtermittent flow or a short
duration. They deal with the whole range of matters
mentioned earlier: (1) dams, (2) networks of ditches,
i3) repairs to ditches effected on a dhwiza basis, (4)
irrigation turns, and (5) infractions and sanctions. The
last category, as we have seen, is usually concerned

:6Hart, op. cit.. 1958, pp. 208 sq. Most of what follows in
this section js a paraphrase, plus cerlain significant additions, of
the observations on irrigation made in that article.

with the appropriation of turns out of order, and the
resultant quarrels, which are generally settled by the
local aquwwam.

One obstacle to such agreements, however. may
lie in the path of the ditch itself rather than in the
distribution of the flow (which is calculated in as
equitable a manner as possible) because it is necessary
to obtain the prior consent of each property owner
over whose land the ditch will pass. An owner would
of course raise strenuous objections if hè were not
provided with a turn, and in any event hè generally
makes it understood that the ditch is not to cross
his land at all but to follow the boundaries around
it.

Under these circumstances, the division of irrigation
turns poses no major problems, and during the Ripublik
natural means were used to calculate the time (usually,
though not always, on a 24 hour basis). The actual
hour of day, before the wristwatch was introduced,
was calculated by measuring the length of a man's
shadow and pacing this length off with one fooi just
in front of the other.

Once the number of turns has been decided upon,
the duration of each and its order of occurrence is
then established. This generally takes place at the
point of origin of the ditch and is done by drawing
lots, which are usually straws, pieces of wood, or
stones. In the Jbil Hmam, in communities such as
l-*Ass where water is plentiful , the order of turns
is fixed once and for all: this is not necessarily the
case in the plain, however; for the Dharga n-Tfirasin
from the lower Ghis, for example, lots are redrawn
at any time the users deern it necessary, such as when
the ditch is washed out by rain or, at the other extreme,
when there is a complete lack of water in summer.
Once the necessary repairs have been rnade, under
the aegis of the aquwwam, redrawing takes place.

It was mentioned at the beginning of this section
that a major and self-evident premise underlying the
Waryaghar irrigation system is that upstream people
have priority over downstream people, To this a
corollary must now be added: in fact the jurisdiction
of the riverain people does not extend to the middle
of the river bed. The basic reason for this lies in
the torrential regimen of the rivers themselves: they
are short in overall distance but have rapid currents,
they become easily flooded during storms, and as a
result they give rise to new and diverse channels that
constantly vary and modify their banks. This is partic-
ularly true of the Nkur, as any observer can teil at
aglance. This fact of hydrographygives rise, of course,
to a multiplicity of incidents and to frequent modifica-
tions of agreement, "all of which are contrary to the
essentially conservative and traditionalist character of
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the Rifian."27 Even more important in thisconnection
is the role of the Nkur River as a somewhat fluctuating
tribal boundary, as the following story graphically
illustrates.20

S.idi^Mhand u-Musa, the founder of the Iziqqiwen
lineage^pf the Imrabdhen, who^died about 1838-39
and is buried in the "Hillock of the Saints" in Aith
Hishim, is generally recognized as the foremost saint
of the plains Waryaghar. Not only did hè have, so
legend hajjt^the- ability to be in two places at once,
but hè is also credited with having mounted the Aith
Waryaghar guard on the mainland (at the Burj al-
Mujahidin in Ajdir) against the Spaniards, who since
1673 had occupied al-Husaima Island.29 But his most
spectacular accomplishment was to miraculously cause
a heavy rain to reroute the course of the Nkur River
in favor of the Aith Waryaghar and at the expense
of the Axt Tuzin (whose own saint, Sidi Bu Jiddain,
was thus bested in this hagiolatrical contest). This
particular incident had other repercussions that will
receive attention elsewhere, but it is mentioned here
in order to indicate the advantages (or disadvantages,
dependingon thepoint of view) of a "fluid boundary."

This sort of augmentation of already existing points
of friction has, as Blanco correctly asserts,30 made
a virtue of necessity. The segmentary organization
of Waryaghar society has deeply conditioned the
attitudes toward ownership of land and water, so that
any possible demands or threats voiced by downstream
groups for a transfer of even a minimal portion of
the flow are useless. Those upstream use all they
can; those downstream, the surplus. This may sound
like belaboring the obvious, but the principle is very
well suited to Rifian rivers because in normally dry
river beds water rises up only in certain parts; these
narrow fissures seem to be independent of each other,
and each, by means of an improvised dam (uggug),
feeds a series of successive ditches. Furthermore, the
nature of these streams, with their irregular flow and
occasional devastating overflow, have convinced the
Rifian farmer that hè cannot profitably cultivate any
landbeyond whatis necessary for his own subsistence;
in any case, further cultivation would attract the
attention and envy of neighbors and strangers, which
would, in turn, lead to blows.

Here another factor emerges: in the mountains of
the Jbil Hmam, only a very small part of the water

27E. Blanco Izaga, op. cit., 1939. p. 104.
-KTaken from an unsigned Spanish administrative report dated

1944.
-yA. Sanchez Pérez, op. cit.. 1952. however. says that this guard

was rnounted sirnulUineousiy with the Spanish occupation of the
island.

•«Blanco, op. cit.. 1939, p. 109.

in the upper courses of the rivers needs to be used
for irrigation, since in general water, is overabundant
and land is lacking. As Blanco very appropriately
observes, this has been an excellent reason preventing
the mountaineers of Waryagharland from ever thinking
in terms of large-scale irrigation developments; as of
1967, however, the Moroccan government was plan-
ning to build a dam on the Nkur River at Imnudh
in Aith Bu 'Ayyash and to turn the whole plain into
a sugar-cane plantation. Blanco went on to observe
(in 1939) that since the Rifians had been favored in
no way by nature, it was up to the protecting power,
Spain, to help them; but hè then realistically recalled
that in fact there had been "nothing but prejudice
and injuries" involved, as in the case of the irrigation
turn that the lowland Waryaghar had had to cede to
the Granja Agrïcola or experimental farm (in fact,
a rather abortive experiment) at Imzuren. There the
land appropriated by the farm looked like "minute
green islets among the calcinated holdings of the
natives, whose ill-will and caustic comments are just,
logical, and in no way flattering: nubth nj-makhzan,
'the turn of the government,' as they say, which means
in effect that a squad of mkhaznis have to be stationed
on the spot to see to it that no poverty-stricken
akhammas tries, in the middle of the night, to get
water out of turn." Blanco was indeed keenly con-
scious of the fact that his fellow Spaniards derived
the benefit from the f arm's irrigation turn (which in
1953-55 lasted two days a week, from Tuesday after-
noon to Thursday afternoon), a turn that "did not
cost them the least effort, except for sitting down
and waiting for the Makhzan to appropriate it for
them. In such a case, neither the Makhzan nor the
Europeans (i.e., Spaniards) stand to gain anything;
on the contrary, they have much to lose."31

In the plain, water is divided on a 24 hour basis
in the major ditches, but in the smaller segments of
these, division on a "hoe," "yoke," "half-yoke,"
or "days of ploughing" basis is resorted to. The first
refers to the number of regular users of the ditch
who turn up, hoe in hand, to irrigate, and division
is made in proportion to the land owner. "Hoe" (R.
ayanim) also means the proportion in which each
landholder contributes to the number of workers in
the maintenance and construction of the ditch. The
"yoke" (dhiyugü) principle means that those who have
two draft animals (usually CQ.WS), which constitute
a "yoke," receive a full turn, white those with only
one animal receive half a turn.32 In the upper Nkur,
where water is abundant, only the 24-hour principle

-"Blanco, op. cit.. 1939. p. 105-106.
'-J. R. Erola. op. cit.. MS. 1952.
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the Rifian."27 Even more important in this connection
is the role of the Nkur River as a somewhat fluctuating
tribal boundary, as the following story graphically
illustrates.28

SidiMhand u-Musa, the founder of the Iziqqiwen
lineag_e__of.J.he Imrabdhen, who^died abput 1838-39
and is buried in the "Hillock of the. Saints" in Aith
"Hishim, is generally recognized as the foremost saint
of the plains Waryaghar. Not only did hè have, so
legend hasjUJhfe ability to be in two places at once,
but hè is also credited with having mounted the Aith
Waryaghar guard on the mainland (at the Burj al-
Mujahidin in Ajdir) against the Spaniards, who since
1673 had occupied al-Husaima Island.29 But his most
spectacular accomplishment was to miraculously cause
a heavy rain to reroute the course of the Nkur River
in favor of the Aith Waryaghar and at the expense
of the Axt Tuzin (whose own saint, Sïdi Bu Jiddain,
was thus bested in this hagiolatrical contest). This
particular incident had other repercussions that will
receive attention elsewhere, but it is mentioned here
in order to indicate the advantages (or disadvantages,
dependingon the point of view) of a "fluid boundary."

This sort of augmentation of already existing points
of friction has, as Blanco correctly asserts,30 made
a virtue of necessity. The segmentary organization
of Waryaghar society has deeply conditioned the
attitudes toward ownership of land and water, so that
any possible demands or threats voiced by downstream
groups for a transfer of even a minimal portion of
the flow are useless. Those upstream use all they
can; those downstream, the surplus. This may sound
like belaboring the obvious, but the principle is very
well suited to Rifian rivers because in normally dry
river beds water rises up only in certain parts; these
narrow fissures seem to be independent of each other,
and each, by means of an improvised dam (uggug),
feeds a series of successive ditches. Furthermore, the
nature of these streams, with their irregular flow and
occasional devastating overflow, have convinced the
Rifian farmer that hè cannot profitably cultivate any
landbeyond whatis necessary for his own subsistence;
in any case, further cultivation would attract the
attention and envy of neighbors and strangers, which
would, in turn, lead to blows.

Here another factor emerges: in the mountains of
the Jbil Hmam, only a very srnall part of the water

"E. Blanco Izaga, op. cit.. 1939, p. 104.
2STaken from an unsigned Spanish administrative report dated

1944.
29A. Sanchez Pérez, op. cit., 1952, however. says thai this guard

was mounted simultaneously with the Spanish occupaüon of the
island.

•'"Blanco, op. cit., 1939, p. 109.

in the upper courses of the rivers needs to be used
for irrigation, since in general water is overabundant
and land is lacking. As Blanco very appropriately
observes, this has been an excellent reason preventing
the mountaineers of Waryagharland from ever thinking
in terms of large-scale irrigation developments; as of
1967, however, the Moroccan government was plan-
ning to build a dam on the Nkur River at Imnudh
in Aith Bu "Ayyash and to turn the whole plain into
a sugar-cane plantation. Blanco went on to observe
(in 1939) that since the Rifians had been favored in
no way by nature, it was up to the protecting power,
Spain, to help them; but hè then realistically recalled
that in fact there had been "nothing but prejudice
and injuries" involved, as in the case of the irrigation
turn that the lowland Waryaghar had had to cede to
the Granja Agricola or experimental farm (in fact,
a rather abortive experiment) at Imzuren. There the
land appropriated by the farm looked like "minute
green islets among the calcinated holdings of the
natives, whose ill-will and caustic comments are just,
logical, and in no way flattering: nubth nj-makhzan,
'the turn of the government,' as they say, which means
in effect that a squad of mkhaznishave to be stationed
on the spot to see to it that no poverty-stricken
akhammas tries, in the middle of the night, to get
water out of turn." Blanco was indeed keenly con-
scious of the fact that his fellow Spaniards derived
the benefit from the farm's irrigation turn (which in
1953-55 lasted two days a week, from Tuesday after-
noon to Thursday afternoon), a turn that "did not
cost them the least effort, except for sitting down
and waiting for the Makhzan to appropriate it for
them. In such a case, neither the Makhzan nor the
Europeans (i.e., Spaniards) stand to gain anything;
on the contrary, they have much to lose."31

In the plain, water is divided on a 24 hour basis
in the major ditches, but in the smaller segments of
these, division on a "hoe," "yoke," "half-yoke,"
or "days of ploughing" basis is resorted to. The first
refers to the number of regular users of the ditch
who turn up, hoe in hand, to irrigate, and division
is made in proportion to the land owner. "Hoe" (R.
ayarzim) also means the proportion in which each
landholder contributes to the number of workers in
the maintenance and construction of the ditch. The
"yoke" (dhiyitga) principle means that those who have
two draft animals (usually caws), which constitute
a "yoke," receive a full turn, while those with only
one animal receive half a turn.32 In the upper Nkur,
where water is abundant, only the 24-hour principle

-11 Blanco, op. cit. . 1939, p. 105-106.
-12J. R. Erola, op. cit., MS, 1952.
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exists; the other methods of water distribution are
geared for regions where water is scarce.

Irrigation turns can be traded or swapped; but if
anyone forgets his turn or fails to show up for it,
hè forfeits it. During the Ripublik, when irrigation
ditches needed repair after heavy rains, for example,
an announcement was made in the evening at the
mosque, and any persons who failed to turn up the
next day for the repair work were fined 2.50 duros
Hasani apiece (in Spanish times, 1954-55, 16 pesetas,
the standard daily wage). The proceeds were used
to buy food for those who did show up. In Tazurakhth
in the upper Aith Bu 'Ayyash anyone who refused
to pay had to forfeit a rifle (which was returned to
him upon payment). During the Ripublik, the members
of the jma'r/ï handled all irrigation matters themselves,
but in Spanish times an aquwwam or irrigation chief
was appointed in each subclan by the qaid in order
to regulate, on the spot if possible, all disputes and
quarrels over land, water, and animals; those over
water generally arise as a result of individuals trying
to appropriate water out of turn. The present indepen-
dent Moroccan administration has continued to retain
the aquwwam as a minor tribal functionary, and hè
is still nominated by the qaid. In Spanish times hè
received 10 ptas for every such case hè handled, as
of 1961, 250 frs., and as of 1965, 600 frs., generally
from the owner of the ditch, whether this is an
individual or the jma'th. He exacts fines according
to the extent of damages caused, and hè must turn
in a statement of damage to the qadi, who forces
the guilty party to pay up. However, in this same
connection there are two points of custom that are
known to all: if a river in flood bodily lifts up a portion
of A's property for example, and places it on top
of B's property, the land in question now belongs
to B rather than to A because it is B's land that
now gives it its asr or "roots."33 However, should
the river place the land in question beside but not
on that of B, it still belongs to A.

In the plain the usage of irrigation water from both
the lower Nkur and lower Ghis rivers has always been
the subject of agreements, usually verbal for the Nkur
and usually written for the Ghis. In this region the
flow of water, even though highly variable, permits
a regular distribution through permanent ditches, a
distribution sanctioned by tradition and known to all.
These ditches contain water all year round, and be-
cause their utilization has been regulated and stablized
(even under the Spanish, against whorn Blanco in-

"This is in contrast 10 the Algerian Kabyle practice as described
by Serviër. Jean Serviër, Les Pones de t'Antiée. Paris: Robert
Laf font, 1962.

veighs, and who all left, of course, after ïndepen-
dence), tncidents do not often occur here in the plain.-:j

As we have seen, the irrigation system in Waryag-
harland not only parallels the segmentary and the
territorial systems very ctosely, but is also, wherever
and whenever possible, based upon them and might
even be considered as one particular mode of the
latter. Where this is not the case, sales of individual
property or of the property of minimal Hneage branches
have generally been the cause. Such sales have oc-
curred most frequently in the plain, where the presence
of the model farm at Imzuren further complicated
the "aboriginaP irrigation picture, even though it was
integrated into the lowland irrigational structure.

In the river beds there are certain points known
to the Aith Waryaghar where water always rises up.
Dams are made at these points for the source of the
ditches as well as for partitions for the water on both
sides. After a dam has been built, holding as much
water as possible, it is converted into a ditch-head
in which the necessary outlets are made, and it serves
as the point of origin of the primary ditches of
permanent flow, usually two or three in number. The
Aith Waryaghar say that the water going through these
outlets is well distributed, by halves or thirds or
whatever the case might be; and although this is what
occurs in theory. in practice the system is far from
perfect, as they do not take into account either the
width or the depth of the outlets, which are improvised
and variable. The primary ditches are divided up, when
necessary, into secondary branches, and it is in these
branches that the irrigation turns are initiated, each
one taking up water for twenty-four hours. If there
are four secondary branches, for example, each one
will take up water every four days. The secondary
branches are again divided up into tertiary branches,
also of periodic flow, which take up water only during
the day, or only at night, and these in turn give rise
to the individual irrigation furrows that receive water
only at certain hours, generally determined by those
of the daïly prayers.

Although Blanco does not couch it in exactly these
terms, hè nevertheless stresses, by implication, the
fact that in the Rif one can virtually speak of a
segmentary irrigation system,35 and with very good
reason. The primary ditches tend to serve local com-
munities, while the secondary ditches with flows of
24-hour duration serve the dharfiqin or segmentary

34To what extent this traditional system will be changed as
a result of the new government sponsored sugar-cane project in
the plain is impossible to say. but it is very likely that the change
will indeed be great.

^E. Blanco Izaga. op. cit.. 1939, pp. 101 sq.. esp. pp. 106-108:
and D. M. Hart, op. cit . . 1958. p. 212.
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lineage groups resident within them, and the tertiary
ones serve the ijujga (sing. jajgu) or lineage branches
encapsulated within these dharfiqin. The distribution
of water is sealed by instructions from the owners
of the tertiary ditches so that if any of these ditches
receives water during the day in its irrigation turn
it wil! receive it at night in the following turn. A
similar instruction initiated by the irrigators stipulates
that the first man in one turn will be the last in the
next. The two classes of turns making up this order
of irrigation are usually set up for the full sequence
of turns and are settled by lot drawing. At this level
the transfer of irrigation turns may be effected at
any time, and for the lower Ghis, as noted earlier,
the sale of such turns is entirely independent of the
sale of property. The reason for this is of course
lack of water; river water is supplemented to some
extent (notably in Ifasiyen of Imrabdhen) by the
existence of wells, but not enough, in an overal] sense,
to make an appreciable difference. Blanco estimated
in 1938-39 that one 12-hour irrigation turn per week
cost 500-600 duros (2,500-3,000 ptas.).36 Differences
of opinion and disputes were and are resolved by
the Standard processes of arbitration, evaluation of
damages, or indemnification.

Any stranger who, in pre-Spanish times, came to
that part of lowland Waryagharland irrigated by the
Ghis River in order to buy property and build a house
had no right to water from the irrigation ditch in his
community untü hè bought and paid for his irrigation
turn. To this end hè had to have a document duly
notarized by two 'adw/and signed by the qadi, pro ving
the legitimacy of his purchase.37 This was not the
case for the upper Ghis, where none of the ditches
are of any real importance and where there is in fact
little irrigation; it is only on the lower Ghis that they
were and are important. The Ghis may be the longest
river in the Central Rif, but the only significant ditches
lead off from its lower course, in the plain: Dharga
nd-Bzïmma on the west band and Dharga nj-Bu r-Ma'iz
and Dharga n-Tfadhna on the east bank. Dharga
nd-Bzimma has a five-day turn,38 distributed among
the various sublineages of the large local community
of Ajdir; in 1938 it provided the water to turn one
gristmill, and there were several of these milis by
1953. Dharga nj-Bu r-Ma'iz has a three-day turn, split

36 E. Blanco Izaga. op. cit., 1939, p. 136. One of the qanuns
translated in the same work (p. 135) deals with the tale of an
irrigation turn in the Lower Ghis.

l ~ J . R. Erola. op. cit.. El Caidato dei Alto Guis: Estudio
Económieo-Social, MS. 1953. remarks that in the Lower Ghis one
may as a result encounter individuals who own water but no land,
uhereas this is never the case in the Upper Ghis.

3flSix day s. according to Blanco, op. cit., 1939, pp. 112-113.

up between the lineage groups included in Imhawren.
r-Hujjaj and Tifirasin (the first and second each
including three lineages of the clan of Aith 'Ari, and
the third, two of the clan of Aith Yusif w-'Ari). Each
of these is then for purposes of irrigation split up
into its component segments. In 1938 the water from
the ditch moved three milis, and by 1953 several more
milis had been built. The turn structure of the Bu
r-Ma'iz ditch had also undergone certain alterations.
if we compare my own description of it in 1953 as
given in Appendix I, with Blanco's observations made
in 1938, presented in detail below.39 The most impor-
tant principle emerging from Blanco's treatment of
this material is the existence of what hè neatly terms
"intermittent irrigation rights." By 1953 the lineage
that had been granted such rights was fully absorbed
and integrated into the turn structure of the ditch.
Yet these "intermittent" rights are of considerable
structural interest and merit description for they are
not in any sense randomly intermittent but have a
very precise pattern of rotation, a point that Blanco
did not make sufficiently clear.

In the Imhawren turn from Dharga nj-Bu r-Ma'iz.
the lineage of Aith Bu Dhimmus (of the clan of Aith
Yusif w-'Ari) figured as an outside segment but onl>
when water was scarce, for this lineage normally had
its own turn in the Dharga n-Tfadhna (which had its
own secondary ditch of Upper Tafadhna, or Tafadhna
n-Dara). lts structural inclusion in the Imhawren turn
thus assured its members of water that they might
not otherwise have received in hard times.

The members of this lineage were given intermittent
rights with the idea that their inclusion would noi
interrupt the general irrigation schedule. The pattern
of their inclusion is regarded by both Blanco and myself
as an excellent explanation of the fact that in the
plain of al-Husaima there were very few incidents
regarding irrigation turns other than those created b>
the unwanted presence of Spanish irrigators. It be-
hooves us to look at this scheme in detail.

On the first day (24 hours), under normal circurn-
stances, the Imhawren irrigated, and their turn was
utilized by one of their three component lineages.
Aith 'Aru Hmid, Aith 'Abdallah u-Hmid, and Aith
Muhand u-Hmid (all descended from sons of a common
ancestor, Hmid). The fourth and outside element, Aith
Bu Dhimmus, we leave aside for the time being. The
second day was the turn of one of the two Tifirasin
lineages, Aith Mhand u-Yihya and Im'arwen (both
of Aith Yusif w-'Ari clan). The third day (24 hours).
the turn of r-Hujjaj (Aith "Ari clan) was taken by

39E. Blanco Izaga, op. cit., 1939, pp. 113-118.
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«•£ of its three constituent lineages, Aith r-4Arbi,
UI-M----;: nd-Hajj Si 'Ari Ubarru, and Tarhuthen.

Tnus.overa9day period, there was, under ordinary
orcumstances, the followïng arrangement:

TABLE4.1
Original Irrigation Arrangement: Imhawren,

Tifirasïn, and r-Hujjaj

Day

I
T

3
4
s
6
7
§
9

Sequence

Imhawren
Tifirasin
r-Hujjaj
Imhawren
Tifirasin
r-Hujjaj
Imhawren
Tifirasin
r-Hujjaj

Turn

Aith 'Aru Hmid
Aith Mhand u-Yihya
Aith r-'Arbi
Aith 'Abdallah u-Hmid
Im'arwen
Dharwa nd-Hajj Si "Ari Ubarru
Aith Muhand u-Hmid
Aith Mhand u-Yihya
Tarhuthen

TABLE 4.2

Modifications to Table 4.1 through Intercalation ot'
Extra Lineage (Aith Bu Dhimmus) into Imhawren

Sequence
Imhawren TurnsDay

l Aith Bu Dhimmus—took the turn of Aith 'Aru
Hmid

4 Aith 'Abdallah u-Hmid
7 Aith Muhand u-Hmid

10 Aith 'Aru Hmid—recuperated their own turn
13 Aith Bu Dhimmus—took the turn of Aith

'Abdallah u-Hmid
16 Aith Muhand u-Hmid
19 Aith 'Aru Hmid
22 Aith 'Abdallah u-Hmid—recuperated their own

turn
25 Aith Bu Dhimmus—took the turn of Aith

Muhand u-Hmid
28 Aith 'Am Hmid

Then the sequence was repeated. In the ordinary
normal sequence each lineage of Tifirasin irrigated
every six days, while each lineage of Imhawren and
r-Hujjaj irrigated only every nine days. Now, if we
intercalate the Aith Bu Dhimmus into the picture,
we see that each Tifirasin lineage continued to irrigate
every six days, and each r-Hujjaj lineage every nine,
on the same day as before; but the Imhawren lineages,
10 which the new intercalated lineage was appended,
underwent a shift. As a result, four out of every five
turns of each Imhawren lineage feil as usual nine days
apart, and the remainingturn involvedagapof eighteen
days; the newcomers irrigated regularly every twelve
days. Thus without altering the general sequence of
the turns and without detriment to the other two
neighboring lineage-groups, located slightly further
away,the thirstof the Aith Bu Dhimmus was quenched
as this lineage rotated around the turns, as indicated
schematically in Table 4.2. Since the turns of the
Tifirasin and r-Hujjaj lineages remain exactly as shown
in Table 4.1, only the Imhawren turns are shown.
As of 1953, the Aith Bu Dhimmus lineage had been
fully integrated into the irrigation turn structure of
Tafadhna n-Dara secondary ditch of the Dharga nj-Bu
r-Ma'iz while still retaining their original rights in the
Tafadhna primary ditch. There is no question that
this integration had occurred through outright purchase
of an irrigation turn.

The Tafadhna ditch, to take another and less
complicated example, has a three-day turn; in 1938
it moved four mi l i s and again there were more milis
by 1953. The distribution of its water was as follows:
on the first day the (Imrabdhen) lineage of Yinn Si
'Amar Umrabit; on the second day, the Aith Bu
Dhimmus (Ajdir, 12 hours; Andrusen lineage, 2 hours

40 minutes; and Aith Bu Dhimmus, 9 hours 20 minutes);
and on the third day, the Imhawren (Aith 'Aru Hmid,
Aith 'Abdallah u-Hmid and Aith Muhand u-Hmid).
Some of these lineage names we have already encoun-
tered among the users of Dharga nj-Bu r-Ma'iz. Here
the situation as I found it in 1953 was substantially
the same as Blanco had described it.

We now turn to some general remarks on the ditches
emanating from the lower Nkur. The Nkur contains
many more ditch outflows of importance than does
the Ghis, but, as Blanco pointed out, its irrigation
regimen is less exact (precisely because it has more
water, and because there is no need for compensating
wells). Irrigation agreements that have been written
up regarding distribution of Nkur River water are few
and relatively recent, It will be recalled that the Nkur
acts as the somewhat ad hoc boundary between the
Axt Tuzin and the Thimsaman on the east and the
Aith Waryaghar on the west, and that in its fast-moving
upper course there is always more than enough water,
and irrigation turns are a simple matter. Even in the
middle Nkur there is still plenty of water to irrigate
meanders such as those of Dhaghzwith n-Dasa and
Tazurakhth. But in the lower Nkur, north of the
Thanda Hawa lagoon, the complexity of irrigation
turns approaches that of the lower Ghis. Again, greater
population density and water filtration and subsequent
loss are the reasons. The attempt has been made to
reconcile various accounts with each other in Appendix
I sïnce there are several points at which they do not
correspond—a fact that is itself significant. One docu-
ment on the distribution of irrigation water from the
Tufrasht ditch on the west bank of the Nkur between
the communities of Izakiren and Ighmiren, of the clan
of Aith Bu 'Ayyash, states that those of Ighmiren
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will receive 3 parts and those of Izakiren 5 parts,
but in the enumeration, six parts are in fact listed.40

Perhaps this is an indication of how clerical errors
in the drawing up of documents can lead to structural
ambiguities. Another example is Dharga n-Dahar,
again on the west bank. According to Blanco's reckon-
ing it moved two milis in 1938 and had two turns
of 24 hours each, one for the Aith Bu 'Ayyash and
the second for the Aith 'Ari; the latter turn was split
up into two-thirds for Aith Musa w-'Amar and one-
third for Imzuren.41 Blanco's representation for this
distribution was as follows:
Ist Day: Aith Bu 'Ayyash
2nd Day: Aith 'Ari (Aith Musa w-'Amar)
3rd Day: Aith Bu 'Ayyash
4th Day: Aith 'Ari (Aith Musa w-'Amar)
5th Day: Aith Bu 'Ayyash
6th Day: Aith 'Ari (Imzuren)

My own information, from one source, accords
with this in that it gives half to the Aith Bu 'Ayyash
and half to the Aith "Ari, although it does not break
the latter down into constituent user elements; but
another interpretation gives primacy to the Aith Bu
'Ayyash, who receive 5 out of 8 turns while the Aith
'Ari only receive the other three.42 Anyone wishing
to consult Appendix I will find further variants and
ambiguities in the distribution of water from the lower
Nkur ditches. The distribution of lower Ghis water
is indeed complex, because land and water were
considered as two discrete entities, but because it
was properly codified it is not ambiguous; distribution

^This document is undated but was probabiy drawn up in 1954
or 1955 at the instigation of the aquwmtm of Aith Bu 'Ayyash.
'Amar n-Muh n-Muh of Imnudh.

"'Blanco, op. cit., 1939, p. 124.
42 J. R. Erola (op. cit. MS 1953) states that the water of this

ditch, that of Hadhidha and that of Tigarth and Swani in Aith
'Ari as well as several ditches along the Middle and Upper Ghis,
are divided up on the "hoe" principle discussed above. In other
parts of the plain (e.g. Aith Mhand U-Yihya and the rest of Aith
'Ari) however, water rights are divided up on the "yoke" basis
and indeed on the "half-yoke" basis: in this case those who have
two cows receive a full turn. while those who have only one cow
receive half a turn. Division of irrigation water may also be made
elsewhere in terms of "days" of plowing and sowing or in terms
of hours of irrigation. Cf- a 1945 document regardingthe distribution
of water from the 1-Udha ditch at Tharnasind: 7 out of 8 days
worth of water to be used equally by the I'azzuzen and Aith Mhand
u-Hmid lineages, and the eighth was to be divided up into two
periods of sunset to dawn and from dawn to halfway between
the mid-afternoon prayer and sunset, for use by each of them
individuall y.

of the lower Nkur water, however, tends to be ambig-
uous in practice if not in theory.

The distribution of irrigation water from the upper
courses of both rivers is a far simpler matter than
in the plain of al-Husaima, where lineage discontinuity
has created a veritable territorial jumble. The progres-
sion of the Aith Waryaghar from their original home
in the Jbi! Hmam down to the plain was a very gradual
one, but in terms of clan and lineage discontinuity
and reduplicatïon, it can hardly be considered an
orderly one. The selling of both land and irrigati'on
rights created something of a patchwork quilt of clans,
which were infiltrated by numerous strangers and
strenger lineages as well. Prior to 1889-90, when the
first house was built in the plain itself, the plain had
been used only for cultivation by irrigation, with the
cultivators living in their communities in the surround-
ing low hills; but owing to the agricultural stake that
several Waryaghar clans already had in the plain, and
owing to the patchwork nature of clan and lineage
distribution, irrigation ditches were at that time already
cutting across community and even across clan and
tribal holdings, as the above evidence makes clear
(viz. the ditches on the east bank of the lower-middle
Nkur which irrigate not only for the Aith Waryaghar
but for the Axt Tuzin and Thimsaman as well). The
plain has long been a maze of irrigation ditches, ranging
from concrete-reinforced primary ditches to mere
furrows, and since the establishment of the Pax
Hispanica it has gradually become a virtual rnaze of
local communities as well. There is not enough land
or enough water for all, because of the proliferation
of autochthonous lineages and the accretion and
growth of others from outside.

The Aith Waryaghar would hardly seem to qualify
as a "hydraulic society" in Wittfogel's sense—and
they are disqualified entirely on political grounds (for
Wittfogel's thesis is that centralized despotism arose
in precisely those parts of the Near and Far East
where major irrigation works could be and were
undertaken). Nonetheless, irrigation is of extreme
importance to them, such that at least in part, they
may be considered "irrigation-based," to use Gray's
terminology.43

43Karl A. Wittfogel. Oriental Despotism, New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1957; Robert F. Gray. The Sonjo of Tangatiyika,
Oxford Untversity Press: International African Insutute, 1960.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































